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Abstract  
This deliverable reports the activities on task 2.2 which defines the guiding use cases and 
scenarios for the i3-MARKET project in order to drive the technical work in WP3 and WP4 and 
demonstrate and validate the technical achievements by means of three industrial pilots with 
their respective concrete demonstration use case scenarios.  
The industrial pilots act as blueprints for the use case implementation in WP5. For each 
industrial pilot demonstration particular use case scenarios, the functionalities of the involved 
applications, services, marketplaces, as well as the i3-MARKET backplane were defined. 
Note: This document provides general specifications, while the detailed requirements are 
included/provided in D5.1. 
The work in task 2.2 is carried out in three phases:  
Phase I: In the first phase, the task defined the initial set of use cases. The results of this 

are being used for the specification of requirements in Task 2.3 and serve as a 
key input for WP5.  

Phase II: The second phase will refine and extend the use cases that drive the technical 
work (requirements, architecture and implementation) of the second i3-
MARKET release. This work will result in D2.2 V2 and contributed to MS4 (in 
month 15).  

Phase II: The third phase will implement the set of use cases in industrial market 
environments that drive the technical work (requirements, architecture and 
implementation) of the third and final i3-MARKET release. This work results in 
D2.2 V3 and contributes to MS9 (in Month 27). 

This document includes use cases coming from the 3 industrial pilots as well other identified 
relevant domains, as results of discussion in relation to relevant fields that are not directly 
covered by the pilots. Use cases are important for i3-MARKET to define the required 
functionality and to find best business opportunities. Use cases also show problems of first 
implementations and opportunities for improvement.  
This document fully defines the use cases for the industrial pilots also highlighting similarities 
and high-level differences as follows: 

(1) Automotive, section 3.1.1,  
(2) Manufacturing, section 3.1.2,  
(3) Wellbeing, section 3.1.3, and 
(4) Major Differences between pilots, section 3.1.4 

 
The general industrial pilot framework section 3.2 emphasises our approach to keep use cases 
identical between different pilots. The pilot framework is developed between manufacturing 
and wellbeing pilots. In this paragraph we have described what is done identical for the two 
pilots but also the few functions that are different (paragraph 3.2.8). The detailed approach 
how the pilot framework will be integrated with the backplane functionality is described as part 
of section 3.3 “Pilot Framework SDK”. 
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The structure of the document is as follows:  
 

- Section 2 “Use Case Deliverable” provides an overview on the use case deliverable 
with paragraphs on hierarchical strategy, on documentation of use cases, and on 
partner contributions. The use case hierarchy starts with epics or scenarios, 
stakeholders, use cases, sub use cases and user stories. This section also adds the 
use cases of the pilot framework developed jointly between the manufacturing and 
wellbeing pilots.  

- Section 3 “Use Case Details” provides a more detailed description of the use cases 
listed on the backlog sections for Release 1 and Release 2 as it is needed to plan the 
implementation phase.  

- Section 4 “Workflows” provides and overview of important workflows between pilots 
and the i3-MARKET backplane.  

- Section 5 “Conclusion and Outlook” provides a brief Summary and Outlook  
- Section 6 “References” 
- Section 7 Appendix “Use Case Listings” provides a complete listing of all the 

components of the industrial pilots. 
 
This document is being used for the specification of requirements in Task 2.3 resulting in D2.3 
V1 and contributing to MS2 and serve as the basis for both the overall architecture work in 
Task 2.4 and the development work in WP3 and WP4. The document defines the scope of 
Task 5.1 requirements analysis. and will systematically identify both, the generic requirements 
for the i3-MARKET solution - specifically the i3-MARKET backplane and API, as well as the 
specific requirements with respect to the privacy and security regulation and demands for data 
markets. Task 5.1 will provide the technical specification of the demonstration use case 
scenarios to be realised in Task 5.3 and 5.4.  
The technical specification will ensure the proper implementation/integration of the selected 
use case scenarios by following standards implementations and methods. The industrial 
marketplace demonstration scenarios description and technical specification will be described 
in the deliverable D5.1 V1. Tasks 5.3-5.5 will drive the demonstration for the marketplace 
implementation in the area of Automotive Sector, Manufacturing sector, and Wellbeing sector 
the deployment of the Automotive pilot, Industrial pilot, and Wellbeing pilot for testing and 
evaluation and the Industry pilot realisation for validation on the use case specifications in 
Task 5.1. It will look closely to the KPIs and self-assessment of the provided services. 
We wanted to particularly emphasize the following points: 
Workflows go even beyond the industrial pilot framework and include all pilots. Section 4 
describes the most important workflows that will have to be used by any data exchange 
platform. We have identified the following five processes: (1) generating data, (2) registering 
a new offering, (3) purchasing data, (4) create and manage search alerts, and (5) transfer 
operational data. We have widely discussed the use cases and workflows in our wider 
communities. As part of the next months we will expose our choices towards external SME 
communities to gain agreement and receive potential suggestions for improvements. 
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1 About This Document 
Use cases definition is an i3-MARKET project deliverable that contains the basis for use 
cases, scenarios and serves as the basis for other deliverables reporting in work package 5. 
 

1.1 Deliverable context 
Project item Relationship 

Objectives TO.6 Development of the i3-MARKET backplane as a trusted, 
interoperable and decentralised infrastructure for the 
European data market industrial pilots using distributed 
semantic technology for optimisation/scalability purposes. 

TO.8 Deployment of industrial marketplaces in relevant 
domains to demonstrate. Interoperable and Integrative 
characteristics of the i3-MARKET architecture and also trusted 
and secure deployment enabling Intelligent Data Services. 

Exploitable 
results 

ER 2, Pilot application & services: Specification of use cases 
to enable later deployment and realisation of pilots in real 
industry data infrastructures.  

Work plan WP2, Task 2.2 providing input for Task 2,3, 2,4, 5.1, 5.2, and 
5.3 

Milestones MS4, MS9  

Deliverables Provide basis for deliverables I23 and I24 

Risks If use cases are not well defined the design of the other 
components and the success of pilots may fail. 

1.2 The rationale behind the structure 
The hierarchical structure of use cases is explained in paragraph 2 and then a 
complete listing of epics, stakeholder, use cases, sub use cases, and user stories is 
provided in Paragraph 3. 

1.3 Version-specific notes 
Version 1 of this document contains a complete collection of use cases for the 
industrial pilots 

• Version 2 to will consolidate use cases for more efficient implementation 

• Version 2 will also contain use cases for applications to other industries 
outside of the choice of industrial pilots 
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2 Industrial Pilots Characterisation 
 

2.1 Use Cases Description / Identification 
 

2.1.1 Hierarchical Strategy 
A first step in requirements engineering is the creation of a high-level systems model. This 
model identifies the set of people involved in the system (stakeholders) and defines the system 
boundary – the direct and indirect interactions with other entities. The high-level systems 
model is enriched when domain terminology is accurately defined, which requires deep 
interaction between the requirements engineers and the subject matter experts. The 
requirements engineer, in concert with these stakeholders, then develops a set of scenarios 
that tell “stories” of how a system will be used from the differing points of view of each of those 
involved in the system. These so-called Use Cases provide the basis for later requirements 
elicitation, elaboration, representation and analysis. Use Case definition, along with other 
forms of requirements discovery, forms the basis of effective requirements elicitation and 
validation. 
Use case were initially proposed as a list of actions or event steps defining the interactions 
between a role (an actor in the Unified Modelling Language, UML) and a system to achieve a 
goal. The actor can be a human or other external system.  
In systems engineering, use cases are used at a higher level than within software engineering, 
often representing missions or stakeholder goals. The detailed requirements are captured in 
the Systems Modelling Language (SysML) or as contractual statements. Use cases capture 
and specify requirements of a system using textual, structural, and visual modelling techniques 
to drive object oriented analysis and design.  
Use cases are a technique for capturing, modelling and specifying the requirements of a 
system. A use case corresponds to a set of behaviours that the system may perform in 
interaction with its actors, and which produces an observable result that contribute to its goals.  
Actors represent the role that human users or other systems have in the interaction. In the 
requirement analysis, at their identification, a use case is named according to the specific 
user-goal that it represents for its primary actor.  
The case is further detailed with a textual description or with additional graphical models that 
explains the general sequence of activities and events, as well as variants such as special 
conditions, exceptions or error situations. According to the Software Engineering Body of 
Knowledge use cases belong to the scenario-based requirement elicitation techniques, as well 
as the model-based analysis techniques. But the use cases also support narrative-based 
requirement gathering, incremental requirement acquisition, system documentation, and 
acceptance testing. 
Although there are some similarities between User Stories and Use Cases, User Stories and 
Use Cases are not interchangeable; both User Stories and Use Cases identify users and they 
both describe goal, but they serve different purposes. User Stories are centred on the result 
and the benefit of the thing you're describing, whereas Use Cases can be more granular, and 
describe how your system will act.  
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2.1.2 User Stories vs Use Cases 
User Stories often start out the same way as Use Cases, in that each describes one way to 
use the system, is centred around a goal, is written from the perspective of a user, uses the 
natural language of the business, and - on its own - does not tell the whole story. User stories 
and use cases are similar as follows: 

• User Stories contain, with user role, goal and acceptance criteria. 

• Use Cases contain equivalent elements: an actor, flow of events and post conditions 
respectively (a detailed Use Case template may contain many more other elements). 

and they are different as follows: 

• The details of a User Story may not be documented to the same extreme as a Use 
Case. 

• User Stories deliberately leave out a lot of important details. User Stories are meant to 
elicit conversations by asking questions during scrum meetings. 

• Small increments for getting feedback more frequently, rather than having more 
detailed up-front requirement specification as in Use Cases. 

 

2.1.2.1 Definition of Context 
Task 2.2 defines the guiding use cases for the i3-MARKET project in order to drive the 
technical work in WP3 and WP4 and demonstrate and validate the technical achievements by 
means of two concrete demonstration use case scenarios. These use case scenarios act as 
blueprints for the use case implementation in WP5. For each demonstration use case 
scenario, the functionalities of the involved applications, services, marketplaces, as well as 
the i3-MARKET backplane will be defined. 
The work in task 2.2 will be carried out in three phases.  

• In the first phase, the task will define the initial set of use cases. The results of this will be 
used for the specification of requirements in Task 2.3 and will be a key input for WP5.  
In the first phase, the requirements for the first i3-MARKET release will be specified, 
resulting in D2.3 V1 and contributing to MS2. They will be the basis for both the overall 
architecture work in Task 2.4 and the development work in WP3 and WP4.  

• The second phase will refine and extend the use cases that drive the technical work 
(requirements, architecture and implementation) of the second i3-MARKET release. This 
work results in D2.2 V2 and contributes to MS4.  
In the second phase, we refine these requirements based on the experiences of the first 
release and results from the use case realisation. They will be provided in D2.3 V2, which 
contributes to MS6. 

• The third phase will implement the set of use cases in industrial market environments that 
drive the technical work (requirements, architecture and implementation) of the third and 
final i3-MARKET release. This work results in D2.2 V3 and contributes to MS9.  
In the third phase, we will use the feedback and experiences of the second release and 
results from the use case realisation. They will be provided in D2.3 V3, which contributes 
to MS10. 
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Use cases are important for i3-MARKET to define the required functionality and to find best 
business opportunities. Use cases also show problems of first implementations and 
opportunities for improvement. This documents fully defines the use cases for the industrial 
pilots (1) Automotive, (2) Manufacturing, and (3) Wellbeing & AHA. In section 3.4 other use 
cases will be described as they could have different specifications than those for the 3 
industrial pilots. These other use cases will be covered in a later version of the document in 
particular to identify functionalities that are needed to make i3-MARKET more generally 
applicable. Use cases considered are: Transport in general, Smart Home, Sports coach, 
Coach, eCompanion.  
The output of the Use Case Definition task (Task 2.2) will define the scope of Task 5.1 
requirements analysis. Task 5.1 will systematically identify both, the generic requirements for 
the i3-MARKET solution - specifically the i3-MARKET backplane and API, as well as the 
specific requirements with respect to the privacy and security regulation and demands for data 
markets. Task 5.1 will provide the technical specification of the demonstration use case 
scenarios to be realised in Task 5.3 and 5.4.  
The technical specification will ensure the proper implementation/integration of the selected 
use case scenarios by following standards implementations and methods. Furthermore, it will 
cater for the provisioning of a time plan for supporting the deployment for the demonstrations 
according to the consortium resources and will provide a realistic execution plan for the 
duration of the task.  
The industrial marketplace demonstration scenarios description and technical specification will 
be described in the deliverable D5.1a in M06. This task will be devoted to organising and 
aligning the development and deployment of the back-end technologies for use cases 
applications, notably collaborative work from the use case specification, and the implemented 
technology from WP3, WP4 and WP5 for non-trivial experiments.  
The implementation will take into account the updated specifications of the use case that will 
be developed in WP2 and define the corresponding actions for infrastructure support, software 
deployment and will organize a plan for the testing of the deployed use cases. The plan for 
the execution of industrial marketplace pilots and the implementation, deployment, testing and 
evaluation strategy will be described in the deliverable D5.2a in M08. 
Tasks 5.3-5.5 will drive the demonstration for the marketplace implementation in the area of 
Automotive Sector, Manufacturing sector, and Wellbeing sector the deployment of the 
Automotive pilot, Industrial pilot, and Wellbeing pilot for testing and evaluation and the Industry 
pilot realisation for validation on the use case specifications in Task 5.1. It will look closely to 
the KPIs and self-assessment of the provided services. 
 

2.1.2.2 Definition of Use Cases 
A use case is defined by its field that it addresses for i3-MARKET this is described in the 
scenarios or epic section. Tightly coupled to the scenario or epic are the stakeholders that are 
involved. This can be natural person like IT staff or can also be entire organisations. An 
additional level of detail is provided on the wellbeing and manufacturing pilot where 
stakeholder stories are added to describe for example the gains, pains and jobs to be done. 
The next level of detail is the description of the use-case groups which are subdivided into use 
cases and into sub-use cases. The final level of detail is provided by means of the user stories. 
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2.1.2.3 Development Strategy 
The use cases are developed bottom up from understanding the needs of the different users 
as described in the user stories. The second approach is to develop use cases top down from 
the selection of the scenarios or epics which includes the selection of stakeholders. After 
intensive discussions in the project we managed that the two approaches meet in the middle 
to fully define the use cases. We are using an online project management tool to agile the 
process and simplify the burden of documenting the development strategy, we use this 
approach by following industrial best practices for Agile project management 
 
Figure 1 shows the complete documentation available Trello online project management tool 
as defined Cards and Boards, it is observed in 1a. i3market Automotive Pilot, 1b. i3market 
Manufacturing Pilot and 1c. i3market Wellbeing Pilot. The complete documentation includes 
UML graphs and Gains-Pains-Job to be done graphics along with the text descriptions. 

 
Figure 1a. Online tool showing Trello Cards for i3-MARKET Automotive 
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Figure 1b. Online tool showing Trello Cards for i3-MARKET Manufacturing 
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Figure 1c. Online tool showing Trello Cards for i3-MARKET AHA & Wellbeing 

 
Figure 1: Online tool showing Trello Cards for I3-MARKET Pilots a, b, and c 

Use cases define the interaction of pilots with i3-MARKET backplane. The definition is done 
hierarchically starting from Epic, over Stakeholders, Use cases, Sub-Use cases, to User 
stories. The first version is a collection of use cases that will be updated and also consolidated 
for the second version. Use cases also reflect internal Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for 
the project. Use cases are very important to define the appropriate Business model (i.e. 
subscription model), to define what type of Market analysis to perform and what users to be 
addressed by surveys? I3-MARKET business requirements will be identified via use cases 
from the pilots and also looking at Business models of pilots in fact Pilots are customers of i3-
MARKET and Proof of Concept can show strength and weakness of solutions. With the use 
case documentation, we explore what goes on, specific services, and underline 
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dependencies. With the inclusion of industry pilots, the hierarchy of marketplaces can be 
tested for specific flows and limitations. 
Addressing the aspects of data confidentiality and privacy are fundamental to i3-MARKET, as 
the project targets especially use case scenarios where personal and/or industrial data are 
shared or traded among the involved stakeholders. We will use self-sovereign identities and 
new types of smart contracts, which must be signed not only by the data providers and 
consumers, but also the owners of data (e.g. end-users or corporations) to ensure that all 
involved parties consent to the data exchange. i3-MARKET will also support data encryption 
on the data access interface in order to ensure that only involved parties can see the data. 
A first goal of the use cases is to extend the level of interoperability of the Ecosystems beyond 
the current set of techniques, tools and methodologies for interoperability. The i3-MARKET 
will help to ignite a global IoT market growth by creating innovative solutions and technologies 
in a growing demanding market. Thereby it can become the reference driver of this virtuous 
circle of the demand by payers, providers and users, and will intensify the offer of solutions by 
the industry, SMEs and financial services.  
A second goal is to integrate the platforms to allow new use cases to be designed and built at 
lower cost and faster than possible today. The objective is to demonstrate that the i3-MARKET 
allows to integrate new services and thereby integrate the platforms in the i3-MARKET. The 
beneficiaries will be the customers, for whom IoT faster delivers a less intrusive and stressful 
experience, but also the providers which can operate with higher efficiency, through better 
knowledge of what is happening with customers, professionals, equipment, and processes. 
IoT data exchanged through the i3-MARKET can help to improve quality of service.  
The i3-MARKET enables automatic contract generation and data exchange between the 
different players in IoT businesses. This functionality is tested with the different stake holders 
in the business environment. In terms of KPI this means demonstration of new PoC enabled 
by the i3-MARKET, making large volumes of data available for i3-MARKET, and 
demonstrating the concept of data exchange and use on the level of edge systems. Currently 
vendors only share data from the top of the silo because otherwise they lose their business. 
The pilot will pave the ground for facilitating SMEs access to industrial metadata via a 
subscription model, while reducing the risks of access by unauthorised industries. In terms of 
KPIs:  
a) The volume of offers from different provider industries will increase in 30%  
b) the number of suppliers and manufacturing providers will define a competing pricing model 
that will enable make a re-distribution of cost to the market that will reflect a revenue of 20% 
to each subscription in the marketplace and  
c) The timeliness and cost-efficiency of the manufacturing process improved by at least 10%. 
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2.1.3 Documentation of Use Cases for i3-MARKET pilots 
In the i3-MARKET project the importance of having defined and well documented use cases 
is critical for collecting all the requirements. A Use Case Specification is a textual or graphical 
description of the functionality provided by the system. It captures actor-system interaction. 
That is, it specifies how a user interacts with a system and how the system responds to the 
user actions. It is often phrased in the form of a dialog between the actor and the system. The 
Use Case Specification is represented in the Use Case Diagram by an oval, and is what most 
people think of when they hear the term Use Case. 
Both Epics and Use Case models, are large in scope. Search Data Sets “Items” functionality, 
which could be a Use Case, could just as easily be a goal / desire in an Epic and it is quite 
large in scope. However, “Enter Search String”, which could be a sub-task of Epic Data 
Discovery, could be a goal of a simpler User Story which is smaller in scope. Therefore it can 
be seen that User Stories by  contrast, are smaller compared with both Use Case models and 
Epics, and that Use Case models may indirectly be related to User Stories due to their 
similarity with Epics. Since all of the user stories in our survey in the previous section matched 
use case models, and since epics are simply larger user stories, we were able to design a 
software prototype to transform Roles and Goals / Desires of Epics into Actors and Use Cases 
of Use Case models. 
 

2.1.3.1 Epics, Scenarios, and Stakeholders 
Example Active and Healthy Aging: Description plus UML graph 
Description Example: Active and Healthy Aging individuals in need of some help or support 
to detect accidents like falls without assistance at home.  
Active and healthy Ageing individuals who are now at home and need continuous monitoring 
(not tracking) to monitor progression or evolution after some wellbeing problems. Aging 
monitoring for individuals recovering from a surgery, light post traumatic conditions, 
rehabilitation etc. want to continue to live at home because all commodities are there and do 
not want to overly load house inhabitants  with problems.  

 
Figure 2: UML Graph for Active and Healthy Aging Scenario 
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Stakeholder Example: Data Owner: Worker, Pilot Participant 
The Care Giver / Captain / Supervisor / Coach / Doctor can improve the quality of services to 
the customer and thereby improve quality of life, work safety, mission success, or in general 
customer satisfaction based on the monitoring results and data analysis carried out on the 
data. 

 
Figure 3: Pains, Gains, and Jobs to be done for Active and healthy Aging Data Owner Stakeholder 

Use-cases Example: Description in a few sentences plus UML diagram plus parents/children 

 
Figure 4: UML Graph for Wellbeing Use Case 
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Sub-use-cases Example: Description in a few sentences plus simple UML diagram plus 
parents/children 

 
 

Figure 5: UML Graph for Wellbeing Sub Use Case 

 

2.1.3.2 Use Cases and Sub Use Cases 
Use Case Example: Create Wellbeing Portal Description, UML graph, and children 
Create wellbeing portal that can trigger group monitoring solution for applications in active and 
healthy ageing, worker safety, ageing individuals coaching, future room, coaching of 
athletes/team, and interaction with general users in the form of an eCompanion with an 
administrative account that allows to accept creation of data owner / client accounts. It also 
allows for removing account of data owners that left the program. 

 
Figure 6: UML Graph for Wellbeing Portal 
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(Sub) Use Case Example: Semantically Describe Data: Description plus UML diagram plus 
parents / children 
Search for available data and post data for use by others 

 
Figure 7: UML Graph for Sub Use Case 

 

2.1.3.3 User Stories 
A User Story is a note that captures what a user does or needs to do as part of her work. Each 
User Story consists of a short description written from user's point of view, with natural 
language. Unlike the traditional requirement capturing, User Story focuses on what the user 
needs instead of what the system should deliver. This leaves room for further discussion of 
solutions and the result of a system that can really fit into the customers' business workflow, 
solving their operational problems and most importantly adding value to the organization. 
User story Example: Text description plus parents 
User Story Title: Semantically describe data 
Description: As a data analyst I want to use a tool to semantically describe my data offer, so 
that data consumers can search for my data on the marketplace and understand the semantics 
of my data. 
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2.1.4 Overall Partner Contributions 
WP 2: Use Cases, Requirements and Overall i3-MARKET Architecture Specifications; Task 
2.2 Use Cases Definition for Industrial Pilots Implementation and Realization: D 2.2a,b,c Use 
case definition V1, M06; V2 M15; and final M27 
Task 2.2 Use Cases Definition for Industrial Pilots Implementation and Realization: IBM led 
this task and produced technical specifics for defining use cases support. An important aspect 
is co-designing architecture and use cases to guarantee a smooth implementation and in 
particular planning of interfacing of the i3-MARKET with other platforms. IBM defined use 
cases in the space of active and healthy aging (wellbeing) ecosystem that profit from 
interaction through the common i3-MARKET platform and explore best mechanisms for 
interaction. To allow early testing IBM will build simulated environments that match all aspects 
of real wellbeing monitoring system that can be used in the testing phase to share data without 
constraints given by the nature of the personal data. As a first step a simulated system will be 
built that matches the ActivAge / AIoTes environment so that sharing of this type of data can 
be tested. 
SIEMENS-AG (1) contributed to define use case scenarios and support the demonstration. 
Viewpoint of large industry on industry 4.0 use cases. Responsibility for collecting and 
consolidating industry 4.0 use cases. Responsibility to interface with Task 5.4 (Intelligent 
Manufacturing Data Marketplace - Implementation, Testing and Validation). 
Atos (3) contributed to define use case scenarios and support the demonstration. Viewpoint 
of large industry on automotive use cases. Responsibility for collecting and consolidating 
automotive use cases. Responsibility for interfacing Task 2.2 with Task 2.4 (Overall i3-
MARKET Architecture Design and Evaluation) and Task 5.3 (Automotive Sector Data 
Marketplace - Implementation, Testing and Validation). Interface to WP1 (Management) 
IDEMIA (4) ensured that the overall i3-MARKET objectives and vision are reflected in concrete 
use cases. Responsibility for maximizing the i3-MARKET interaction of the three main 
demonstrator areas so that the i3-MARKET uptake and spreading can be maximized. 
Responsibility for interfacing Task 2.2 with Task 2.3 (General Requirements and 
Specifications). 
AUEB (1) contributed in defining and evaluating project relevant use-cases. Responsibility to 
brainstorm, collect, and consolidate use cases that bridge the current 3 demonstrations and 
to also collect potential use cases from outside these areas. 
DIGITALSME (2) contributed in defining i3-MARKET’s pilots with a special focus on business 
experience.  SME and business viewpoint in improving uptake of i3-MARKET use cases by 
small companies and their customers outside of the main demonstrator areas (with AUEB).  
Additional support of Atos for the automotive use cases. Responsibility for interfacing Task 
2.2 with Task 5.1 (Use cases technical description and specifications). Interface Task 2.2 with 
WP6 (Sustainability, Business Exploitation and Dissemination). 
GFT (2) contributed to define use case scenarios for the industrial pilots and support the 
demonstration. Support SIEMENS in collecting and consolidating the industry 4.0 use cases. 
Interface Task 2.2 with WP 4 (i3-MARKET Backplane) 
Unparallel (1) contributed to providing the human-centric most common characteristics. 
Support IBM in collecting and consolidating human-centric use cases. Responsibility for 
interfacing Task 2.2 with Task 2.1 (State-of-the-art analysis and alignment with related 
projects) and Task 5.2 (Industrial pilot implementation, deployment, testing and execution 
plan). 
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2.2 Use Cases Hierarchy – Overall Analysis 
 
The information presented in this section follows the proposed organisation of the Uses Cases 
Hierarchy defined as: Epics, Scenarios and Stakeholders then Use cases and Sub-Use cases 
and User Stories pare also included. This proposed structure allows to compare each field 
from the pilots within respective stages, later in section 3 use cases details per pilot are 
presented and explained. 
 

2.2.1 Epics 
Epics are “big, sketchy, coarse-grained” User Stories which can be decomposed into many 
smaller User Stories for the purpose of streamlining Software Development. Therefore, even 
if User Stories may not be compatible with Use Cases, Epics which are larger and broader in 
scope maybe so. A feature which is shared by both Epics and Use Case models, is that they 
are both large in scope. “Search Items”, which could be a Use Case, could just as easily be a 
goal / desire in an Epic and it is quite large in scope. However “Enter Search String”, which is  
a sub-task of the Epic “login”, could be a goal of a simpler User Story which is smaller in scope. 
Therefore it can be seen that User Stories by contrast, are smaller than Use Case models and 
Epics, and that Use Case models are indirectly related to User Stories due to their similarity 
with Epics. 

 

2.2.1.1 User Scenarios Automotive Pilot 
ATOS research and Innovation is working towards building Data Platforms from several 
vertical domains. For the energy sector, ATOS count with FUSE , as well for Smart City 
contexts, Urban Data Platform (AUDP) , for Industrial domains, MASAI-IP . Finally, for fleet 
managers and insurance, SmartFleets have recently emerged as a response to data-driven 
challenges that Insurance services are facing to provide more smart/intelligent services based 
on vehicle data, especially for personalized services as Usage-based Insurance (UBI) 
schemes.  
Hence, AGORA, as a vehicle data marketplace, is aiming to provide added value services to 
SmartFleets to support concrete services layers that this solution is offering to independents 
OEMs, Logistics and supply chain, and Insurance Industries.  
In one side, AGORA is going to support the acquisition, processing, and standardization of 
the data captured from Fleet managers by making use of the data marketplace functionalities. 
On the other side, the two main services of SmartFleets, Pay-as-you-drive (PAYD) and Pay-
how-you-drive (PHYD) are fuelled by the ingestion and acquisition of huge sources of vehicle 
data from the customers of the insurance policies. Due to that, AGORA can plays a major role 
as a middleware solution which manages and deals data sharing and exchange operations 
among stakeholders involved, e.g. Fleet-Managers, SmartFleet AI-powered insurance 
product, and Data Consumers in the name of an EU Insurer.  
Likely, the Automotive Pilot scenarios for i3-MARKET are mainly concentrated in the two 
following ones: 

Fleet managers; making use of data for operational decision-making optimisation  
The global fleet management market size is expected to grow from USD 19.9 billion in 2020 
to USD 34.0 billion by 2025, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 11.3% during the 
forecast period .  
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The main factors leading the growth of fleet management market include the increasing 
government regulations towards zero emissions urban mobility zones and need for 
optimization of fleet operating expenses such as reduction of running vehicle time which 
impacts in a reduction of fuel consumption. 
So that, in the case of the Automotive Pilot, there are 2 main Fleet managers scenarios that 
AGORA aims to drives their platform value creation connecting to the SmartFleets services 
challenges:  

A) Increase cross-sectorial vehicle data ingestion:  
AGORA will offer SmartFleets the possibility to ingest more amount of vehicle data from 
several OEMs providers. AI algorithms such as indicated in point A) of “Insurance companies” 
below are powered with data to continuously enhance the quality and preciseness of the 
services offered on top of that (PAYD, PHYD).  
In addition, AGORA would investigate on the cooperation with SmartFleets the interconnection 
and merge of the Common Industrial Model (CIDM) and FIWARE NGSI standard model for 
vehicles to foster the interoperability of AGORA platform and SmartFleets AI services. It could 
reduce the gap when Data Customers aims to use vehicle data from several providers in just 
one harmonized data model.   

B) Visualization and Data Sharing services: 
Therefore, AGORA is helping Fleet managers to improve their current cost benefits for 
traditional operational management to collect data (HW cloud acquisition, hiring specialized 
Big data profiles, cleansing and processing, storing into the cloud, etc.) versus Data-as-a-
Service (DaaS) and cloud-based deployments of fleet management solutions to ingest several 
vehicle data sources in a one-stop-shopping platform.  
AGORA is currently offering a set of statistics and friendly visual representation of the collected 
data inside of the marketplace through its Data Discovery panel. It provides the tools for Data 
Consumers to access, check and evaluate whether the data inside of AGORA is valuable for 
their data-driven services  
Insurance Companies and Insurance brokers; Usage-based Insurance (UBI) foster 
market uptake 
The usage-based insurance market is estimated to reach USD 125.7 billion by 2027 from USD 
24 billion in 2019, at a CAGR of 23%. Factors such as lower insurance premium compared to 
regular insurance, government regulations on telematics, high adoption of connected car 
services, and growing on-road vehicles are expected to drive the demand for usage-based 
insurance market. 
C) Improve driver profiling algorithms (risk scoring and profiles classification): is crucial 
for the adoption and market uptake of SmartFleet solution into Insurance customers because 
the quality and preciseness of the vehicle data collected and transmitted would lead into 
having better profiles classification resulting into an improvement of the quoting process of an 
insurer when a vehicle owner is aiming to subscribe its UBI policy scheme.  
Therefore, AGORA would enhance the Analytics and AI services offered by SmartFleets by 
pushing more vehicle data to the AI services.  

 

2.2.1.2 User Scenarios Manufacturing Pilot 
Manufacturing company  
The manufacturing company is a commercial entity that produces and sells industrial goods. 
It has manufacturing equipment that consists of manufacturing machines and production lines. 
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The company buys those machines, but does not want to maintain those machines, because 
it is not their core business. It will rather give maintenance contracts to Machine maintenance 
providers who will maintain their machines. The production machines have many sensors, that 
produce runtime data while they are working. This data is acquired and stored in a Data Space. 
As this data is a valuable asset, the manufacturing company wants to sell this data to generate 
business. 
Stakeholders within the manufacturing company are:  

• IT administrator: Takes care of technical issues  

• IoT device manager: Handles the infrastructure for collecting process data  

• Data analyst: Takes care of the collected data in the data space; Does analysis on the 
collected data  

• Production machines: Produce goods and process data. Need maintenance.  

• Business administration: Take care of commercial issues, e.g. invoicing, contracting, ... 
 
Data Space  
The data space is a technical entity for collecting process data from production machines that 
are owned by manufacturing companies. The data space is typically run by an IT company, 
that provides data services to industrial customers. 
Stakeholders within the data space are:  

• Operating system provider: Provides the tools and services for storing data (e.g.: 
SIEMENS  MindSphere)  

• Cloud infrastructure provider: Provides the IT infrastructure on which the operating system 
runs (e.g.: AWS, Azure, Alibaba Cloud)  

• Data space app developer: Develop apps for data handling (e.g.: MindSphere Application 
Center (MAC) or third party developers)  

• Data seller: Creates commercial offers for selling data. 
 
Market place for data  
The data marketplace is an online platform for trading industrial data and brining data 
providers and data consumers together. It will offer a user interface for querying data and is 
connected to a number of data spaces where it can retrieve data from. The marketplace for 
data gets a share of the revenue of data trading transactions. 
Stakeholders within the data marketplace are:  

• Market place operator: Takes care of the operation of the marketplace  

• Market place developer: Develops the software for the marketplace and takes care of the 
maintenance; Creating templates for smart contracts that will be used for trading data 
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2.2.1.3 User Scenarios AHA & Wellbeing Pilot 
 
Active and Healthy Ageing 
This is a scenario that allow monitoring of aging living independently at home needing 
occasional support. This has been provided by regular visits of care givers which is costly and 
ineffective. With room or person-based sensors changes in activity of daily living (ADL) are 
detected so that care givers can tune their visits to result in a better safety and quality of life 
of the aging. In particular ADL can detect falls of the aging which trigger an immediate need 
for assistance. 

 
Work Safety  
Firefighters, police, military, or in general jobs that are exposed to immediate stress that 
reduces quality of decisions. These job categories need stress and readiness monitoring to 
alert the persons or the supervisors to protect them from accidents and health hazards due to 
reduced cognitive performance. 
I want to do the best possible job under stress, and I am aware that too much stress triggers 
bad decisions therefore I need a system to alert me 
 
Wellbeing Coaching  
Sensors are needed to improve the effectiveness of coached behaviour changes. The sensor 
monitoring supports them and the responsible doctors in changes of lifestyle that are needed 
to improve their wellbeing and quality of life. 
 
Sports Coach  
This is a scenario that allows monitoring of a group of athletes including soccer teams, with 
the coach, the team captain, and different team members as stakeholders. The coach can 
analyse trends of bio-parameters in the athletes and thereby improve the overall training. The 
team captain can receive alerts in case a team member needs support. 
Athlete that cannot afford a human coach I want to improve my performance and endurance 
 
Monitoring Room 
Monitoring Room is a scenario that will become possible in the future beyond the time horizon 
of i3-MARKET. This combines monitoring solutions for a multitude of conditions. The person-
based monitoring is set up while the aging individuals are in a room. This solution allows to 
send them home for recovery with the same monitoring quality. Such solutions help to reduce 
monitoring care cost and to optimise the number of care givers required. We want to reduce 
cost of wellbeing solutions and provide the same quality of service to aging individuals at home 
of the future. 
 

2.2.2 Stakeholders 
In this section the identified stakeholders in the different industrial pilots of the i3-MARKET 
project are included and described. In other words the list of stakeholders provided constitutes 
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the first attempt to identify users and providers and their respective role(s) in the use cases 
for the Automotive, Manufacturing and AHA & wellbeing pilots.  
 

2.2.2.1 Stakeholders Automotive Pilot 
Data Provider  
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Actor who receives raw data from Data Owners and 
push it to the Marketplace translated to the CIDM 
 
Data Owner  
Owner of the CPP that generates the data, and therefore ultimate owner of the data. Data 
Owners has to accept Data Requests to generate contracts which leads to share the data with 
Data Consumers 
 
Data Consumer  
Consumes data shared from Data Owners Has to create Data Requests through the Data 
Discovery in order to Data Owners to accept them. Data Consumers receive only the data 
they want 
 
Administrator  
Manages the Marketplace and its users 
 

2.2.2.2 Stakeholders Manufacturing Pilot 
Machine maintenance provider  
The machine maintenance provider is a company that is specialized in providing maintenance 
services to manufacturing companies. It needs machine data in order to create a proposal for 
a service offer. Once the proposal is accepted by the manufacturing company, they will sign 
a paper contract for machine maintenance. This contract is out of scope for the i3-MARKET 
project. 

Machine Optimizer  
The machine optimizer is a company that is specialized in optimizing the performance of 
production machines, using intelligent software algorithms. In order to develop and test the 
optimization algorithms, they need real-life machine data, which they can get from 
manufacturing companies. The machine optimizer uses market places in order to find data 
that is suitable for training his algorithms. 
 

2.2.2.3 Stakeholders AHA & Wellbeing Pilot 
IT Administrator  
The IT administrator is responsible to setup the wellbeing monitoring portal and to allocate the 
staff to run the system: IoT device manager, data scientist. He also coordinates the inclusion 
of the stakeholders 1) Care giver/ Captain / Doctor / Supervisor / Coach / Room Manager; 2) 
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Relative / Colleague / Doctor; and 3) Data owner: Worker / Athlete. The IT administrator needs 
to make sure that data remains secured and that ethical and GDPR rules are respected. 
 
IoT Device Manager  
The IoT Device Manager is enabled by the IT Administrator. He defines, builds, and maintains 
the sensor system. He is also responsible to gather additional sensor information via the i3-
MARKET platform. And, in a later stage, make sensor information available to consumers 
outside of the Wellbeing and AHA pilot. 
 
Data Analyst  
The Data Analyst is enabled by the IT Administrator. He defines, builds, and maintains the 
data analysis system. He is also responsible to include additional sensor information that is 
delivered via the i3-MARKET platform into the data analysis. The data analyst is responsible 
to build the simulated data interface that initially makes information available to consumers 
outside of the Wellbeing and AHA pilot. 
 
Data Owner  
Aging Individual, Worker, Pilot Participant, Athlete. The Data Owner is the central 
stakeholder in all instances of wellbeing platforms. The sensors are focused on his/her body 
functions, work, activity of daily living, sports performance, recovery etc. The data owner is 
also directly or indirectly the recipient of all the services provided by the pilot and by i3-
MARKET. The ethical justification for the monitoring is always that the quality of life of the data 
owner is improved and that the minimal amount of personal data is involved in order to be able 
to provide these necessary services. 

 
Captain / Caregiver / Superior / Coach  
The Care Giver / Captain / Supervisor / Coach / Doctor can improve the quality of services to 
the customer and thereby improve quality of life, work safety, mission success, or in general 
customer satisfaction based on the monitoring results and data analysis carried out on the 
data. 
 
Relative / Colleague / Supporter  
Relatives / Colleagues receive alerts and can support the customers / data subjects to 
optimise their quality of life or mission success. 

 
Data Processor Organisation  
The data processor organisation is a commercial entity that monitors workers / professional / 
customers. It has IT equipment that can acquire IoT and web data and provide feedback to 
the different customer sets. The customers wear many sensors, that produce runtime data. 
This data is acquired and stored in a Data Space. As this data is a valuable asset, the data 
processor organisation wants to sell this data and especially services derived from this data 
to generate business. 
Stakeholders within the data processor organisation are: - IT administrator: Takes care of 
technical issues - IoT device manager: Handles the infrastructure for collecting process data 
- Data analyst: Takes care of the collected data in the data space; Does analysis on the 
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collected data - Data subject / customers: Use wearables for monitoring to get a service. - 
Business administration: Take care of commercial issues - Relatives / colleagues: Receive 
alerts to support data subject / customer - Care givers / supervisors: Optimize services / 
missions based on information from data processor organisation 
 

2.2.3 Use Cases and Sub Use Cases 
This section includes the summary of overall use cases that are identified as common in the 
three industrial pilots of the project and also in the following sub-sections just after the use 
common cases includes the sub use cases of the pilots following the developed hierarchy 
framework jointly developed between the automotive, manufacturing and wellbeing pilots.  

 
 
1) Search via Metadata and create contracts 
Automotive Pilot: Data Discovery / List Data Requests / Create Data Requests  
Manufacturing Pilot: Create and publish meta data for maintenance need / Create proposal 
for maintenance offer / Retrieve maintenance proposal / Search for runtime data /  
AHA & Wellbeing Pilot: Semantic Interface  
 
2) Share Data 
Automotive Pilot: Consume Data / Share Data / View collected Data 
Manufacturing Pilot: Deliver Data 
AHA & Wellbeing Pilot: Data Import Interface / Data Export Interface / Monitor Data Transfer 
 
3) Accounts and permissions 
Automotive Pilot: Create Account / Assign Component Permissions / Manage Users / Delete 
account 
Manufacturing Pilot: Create Account / Manage Users / Delete account 
AHA & Wellbeing Pilot: Manage Accounts / Link Stakeholders   
 
4) Pilot specific use cases 
Automotive Pilot: Manage Catalogue 
Manufacturing Pilot: 
AHA & Wellbeing Pilot: Create Wellbeing Portal / Create Group Monitoring solution / Create 
Monitoring platform for sensor functionality 

 
The figure 7 is the Use Case describing the whole process for the Data Consumer to consume 
data from the marketplace 
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Figure 8: Data Consumer UML Graph 

 
Describe and link with related user stories using connection button. It should be attached a 
UML diagram. 

 
Figure 9: Data Consumer User Story UML Graph 
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Data Consumers can manage the Data Request created by copying or deleting them. 
Data Owners have the right to terminate any accepted Data Request 

 
Figure 10: Data Owner UML Graph 

 
Use Case describing the process to have a review of the data consumed through a Data 
Request 

 
Figure 11: Data Consumed through a Data Request UML Graph 

 

Use Case describing the process of registration of the different stakeholders 
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Figure 12: Registration of Stakeholders UML Graph 

 

2.2.3.1 Use Cases Automotive Pilot 
 

Table 2.3.1: Automotive Pilot Use Cases 

Use Cases Sub-Use Cases 
Consume Data Transform Raw data to CIDM 

Create Account Push data 

Assign Component Permissions Accept Data Requests 

Share data Retrieve Data 

Data Discovery Subscribe to data 

List Data Requests Manage signals 

View collected data Manage measurement channels 

Manage Users Manage Data Provider users 

Manage Catalogue Manage Data Owner users 

Delete account Manage Data Consumer users 

Create Data Requests Delete Data Owner account 

Manage Data Requests Delete Data Consumer account 

Connect to open data portals Delete Data Provider account 
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2.2.3.2 Use Cases Manufacturing Pilot 
 

Table 2.3.2: Manufacturing Pilot Use Cases 

Use Cases Sub-Use Cases 

Create and publish meta data for maintenance need Create semantic data 

Create proposal for maintenance offer Search for maintenance needs on marketplace 

Retrieve maintenance proposal Get search result on marketplace 

Make machine data available in data space Sign electronic contract 

Search for runtime data Pay for data 

Deliver data Retrieve data from marketplace 

 Make proposal available at marketplace 

 Inform about available data 

 Pay marketplace for data transfer service 

 Download proposal data 

 Semantically annotate runtime data 

 Define required data 

 Display search results 

 Query for data 

 Return list of matching data 

 Sign a contract with marketplace 

 Sign a contract with data owner 

 Make one-time payment 

 Make recurring payments 

 Forward one-time payment 

 Forward recurring payments 

 Transmit single data packet / continuous data stream 

 Monitor data transfer 
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2.2.3.3 Use Cases AHA & Wellbeing Pilot 
 

Table 2.3.3: Wellbeing Pilot Use Cases 

Use Cases Sub-Use Cases 

Create Wellbeing Portal Create semantic data 

Create Group Monitoring solution Search for maintenance needs on marketplace 

Create Monitoring platform for sensor functionality Get search result on marketplace 

Manage Accounts Sign electronic contract 

Link Stakeholders Pay for data 

Semantic Interface Retrieve data from marketplace 

Data Import Interface Make proposal available at marketplace 

Data Export Interface Inform about available data 

Monitor Data Transfer Pay marketplace for data transfer service 

 Semantically annotate runtime data 

 Define required data 

 Display search results 

 Query for data 

 Return list of matching data 

 Sign a contract with marketplace 

 Sign a contract with data owner 

 Make one-time payment 

 Make recurring payments 

 Forward one-time payment 

 Forward recurring payments 

 Transmit single data packet / continuous data stream 

 Monitor data transfer 
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2.2.4 User Stories 
2.2.4.1 User Stories Automotive Pilot 

Table 2.3.4: Automotive Pilot User Stories 

User Stories User Stories 

Create/Delete Data Provider account Data read consent 

Create/Delete Data Owner user account Data discovery 

Create/Delete Data Consumer user account Create Data Requests 

Validate Data Provider user account Retrieve Data 

Create/Delete Data Provider account Subscribe to data 

Create/Delete Data Owner user account Create signal 

Create/Delete Data Consumer user account Create measurement channel 

Validate Data Provider user account Create data provider signal 

Validate Data Consumer user account Create data provider measurement channel 

Transform Raw data to CIDM View collected-sold data 

Push Data View collected-bought data 

Data write consent Review performed data transactions 

 

2.2.4.2 User Stories Manufacturing Pilot 
Table 2.3.5: Manufacturing Pilot User Stories 

User Stories  

Create Semantic Template Transfer data to data consumer 

Semantically describe data Transfer proposal data 

Save semantic description Store data 

Provide web-based search form Inform about available data 

Submit search request Pay for transfer service 

Get search result Download proposal from marketplace 

Provide template for electronic contract Query data in data spaces  

Inform about new electronic contract Semantically match data 

Pay for data / Make recurring payments Return semantic descriptions / list of matching data 

Pay for data to MC / Forward recurring payments Transmit streaming data / Monitor data transfer 

Transfer data from DS to marketplace  
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2.2.4.3 User Stories AHA & Wellbeing Pilot 
Table 2.3.6: Wellbeing Pilot User Stories (change table) 

User Stories User Stories 

Create Semantic Template Transfer data to data consumer 

Semantically describe data Transfer proposal data 

Save semantic description Store data 

Provide web-based search form Inform about available data 

Submit search request Pay for transfer service 

Get search result Download proposal from marketplace 

Provide template for electronic contract Query data in data spaces  

Inform about new electronic contract Semantically match data 

Pay for data / Make recurring payments Return semantic descriptions / list of matching data 

Pay for data to MC / Forward recurring payments Transmit streaming data / Monitor data transfer 

Transfer data from DS to marketplace  
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3 Use Case Details  
 

3.1 Detailed Use Cases 
A complete list of use cases is described as part of the section 7 “Use case listings”.  
 

3.1.1 Automotive Pilot 
AGORA data-marketplace connects Data Providers and Data Consumers for trading 
Connected Vehicle, Smart Building and Smart Homes data under the Common Industrial Data 
model (CIDM). It offers data owners full control over their shared data, and data consumers a 
common place for different sources of connected data with aggregation value. 
AGORA data-marketplace connects Data Providers and Data Consumers for trading 
Connected Vehicle, Smart Building and Smart Homes data under the standardized data model 
(CIDM). It offers security and privacy preserving experience when selling or buying data, by 
having the full control over data shared, to whom and for what purposes. It offers to cross-
sectorial Data Consumers, the possibility to search for more than 200 sensor signals, display 
advance visualization representations (Histograms, Geo-Histograms, Time Series) and 
retrieve those datasets in a seamless experience thanks to the open SDK-API created. 
Some real applications AGORA prototype collected data from 60 pilot vehicles of three 
different Data Providers (concretely Vehicle OEMs), which meant a total volume of 4.000.000 
data packages indexed in the Marketplace.  

 

 
Figure 13: Automotive Pilot Overview 
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These data have been used by two cross-sectorial Data Consumers to create their data-driven 
services. AGORA functionalities include: 
• A wide data catalogue and delivery of statistics for Service Providers. 
• Discovery service of requested data and identification of data owners. 
• Management of permissions (future smart contract provision service) 
• Secure and reliable end-to-end communication (from the cloud to the Service Providers). 
• Transactions accounting. 
• Enabled through an open interface. 
 

 
Figure 14: Automotive Pilot Details 

 

A full list of features description: 
• Filtering and visualization: provision of a Dashboard where Data Consumers are in full 

control of the filters applied when looking for CPP (Cyber Physical Product) Data. The 
solution enables easily search attending to attributes such as Signal type, Country 
location, Time period, etc. 

• Discovery (pull & push): in the Pull Data model the vehicle data is forwarded in response 
to a query from a service provider. In the Push Data model: a service provider is being 
notified when new data is available in the Marketplace in relation to a specific offer that 
was previously posted. 

• Representation: enables visualization mechanisms in term of graphics representations 
depending on the filtering attributes using a visual user interface based on a web 
application. 

• Offers Management delivers an administration panel where Data Consumers could check 
and control at any time the published data Offers to monitor the data available and apply 
the required updates or modifications needed to their service. 

• Cloud storage: provision to OEMs of cloud service to send the vehicle data from OEM 
backends to the cloud infrastructures of the marketplace. It enables a fast indexing of the 
metadata when Data consumers search and publish offers. 

• Contracts management: provides mechanism where Data Consumers enforce commercial 
agreements among data collected from CPPs Providers and those CPP owners to 
transform afterwards into data-exchange contracts with specific conditions and services 
compensations. 
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• Sensitive security framework: ensure that specific security policies are enforced so that 
access to data, as well as objects/services within Cross-CPP are protected. 

• SDK-API connection: offers to third parties, specially to SMEs, and SDK and API library to 
help those services providers interested in retrieving data that they can do without any 
technical constraint by plugging directly into their systems and collect data to build-up the 
data driven services. 

 

3.1.2 Manufacturing Pilot 
 

3.1.2.1 Backlog EPICs 
Create and publish meta data for maintenance need 
Manufacturing company needs a maintenance contract for their machines with an external 
company. In order to get quotations, they have to describe what kind of maintenance is 
needed. For that they will create a data set that describes the required maintenance tasks and 
will semantically describe that data. 
Responsible Partner  Siemens AG 
Contributing Partners 
Acceptance criteria 
A data set is available describing the maintenance need with the following data: 

• Purpose of this data: Quotation for maintenance expected 
• Technical data about the machines to be maintained 
• Duration and frequency of the service 
• Required skills or equipment 
• Operational data of machines 
• and other 

A semantic description is available describing the specific domain. 
Non-functional requirements 
- Usability: A tool should support the creation of the sematic description which does not require 
much knowledge about semantics. 
Create Semantic Data 
When a manufacturing company wants to publish data, it has to create a description of that 
offering based on a predefined semantic model. In order to do that, it will download templates 
of semantic descriptions from the marketplace. This supports, the job of the data analyst to 
semantically describe his data. 
There are two different situations that can occur: 

1) The underlying semantic model is detailed and specific enough. The semantic 
description of the offering can be defined on base of the available semantic model. 

2) The available semantic model has to be extended to describe the offering detailed 
enough. 
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Save Semantic Description 
As a data analyst I want to store the semantic description of my data along with the data itself 
in the data space, so that marketplaces can access it for data queries. 
Make machine data available in data space 
A manufacturing company has many machines running in a production line. They are 
equipped with sensors, that produce data while the machines are in operation (= runtime data). 
This data shall be saved in a data space for further processing. Also the data has significant 
value and will be used to generate revenue by selling them on a marketplace. 
 

3.1.2.2 Backlog Features 
Display Search Results 
The machine optimizer has done a search on the marketplace for machine runtime data. He 
gets a list of search results, which manufacturing companies have posted. He can click on 
each search result to get a detailed information on the contents of the data packages, including 
pricing information. 
Responsible Partner Siemens AG 
Contributing Partners 
Acceptance criteria 
There is a user interface to display search results. 
The UI shows all relevant search results in a list and the number of search results. 
The UI shows the meta data of the search result (incl. price) and allows to preview some 
sample data. 
There shall be filters to be applied to the search results (e.g. show only data sets that cost less 
than x EUR) 
Non-functional requirements 
- Transparency: In case of large amounts of search results, the user shall be supported in 
keeping an overview. 
Semantically annotate runtime data 
The manufacturing company, which operates the machines in their plants, has collected 
runtime data from those machines and transferred it to the data space. In the data space, it is 
available for sharing it with other participants of the i3-MARKET ecosystem. 
The runtime data must be semantically described, so that it can be discovered by others and, 
once downloaded, the meaning of the data is clear to the buyer. The marketplace supports 
the manufacturing company in that by providing a suitable semantic model and functionalities 
that help to characterize the runtime data with it. 
 

3.1.2.3 Backlog Tasks 
Define search request 
As a machine maintenance provider / machine optimizer I want to be able to submit a search 
request for data available in the marketplace, so that I can get an overview what kind of data 
the marketplace offers which I could buy. 
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Acceptance criteria 
1. There is a graphical user interface (UI) for the provider / machine optimizer, which he can 
use to specify his search. 
2. The UI has the following fields that the user can choose from: 

- Free text search term 
- Machine type 
- Types of data to search for (e.g. Pressure, temperature, speed, ...) 
- Frequency: Static or streaming data 
- Optional: Price range: max. amount of money the user is willing to pay for 

3. There is a message if not all mandatory search fields have been filled in. In 
that case, submitting the search is not possible 
4. There are ways for the user to a) Submit b) Cancel his search 
5. Upon submit, the search request is sent to the backplane 
6. The backplane will send back a confirmation of reception. There will be an 
indication on the UI that the backplane has received the search request. 
Responsible Partner  Siemens AG 
Contributing Partners 
Non-functional requirements 
The search shall not require the installation of a software on the user’s computer. 
Display search results 
As a machine maintenance provider / machine optimizer I want to get a list of search results 
for data that matches my search request. For each item in there list I want to be able to get 
more detailed information about that data. This way I get a good overview on what is available, 
and I know the details about that data that I am going to buy. 
Acceptance criteria 

1. On the marketplace, there is a user interface that displays the search results that were 
returned from the Backplane as a result of my search request. The user interface 
contains the following data: 

• Name of data provider 
• Machine type 
• Types of data available 
• Frequency: Static or streaming data 
• Optional: Price for the data incl. pricing model (fixed amount, per volume, ...) 

2. If the search result contains data from more than one provider, than above information 
is displayed for each provider 

3. If one provider has multiple matching data sets to offer (e.g. from multiple machines), 
than above information is displayed for each data set. 

4. There is a way to select one or multiple datasets. 
5. There is a way to buy selected data sets (not relevant for R1) 
6. If the user is not happy with the search results, he can go back to the previous search,. 

The previous search parameters are still there. He can alter the search parameters for 
a new search. 
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Responsible Partner   Siemens AG 
Contributing Partners 
Non-functional requirements 
- Transparency: In case of large amounts of search results, the user shall be supported in 
keeping an overview. 
Provide web-based search form 
As a market place operator I want to provide web based search forms for data, so that my 
customers have an easy way to precisely specify what kind of data they are looking for. 
Acceptance criteria 
1. There is a graphical user interface (UI) for the provider / machine optimizer, which he can 

use to specify his search. 
2. The UI has the following fields that the user can choose from: 

1. Free text search term 
2. Machine type 
3. Types of data to search for (e.g. Pressure, temperature, speed, ...) 
4. Frequency: Static or streaming data 
5. Optional: Price range: max. amount of money the user is willing to pay for 

3. There is a message if not all mandatory search fields have been filled in. In that case, 
submitting the search is not possible 

4. There are ways for the user to a) Submit b) Cancel his search 
5. Upon submit, the search request is sent to the backplane 
6. The backplane will send back a confirmation of reception. There will be an indication on 

the UI that the backplane has received the search request. 
Responsible Partner   Siemens AG 
Contributing Partners 
Non-functional requirements 
The search shall not require the installation of a software on the user’s computer. 
Transfer data from DS to marketplace 
 
 

3.1.3 AHA & Wellbeing Pilot 
 

3.1.3.1 Backlog EPICs 
Create Wellbeing Portal 
Create wellbeing portal that can trigger group monitoring solution for applications in aging 
population, worker safety, sport coaching, future room, coaching of athletes/team, and 
interaction with general aging individuals in the form of an eCompanion with an administrative 
account that allows to accept creation of data owner / client accounts. It also allows for 
removing account of data owners that left the program. 
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Goal: Link data consumer with data sources depending on selection of user scenario: 
1) Aging 
2) Work Safety 
3) Chronic Disease Monitoring and Coaching 
4) Sport Coaching 
5) Future Room 
6) eCompanion 
Create functionality scope that is optimised for the scenario using identical use cases with 
different templates for selection of stakeholders, user interfaces, user interaction, and 
functionality. 
Constraints: This function will be very flexible in later releases. The first release only manually 
defines a fixed scope and template for aging ambient assisted living (AAL). 
Actors: Data owner (aging individual), care-giver, relative, wellbeing portal administrator, 
data-scientist, IoT device manager 
Main flow: Load general and semantic template to define the stakeholder, and fields for 
sensor and metadata definitions as well as derived data that is created from the sensor 
information (ADL) parameters. Define questionnaires. 
Responsible Partner: IBM 
Contributing Partners: 
Acceptance Criteria: Capability to load templates and define the scope of group monitoring 
solution. 
Non-functional requirements: (e.g. performance, usability, etc.) 
 

Create Group Monitoring Solution 
Create group monitoring solution opens the particular resources for an application in one of 
possible fields (V1 to V6) with an administrative account that allows to accept creation of data 
owner / client accounts. It also allows for removing account of data owners that left the 
program. 
This function defines the scope of data which can also vary between different version of aging 
ambient assisted living implementations. 
Goal: In release one just one functionality will be implemented using hard coded templates, 
stakeholders, user interfaces, user interaction, and functionality. 
Actors: Data owner (aging individuals), care-giver, relative, group monitoring solution 
administrator, data-scientist, IoT device manager. 
Main flow: Load general and semantic template to define the stakeholder, and fields for 
sensor and metadata definitions as well as derived data that is created from the sensor 
information (ADL) parameters. Define questionnaires. 
Responsible Partner: IBM 
Contributing Partners: 
Acceptance Criteria: Stake holder accounts can be defined and the scope of functionality 
and user interaction matches to the use-case (which is ambient assisted living with a small 
number of sensors for sleep, toilet, presence, social activity, rest etc.  Additional sensors can 
be defined and imported via the i3-MARKET backplane. 
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Non-Functional Requirements: Reliability, Usability, Flexibility 
 

3.1.3.2 Backlog Features 
Submit Search Request 
Define metadata record to be submitted as search request towards the i3-MARKET backplane 
and handle returned information. The function display search results will be taken from the 
pilot framework. 

Goal is to be able to trigger search requests for additional data via the i3-MARKET backplane. 
• Handles requests typically for ambient assisted living   
• Group Monitoring Solution Administrator, Data-scientist 
• Read metadata information  
• Create data-structure for transmission 
• Submit Search Request 
• Receive Search Result 

Responsible Partner: IBM 
Acceptance Criteria: A search request is posted describing the need for data with the 
following metadata: 
- Purpose of this data  
- Location where data was acquired (postal code) 
- Sensor category: Home, Person, City, Weather 
- Sensor subcategory: ADL, power, activity, traffic, etc. 
- Sensor type, Sensor detection frequency, etc. 
- Time frame, historic or streaming 
A semantic description is available describing the specific domain. 
Non-Functional Requirement:  Error-free operation 
 

Semantically Describe Data 
This functionality allows to extract semantic information from datasets that are either stored in 
the local database or received from a remote source. It analyses the meta information within 
a limited set of data structures and provides the semantic information a metadata structure 
that can be saved or used in conjunction with the function submit search request. 
Extraction of meta information from a variety of source datafiles 
Interprets datatypes used in ambient assisted living in release 1 more datatypes follow later 
Group Monitoring Solution Administrator, Data-scientist,  
Read data 
Extract Semantic information 
Provide meta date record with the semantic information 
Responsible Partner: IBM 
Acceptance Criteria: Extraction of semantic information from a limited number of datasets 
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Non-Functional Requirements: Error-free operation on a limited set of data structures used 
in ambient assisted living context. 
 

Create Semantic Template 
Definitions and template information to adapt the general wellbeing portal functionality to 
different group monitoring solutions. 
Create functionality that optimally suits a particular user scenario which is aging ambient 
assisted living for release 1. 

The level of flexibility is initially very small and will be enlarged for later releases. 
Data owner (aging), care-giver, relative, wellbeing portal administrator, group monitoring 
solution administrator, data-scientist, IoT device manager. 
A command line interface is provided to create semantic templates. This will be replaced with 
versions with improved user interaction in later phases. Semantic templates will be stored as 
json files. 
Responsible Partner: IBM 
Acceptance Criteria: Structure of stored template is error-free and can be loaded by the 
create group monitoring solution use case. 
Non-Functional Requirements: Flexibility 
 

3.1.3.3 Backlog Tasks 
Simulate data  
This function accesses datasets that are subject to privacy constraints and creates a related 
simulated dataset. The use case can generated this type of data with different accuracy and 
complexity to fulfil appropriate testing requirements. 
Make diverse data available for functionality testing with other pilots via the i3-MARKET 
backplane. 
Simulated data are not fully accurate but can be adapted depending on the goal of the overall 
testing. 
Data owner (aging), care-giver, relative, wellbeing portal administrator, data-scientist, IoT 
device manager 
Read privacy constrained dataset, generated related simulated dataset with appropriate 
metadata description which includes user consent and extended data-lifetime. 

Responsible Partner: IBM 
Acceptance Criteria: 
Simulated dataset with smaller statistical deviation than required threshold which varies from 
50% to 5%. Regular verification impossibility to re-identify datasources. 
Sufficient injection of noise and deviation to render reconstruction of personal information 
impossible. 
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3.1.4 Major Differences among Pilots 
The following paragraphs General Industrial Pilot Framework, Pilot Framework SDK, and 
Workflow underline similarities among pilots. In particular the General Industrial Pilot 
Framework (and the Web RI) show similarities between the Industrial and the Wellbeing pilots 
and the Workflow shows common features of Automotive, Industrial, and Wellbeing pilots. 
These features are even common for most other fields that might plan to exchange data via 
the i3-Market platform. Below is a summary of high-level differences of the pilots 
Agora: 

• i3-MARKET backplane to be integrated into an existing and functioning marketplace 
• Large catalogue of signals from the automotive and smart building realms 
• Large amount of data sources with real-time data per data owner 
• Data Offerings created manually of configured to be automatically generated 
• Marketplace offers dedicated data space and is open to integrate 3rd party data spaces 
• Marketplace works under own data model specification (CIDM – Common Industrial 

Data Model) for easy integration of new sources and standardization of data output 
• Marketplace can include any number of services built ad-hoc for any specific use case 
• Data delivery through API or data streaming channels 
• Automated delivery of data gets the consumption of data close to real-time reception 
• Data connectors available to collect data from any given platform (currently used to 

collect data from an Open Data platform) 
• Data translator available to get and send data in any of the data models registered in 

the system (CIDM, i3-Market semantic model, NGS-LD) 
Wellbeing: 

• i3-MARKET to be integrated into a marketplace that is currently under development 
• Diverse fields of application in elderly, work-safety, sports etc. with variable demands 
• Large amount of data sources with little data volume per data owner 
• Data owners grouped to cohorts (in group monitoring solutions) 
• Human data owners require excellent levels of data protection and privacy  
• Hiding identity and any other clues on the data provider through anonymization or by 

digital twin driven creation of synthetic data 
• Limited data lifetime ensures enforcement of GDPR regulations 

Manufacturing: 
• i3-MARKET backplane to be integrated into a marketplace template to be developed 

within i3-MARKET 
• Fewer data sources with high volume of real-time data per data owner 
• Hiding the identity of the data owner from the data consumer is necessary 
• Non-technical issue: Data owners are usually very hesitant to share data with anyone 
• Independence of Data Space and marketplace makes new data spaces easy to 

integrate. 
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3.2 General  Industrial Pilot Framework 
Manufacturing and Wellbeing Pilots interact with the i3-MARKET backplane in a similar 
fashion and also contain to 80-90% similar functions. For this reason it makes sense to 
develop the majority of the functionality together: Major identical functions are in their role as 
Data Consumer and as Data Provider that includes plain data transfer and streaming data 
transfer as well as tools for data transfer monitoring. Other functionality that is common is (1) 
User Management, (2) Search processes, (3) Semantic data description, and (4) Payment. 

 
Figure 15: Pilot Framework Architecture 

 
The functionality is achieved with the following groups of tasks: Registration Offering and 
Semantics, Payment, Search and Alerts, Selling and Purchasing, User Management, Data 
Transfer. More specific the following epics, features, and tasks have to be implemented: 

Table 3.2.1: Pilot Framework Epics and Features 

Epics Features 

Ind-Pilot: Create quotation for maintenance offer Create and save an offering description 

Ind-Pilot: Search for runtime data Manage offerings 

Ind-Pilot: Deliver data Subscription Management 
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Ind-Pilot: Create search alert Electronic Payment UI 

Ind-Pilot: Stop search alert Sold Data Streams 

Ind-Pilot: Manage search alerts One-Time Purchase 

Ind-Pilot: Make recurring payments Data Stream Purchase 

Ind-Pilot: Create quotation for maintenance offer Sign Electronic contracts 

Ind-Pilot: Search for runtime data User Management 

Ind-Pilot: Deliver data Keep Track of Data Transfers UI 

Ind-Pilot: Create search alert Hide Identity of Data Owner and Provider 

 See all my registered offerings 

 Ind-Pilot: Sign electronic contract 

 Ind-Pilot: Search for maintenance needs on 
marketplace 

 Ind-Pilot: Get search results on marketplace 

 See all my registered offerings 
 

Table 3.2.2: Pilot Framework Tasks 

Tasks Tasks 

Display Search Results Sign Electronic Contracts UI – Data Provider 

Search Alerts UI Sign Electronic Contracts UI – Data Consumer 

Subscription Management UI Login UI 

Make Payment User Management UI 

Payment Reports Mapping i3-MARKET Users 

Modify Recurrent Payments UI Create, Manage and Delete Users 

Inform about Exceeded Payment Limits Keep Track of Datatransfers UI 

Manage Payment Limits UI Hide Identity of Data Owner 

Show Payment Summary UI  

Sold Data Streams UI  

One-time Purchase UI  

Data Stream Purchase UI  

Backplane SDK: Registration Offering and Semantics, Payment, Search and Alerts, 
Subscription Management, Electronic Contracting, User Management.  
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Figure 16: Pilot Framework Block Diagram 

 
The difference between manufacturing and wellbeing pilot is manifested in a higher 
requirement for privacy protection. This is covered by a label for limited data lifetime for 
wellbeing data to enforce GDPR compliance. The data Provider function of the wellbeing pilot 
is tested using simulated data. 
 
The Framework functions are listed in detail below: 

3.2.1 Registration Offering and Semantics 
A first group of tasks are focused on offering and searching data which is handled by a 
standardized semantic metadata. 
 

3.2.1.1 Register Offering 
When a user wants to create an offering then he opens a UI for registering an offering. The 
following functionalities have to be implemented: 
 
 
Define a semantic description template: As a Data Provider, I want to create a semantic 
description of my offering data so that I can register it to i3-MARKET. It would be desirable 
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that the Semantic Engine should provide a semantic description template so that the data 
provider can easily fill in to register the offering data. (see "Provide Semantic Templates") 
Save an offering description: As a Data Provider, I will use the semantic description template 
to describe my offering data. After that, I will save this offering data semantic description to 
the market place. The marketplace allows users to save their offering metadata. The offering 
description shall contain information, if it is a single data item or a data stream for subscription. 
Get an offering description: As a Data Provider, I want to retrieve the offering description that 
I registered. 
Update an offering description: As a Data Provider, I want to update my registered offering 
description. 
Remove an offering description: As a Data Provider, I want to remove my registered offering 
data so that it will no longer appear in the market place. 
Activate an offering: As a Data Provider, I want to activate the offering description that I 
registered so that it will appear in the offering discovery result. By default, the offering is in de-
activated mode when it was first registered. 
De-activate an offering: As a Data Provider, I want to de-activate the offering description that 
I registered so that it will not appear in the offering discovery result. By default, the offering is 
in de-activated mode when it was first registered. 
Get all my registered offerings: As a Data Provider, I want to retrieve all my registered 
offerings. 
The user needs to describe the data but also pricing model, price, etc. (see also "Electronic 
Payment UI") 
 

3.2.1.2 Provide Semantic Templates 
The user specifies his data offering using semantic templates provided by the data 
marketplace (independent from i3-MARKET).  
When a data provider wants to publish data, he has to create a description of that offering 
based on a predefined semantic model. In order to do that, he will download templates of 
semantic descriptions from the marketplace. This supports the job of the data analyst to 
semantically describe his data. 
There are two different situations that can occur: 
1) The underlying semantic model is detailed and specific enough. The semantic description 
of the offering can be defined based on of the available semantic model. 
2) The available semantic model has to be extended to describe the offering detailed enough. 
(See "Create Semantic Templates") 
For integration with i3-MARKET, these templates must be linked to the i3-MARKET shared 
semantic model internally. This must be configured by an administrator / programmer of the 
marketplace once. A mapping to the semantic templates of i3-MARKET needs to be done by 
the marketplace. 
 

3.2.1.3 Create Semantic Templates 
As a marketplace developer I want to get an editor that represents the available semantic 
model and allows to characterize my data offering based on the sematic template. An 
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additional feature should secure the harmonization between the semantics of different data 
spaces and enable the extension of the underlying model if objects are missed.  
 

3.2.2 Payment 
A key functionality introduced by i3-MARKET are payments which are handled by means of 
an electronic payment UI and by means of tools to monitor payments and to create payment 
reports. 

3.2.2.1 Electronic Payment UI  
When a data consumer purchases data on the marketplace, he has to pay for the data. After 
selecting data and pressing the button "Buy for a fee", he will see a page with the following 
information: 
Name of data provider 
Data item to be purchased 
Price of the data item 
Charging method 
Type of payment (once or recurring) 
Payment frequency, in case of recurring payments: weekly, monthly, quarterly, ...; Start date, 
end date (optional) 
Payment Limits (In order to avoid surprises at the end of the month, the user can set payment 
limits) 
Max amount he is willing to pay per month 
Max amount he is willing to pay per single transaction. This will avoid fraud, if someone hacks 
his account. 
An option to get notified by E-Mail, when the payment limit has been reached 
Modify existing recurring payments 
Stop existing recurring payments. 
If the user presses "Confirm", the payment is processed and he will get an confirmation for 
successful payment. In case of recurring payments, the payment schedule is transferred to 
the SDK for further processing. The SDK shall trigger the data transfer upon successful 
payment. 

3.2.2.2 Monitor Payment Limits  
Monitor current payment and payment limits (and take actions) in case of data subscriptions. 
The subscriber of data can set payments limits, which he does not to exceed (e.g.: Max x € 
per month).  If this limit is reached, no more payments shall be executed in that payment 
period. The subscriber shall be informed about that, so he can take one of those actions: 

Increase payment limit 
Do not allow further payments for the current period 
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3.2.2.3 Payment Reports 
The user can get a list of payment transactions (account statement) for a certain time period. 
The UI offers the following options: 

• Chose time period (start data and end data OR last x week / month 
• List of all transactions in that time period, including: 
• Name of recipient 
• Transaction date 
• Data item to be purchased 
• Price of the data item 
• Charging method 
• Type of payment (one or recurring) Monitor 

 

3.2.3 Search 
The search functionality group allows to define the nature of datasets to be searched via the 
i3-MARKET backplane via appropriate user interfaces. A second subset is to alert the user of 
successful search results in response to a search but also later when a new data offering 
became available. 

3.2.3.1 Provide Search UI  
A search mechanism must be provided to allow users (data consumers) to search for data 
offerings. This web interface should provide a way to describe the search query, allowing 
either to do it on the base of a few keywords, or accept more detailed restrictions of create 
complex queries. The search should also offer a way to exclude certain data (e.g. show only 
data generated in country x; Show only data with a price <= x €, ...). 

3.2.3.2 Search Alert UI  
A search alert is a permanent search request for data, that is stored in the i3-MARKET 
network. The user of the marketplace defines his search parameters and submits it via the 
SDK to the backplane. The backplane stores the search alert permanently. When a search 
alert is active, the backplane will notify the user, when new data is added to the network that 
matches the search parameters. 

Search alerts can be modified by the user (changing the search parameters) or be deleted. 
Compare to Google Search alerts: https://www.google.com/alerts 

3.2.3.3 Display Search Results 
When a user has submitted a search request, the backplane will return a list of matching data 
item in the i3-MARKET network. The marketplace displays those search results including its 
meta data. In case of normal searches, the results are displayed right away. For search alerts, 
new hits may come in at some point in time in the future. The user shall have a way to login 
to the marketplace and see the latest search results of his search alert. 

3.2.3.4 Notify User on New Data Offerings  
The data marketplace must be able to notify the user when new data offerings match the 
search alert he created. 
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To be discussed: How does the notification work? 
• user receives alert end logs in marketplace 
• notification is send to the email address provided by the user 

 

3.2.4 Selling and Purchasing 
The selling and purchasing functionality group allows to manage subscriptions to data via the 
i3-MARKET backplane. Concerning purchased data there are two types (1) a one-time 
purchase of an existing dataset, and (2) the purchase of a data stream that results in continued 
transmission of data and billing. For data providers a user interface is available that list sold 
data streams.  

3.2.4.1 Subscription Management UI 
The data consumer must be able to manage and delete his existing, already established 
subscriptions for data streams (based on a contractual basis). 

3.2.4.2 Sold Data Streams UI  
The data provider must be able to manage and delete data stream offerings, which have been 
purchased on a contractual basis.  

3.2.4.3 One-time Purchase UI  
After the user has found an offering, that he is interested in, he can purchase that data item 
by selecting it in the list of search results and by proceeding with the following steps:  

• Requesting data stream purchase 
• Contractual agreement 
• Signing the electronic contract proposed by data provider  

 

3.2.4.4 Data Stream Purchase UI  
A data consumer must be able to subscribe to an offering (purchase a data stream) by: 
Requesting data stream purchase 
Contractual agreement 
Signing the electronic contract proposed by data provider 
 

3.2.5 Electronic Contracting 
The electronic contacting functionality group so far has only one function that allows signing 
of electronic contracts. 

3.2.5.1 Sign Electronic Contracts UI  
When the data consumer has found a suitable data offering, requested a purchase and the 
SLAs/contractual agreements are in place, the data owner opens a UI to create (by providing 
suitable parameters) and sign the electronic contract. 

The following functionalities have to be implemented: 
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• As a participant of the i3-MARKET platform I want to sign an electronic contract for 
data exchange with my partner, so that the terms and condition as well as the pricing 
are clearly defined and automatically enforced. 

• As a data consumer, who wants to buy data that he discovered on the marketplace, I 
need to sign an electronic contract with the marketplace. 

• The marketplace has gotten a request for data from the machine optimizer, who wants 
to buy data of the data owner on the marketplace. The marketplace has to get consent 
from the data owner. For that the marketplace will sign an electronic contract with the 
data owner. 

 

3.2.6 User Management 
The user management functionality group provides interfaces for login, for general user 
management and a more specific interface to create, manage, and delete users. 

3.2.6.1 Login UI 
Login to the pilot framework with username and password. 

3.2.6.2 User Management UI 
Provides interface to manage the data marketplace users (data owner / customer, relatives, 
and care-givers) Interface should allow to create, manage and delete users. 
? Map users with users in i3-MARKET - (associated wallet) - Map token to username 
? Allow to request to create users in i3-MARKETcreated. 

3.2.6.3 Create, Manage, and Delete Users 
Local user management (data marketplace) supporting the user management UI and all the 
authentication and authorisation processes.   
Save the mapping between local accounts and accounts in i3-MARKET backplane.. 
 

3.2.7 Data Transfer 
The data transfer functionality group provides different tools to monitor data-transfer and to 
create reports of transferred data. 

3.2.7.1 Monitor Data Transfer UI 
The user of the marketplace wants to be informed about the data transferred between provider 
or data space and consumer. The marketplace displays a detailed report offering information 
about how much data was transferred, when the data transfer was initiated and when it was 
completed so that the consumer knows that the data was received and can have an overview 
of the costs. 
 

3.2.7.2 Keep Track of Data Transfers 
The transfer of data needs to be tracked by consumer once the subscription was confirmed. 
The consumer wants to know the status of the process meaning that the transfer was: 
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• started 
• interrupted 
• stopped 
• resumed 
• progress in % 

The user of the marketplace need to know if the transfer was successfully completed or the 
data was corrupted.. 

3.2.7.3 Create Reports 
The user of the marketplace exports the activity reports in various formats so the documents 
can be archived or used by other users or applications.  
 

3.2.8 AHA & Wellbeing Specific 
The special requirements needed to run the wellbeing pilot are mostly linked to protecting 
personal information in an onion-like approach with several layers that make sure that no 
private information leaks out and no stakeholders can access the data unless they are 
positively identified and entitled. This function is accomplished with a function that is part of 
the Wellbeing specific box: Create group monitoring solution. 

For the wellbeing pilot, this function is accomplished with the use case: Create wellbeing portal 
This requirement is also important for the manufacturing pilot. A possible solution is to 
integrate a proxy into the data access API. 

3.2.8.1 Create Wellbeing Portal 
The function of the wellbeing portal is to link a repository with wellbeing data to the i3-MARKET 
Wellbeing data-place. This repository contains personal information and data-sets which allow 
to reconstruct personal information even when there has been a pseudo-anonymisation 
performed. The specific function of this portal is to screen access criteria so that only 
authorised stakeholders can get access to pseudo anonymised data. 
The create wellbeing portal function can trigger group monitoring solution for applications in 
Active and Healthy Ageing, worker safety, future room, coaching of athletes/team, and 
interaction with general users in the form of an eCompanion with an administrative account 
that allows to accept creation of data owner / client accounts. It also allows for removing 
account of data owners that left the program. 
 

3.2.8.2 Create Group Monitoring Solution 
The function of the group monitoring solution is to link together the data owner with the other 
stakeholders that have access to privileged information. The platform can be extended to 
define a new IoT acquisition system when no external repository is used. 
The Create Group Monitoring Solutions opens the particular resources for an application in 
one of possible fields (Epic 1 to Epic 6) with an administrative account that allows to accept 
creation of data owner / client accounts. It also allows for removing account of data owners 
that left the program. 
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3.2.8.3 Monitor Sensor Functionality 
Provide the necessary tools to open a monitoring account and create the links with care giver, 
family, and technician to reach a functional monitoring system with appropriate alerting. Invite 
the data owner (client) to open an account. 
This portal creates the necessary access patterns to be able to monitor the sensor functionality 
which is needed in future medical applications. 

Monitor Functionality of Sensors 
Screen for attached sensors for each user and test functionality of each sensor to provide 
timely warnings to IoT Device Manager in case a sensor stops functioning. 

 

3.2.8.4 Link Stakeholders 
This function allows to link the customer or Data owner with the care giver / captain / doctor / 
coach and with the relative / colleague. The function can also establish the link between care 
giver and relative / colleague. This function needs user interaction to actively approve the 
stakeholders that can access the data. 
 

3.2.8.5 Create Synthetic Data 
Data Export Interface creates the tools needed to export meta data and data from the 
wellbeing pilot towards the i3-MARKET backplane in a way that does not disclose privacy 
restricted information. 

Create Synthetic data 
This function is trained on one or a group of users and can provide records of synthetic data 
that can be made available to other data consumers 
 
 

3.3 Pilot Framework SDK 
Match SDK functionalities/BBs to existing Trello-cards, add missing ones, contact board 
owner and assign responsible Partner (for implementation) 

3.3.1 Registration Offering and Semantics 
A first group of tasks are focused on offering and searching data which is handled by a 
standardized semantic metadata. 

3.3.1.1 Submit Semantic Description to BP 
This function extracts the semantic information from the data available in the different 
databases of the pilot and creates the semantic description record. 
The wellbeing specific part checks this process against rules that show where there is a risk 
to disclose privacy information already via the metadata. The second screening is done to 
identify where there is a risk that from the sensor data that could later be exchanged based 
on a search query on this semantic description a person can be re-identified. When the 
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checking process raises a flag, the semantic data cannot be submitted and or the offering 
cannot be registered. 
Semantically Describe Data 
Search for available data and post data for use by others 
 

3.3.2 Payments 
A key functionality introduced by i3-MARKET are payments which are handled by means of 
an electronic payment UI and by means of tools to monitor payments and to create payment 
reports. 

3.3.2.1 One-time Payment 
The payment, as specified in the payment UI, is executed. The payer gets charged, and the 
recipient gets credited. The marketplace gets a notification on successful payment. The data 
transfer between provider and consumer is triggered. 
 

3.3.2.2 Recurring Payments 
The SDK saves and remembers the specified payment schedule, as defined in the payment 
UI. Starting at the start date, and after each payment cycle, a payment is automatically 
executed. After each payment, a notification is sent to the marketplace.  

3.3.2.3 Control Payment Limits 
The SDK saves a payment limit, if specified on the payment UI. The SDK keeps track of all 
payments of that user during a certain payment period (e.g. one month). I the sum of all 
payments during that period exceeds the limit, than no more payments will be executed in that 
payment period. The User will get a notification on that. 
 

3.3.3 Search and Alerts 
The search functionality group allows to define the nature of datasets to be searched via the 
i3-MARKET backplane via appropriate user interfaces. A second subset is to alert the user of 
successful search results in response to a search but also later when a new data offering 
became available. 

3.3.3.1 Submit Alert Query to BP 
SDK provides API to specify alert request to data offerings the respect specific characteristics. 
Alerts are bond to the user (in i3-MARKET) 
? How are alerts sent to the data marketplace 

3.3.3.2 Submit Search to BP 
SDK allows to send search queries for data offerings with characteristics defined by the user 

3.3.3.3 Create, Manage, and Delete Search Alerts 
SDK allows to send search queries for data offerings with characteristics defined by the user 
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3.3.4 Subscription Management 
The selling and purchasing functionality group allows to manage subscriptions to data via the 
i3-MARKET backplane. Concerning purchased data there are two types (1) a one-time 
purchase of an existing dataset, and (2) the purchase of a data stream that results in continued 
transmission of data and billing. For data providers a user interface is available that list sold 
data streams.  

 

3.3.4.1 Create, Manage, and Delete Data Subscriptions 
SDK provides interface to delete and  configure alert subscriptions (enable/disable) 
 

3.3.5 Electronic Contracting 
The electronic contacting functionality group so far has only one function that allows signing 
of electronic contracts. 

3.3.5.1 Sign Electronic Contracts 
Checking that SLAs/contractual agreements are in place. 
Sign an electronic contract for data exchange with my partner, so that the terms and condition 
as well as the pricing are clearly defined and automatically enforced. 
As a data consumer, who wants to buy data that he discovered on the marketplace, I need to 
sign an electronic contract with the marketplace. 
 

3.3.6 User Management 
The user management functionality group provides interfaces for login, for general user 
management and a more specific interface to create, manage, and delete users. 
 

3.3.6.1 Create, Manage, and Delete Users 
The data marketplace must be able to create new i3-MARKET users and access to i3-
MARKET backplane with the "credentials" of existing i3-MARKET users, as well as allow to 
manage the permissions of the user 
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4 Workflows 
i3-MARET will have three pilots to validate the functionalities of the i3-MARKET network. 
There are some basic workflows, or common scenarios which apply to all of the pilots. Those 
workflows are  described for the five most important scenarios named also as common 
scenarios. The common scenarios are: 

• Generate data     
• Register a new offering 
• Purchase data     
• Create and manage search alerts 
• Transfer operational data    

These scenarios are described in more detail below: 
 

4.1 High-Level Description of Similarities among Pilots    
The workflows provided in this section are a high-level description of identified similar tasks 
and process flows that are needed in the operation of a marketplace (functional and non-
functional) and that are also taken as reference by the pilots of the i3-Market project.  
The workflows are a result of a major effort taken by all pilot development teams to identify 
similar process flows or workflows and to work with them so that they can be fully applied to 
all pilots without making them more complex than necessary. 
Before finally defining common workflows we have carried out an extended effort to discuss 
these workflows with all our internal SME partners and also discussed these workflows with 
external partners in our respective networks. 

 
4.2 Scenario1: Generate Data Workflow 
Data generation takes place at the site of the data owner: A car, a manufacturing plant or an 
aging individual that produces data. We will call this data "operational data", in contrast to 
meta data, which is descriptive data. In case of the wellbeing pilot, data is not generated but 
simulated, for data privacy reasons. The generated or simulated data is transferred to a data 
space or data storage. Agora has its own data space but also allows for external storage. The 
manufacturing pilot uses MindSphere as a data space. 
When new data arrives, the backplane is notified about that new data set by sending the meta  
data. In case of the automotive pilot, Agora marketplace is notified. It then creates semantic 
data, that is transferred to the backplane. The backplane is informed about the new data set 
and can trigger data transfers, if needed. 

 
Figure 17: Pilot Workflow Generate Data 
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4.3  Scenario2: Register and New Offering Workflow 
New data offerings are new sets of data.  For manufacturing, it could be a new machine   
sending data to the data space. For wellbeing it could be a new aging individual. The new data 
offering is described with metadata using a semantic template. Their result is meta data in 
form of a semantic description. This description will be registered as a new offering.  

 
Figure 18: Pilot Workflow Register and New Offering 

 

4.4  Scenario3: Purchase Data Workflow 
A data consumer searches by metadata.  This is transferred to the backplane, or in  
the automotive pilot, to Agora.  The backplane sends a list of search results to the marketplace. 
The Data Consumer filters the data and views details. If he finds some interesting data sets, 
he will review the payment info and create a data request. There will be a smart contract 
template that can be used for the legal aspects. In case of the automotive pilot, he can also 
propose the parameters for the smart contract. The data owner or data provider receives the 
data request and the smart contract template. He can view the contractual parameters and 
modify them if needed. In case of the wellbeing pilot, he will include a lifetime for data as part 
of the contract. This is needed in case the data owner withdraws his consent after the data 
transfer. The data owner can reject the data request. In that case, the workflow ends here. If 
he gives consent, he will sign a smart contract, which is sent to the data consumer then. The 
data consumer can either sign or reject the smart contract. In case of signing, the legal contract 
takes effect, and the agreed payment will be triggered. Data 

 
Figure 19: Pilot Workflow Purchase Data 

 

4.5  Scenario4: Create and Manage Search Alerts Workflow 
Search alerts are searches, permanently stored in the backplane and matched against new 
data offerings.  It is better for Data Consumers, to register a search and to get automatically 
informed about new search hits. The workflow starts with the Data Consumer who defines his 
search criteria, using metadata. He sends the search criteria to the backplane, which will store 
it in a list of search alerts. For matches search results will be transferred as in scenario 3. The 
Data Consumer can see a list of all his search alerts. He can pause or stop them. The 
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backplane offers functionality for the management of search alerts. Note: This functionality will 
not be needed for the automotive pilot.  
 

 
Figure 20: Pilot Workflow Create and Manage Search Alerts 

 

4.6 Scenario5: Transfer Operational Data Workflow    
A data transfer is triggered on: A finalized new smart contract, or for streaming data, a new 
data set arrived for an existing data subscription. For new contracts, the backplane will trigger 
a data transfer. In case of new operational data, the data provider informs the backplane by 
sending metadata.  The backplane will inform the marketplace.  If there is an active contract 
Agora or the backplane will trigger the Data Access building block. For peer-to-peer data 
transfer from data provider to data consumer. In case of Agora, the marketplace will be the 
data provider. The Data Access building block will report the successful transfer to the 
backplane which maintains reports about all transfers which can be accessed by data 
providers and consumers. This creates transparency for both stakeholders and helps to verify 
the payments.  
 

 
Figure 21: Pilot Workflow Transfer Operational Data 
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5 Conclusion / Future Work 
 

5.1  System Engineering Effort 
This deliverable summarizes the systems engineering effort that includes functional 
requirements in software development and object modelling techniques (OMT) that was part 
of our agile development. According to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge 
(SWEBOK), use cases belong to the scenario-based requirement elicitation techniques, as 
well as the model-based analysis techniques. But the use cases also supports narrative-based 
requirement gathering, incremental requirement acquisition, system documentation, and 
acceptance testing. Use cases are known to be applied in the following contexts:  

1) Object Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE), as driving element,  

2) Unified Modelling Language (UML), as a behavioural modelling instrument, and  

3) Unified Software Development Process (UP) and its fore-runner, the IBM Rational Unified 
Process (RUP). 

 

5.1.1 Description of use case approaches  
Use cases allow an up-front documentation of software requirements specification (SRS), as 
alternative structure for the functional requirements; deriving the design from the requirements 
using the entity-control-boundary approach. 

A use case defines the interactions between external actors and the system under 
consideration to accomplish a goal. Actors must be able to make decisions, but need not be 
human but also a company or organization, a computer program, or a computer system—
hardware, software, or both. Actors are always stakeholders, but not all stakeholders are 
actors, when they never interact directly with the system, even though they have the right to 
care how the system behaves. 

Actors are often working on behalf of someone else. A stakeholder may play both an active 
and an inactive role: for example, a Consumer is both a "mass-market purchaser" (not 
interacting with the system) and a User (an actor, actively interacting with the purchased 
product). In turn, a User is both a "normal operator" (an actor using the system for its intended 
purpose) and a "functional beneficiary" (a stakeholder who benefits from the use of the 
system). 

In the same way that a use case describes a series of events and interactions between a user 
(or other type of Actor) and a system, in order to produce a result of value (goal), a business 
use case describes the more general interaction between a business system and the 
users/actors of that system to produce business results of value. The primary difference is that 
the system considered in a business use case model may contain people in addition to 
technological systems. These "people in the system" are called business workers.  

Use cases are not only texts, but also diagrams, if needed. In the Unified Modelling Language, 
the relationships between use cases and actors are represented in use case diagrams. SysML 
uses the same notation at a system block level. 

In addition, other behavioural UML diagrams such as activity diagrams, sequence diagrams, 
communication diagrams and state machine diagrams can also be used to visualize use cases 
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accordingly. Specifically, a System Sequence Diagram (SSD) is a sequence diagram often 
used to show the interactions between the external actors and the system under design (SuD), 
usually for visualizing a particular scenario of a use case. 

Use case analysis usually starts by modelling use case diagrams. For agile development, a 
requirement model of many UML diagrams depicting use cases plus some textual 
descriptions, notes or use case briefs would be very lightweight and just enough for small or 
easy project use. As good complements to use case texts, the visual diagram representations 
of use cases are also effective facilitating tools for the better understanding, communication 
and design of complex system behavioural requirements. 

 

5.1.2 Advantages of use case approaches  
Since the inception of the agile movement, the user story technique has become popular. 
There are five reasons why writing use cases in agile development.  

• Goal name lists provide the summary of what the system will offer and a project 
planning skeleton, to build initial priorities, estimates, team allocation, and timing.  

• The main success scenario of each use case provides everyone with an agreement 
as to what the system will do and what it will not do. It provides the context for each 
specific line item requirement, a context that is very hard to get anywhere else. 

• The extension conditions of each use case provides a framework for investigating all 
the little, things that take up 80% of the development time and budget. It provides a 
look ahead mechanism, so the stakeholders can spot issues that take a long time to 
get answers for. These issues are put ahead of the schedule, so that the answers are 
ready when the development team works on them.  

• The use case extension scenario fragments provide answers to the many detailed, 
often tricky and ignored business questions: "What are we supposed to do in this 
case?" It is a thinking/documentation framework that helps the programmers think 
through issues at investigation time, not programming time. 

• The use case set shows that the investigators have thought through every user's 
needs and goal with respect to the system, and every business variant involved. 

Specifying system requirements in use cases is better than traditional approaches: 

Use cases constitute a powerful, user-centric tool for the software requirements specification 
process. Use case modelling starts from identifying key stakeholder roles (actors) interacting 
with the system, and their goals or objectives the system must fulfil (outside perspective). 
These user goals then become candidates for the names or titles of the use cases which 
represent the desired functional features or services provided by the system. This user-
centred approach ensures that what has the real business value and the users really want is 
developed, not those trivial functions speculated from a developer or system (inside) 
perspective. Use case authoring has been an important and valuable analysis tool in the 
domain of User-Centred Design (UCD) for years. 

Use cases are written in natural languages with structured templates. This narrative textual 
form (legible requirement stories), which aims to be self-contain and self-explanatory and 
complemented by visual UML diagrams fosters better and deeper communications among all 
stakeholders, including customers, end-users, developers, testers and managers. Better 
communications result in quality requirements and thus quality systems delivered. 
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One of the most powerful things about use cases resides in the formats of the use case 
templates, especially the main success scenario (basic flow) and the extension scenario 
fragments (extensions, exceptional and/or alternative flows). Analysing a use case step by 
step from preconditions to postconditions, exploring and investigating every action step of the 
use case flows, from basic to extensions, to identify those tricky, normally hidden and ignored, 
seemingly trivial but realistically often costly requirements, is a structured and beneficial way 
to get clear, stable and quality requirements systematically. Minimizing and optimizing the 
action steps of a use case to achieve the user goal also contribute to a better interaction design 
and user experience of the system. 

With content based upon an action or event flow structure, a model of well-written use cases 
also serves as an excellent groundwork and valuable guidelines for the design of test cases 
and user manuals of the system or product, which is an effort-worthy investment up-front. 
There are obvious connections between the flow paths of a use case and its test cases. 
Deriving functional test cases from a use case through its scenarios (running instances of a 
use case) is straightforward. 

 

5.1.3 Limitations of use case approaches  
Use cases are not well suited to capturing non-interaction based requirements of a system 
(such as algorithms or mathematical requirements) or non-functional requirements (such as 
platform, performance, timing, or safety-critical aspects). These are better specified 
declaratively elsewhere. As there are no fully standard definitions of use cases, each project 
must form its own interpretation. Some use case relationships, such as extends, are 
ambiguous in interpretation and can be difficult for stakeholders to understand.  

• It difficult to determine the level of user interface (UI) dependency to incorporate in a 
use case. While use case theory suggests that UI not be reflected in use cases, it 
can be awkward to abstract out this aspect of design, as it makes the use cases 
difficult to visualize. In software engineering, this difficulty is resolved by applying 
requirements traceability, for example with a traceability matrix. Another approach to 
associate UI elements with use cases, is to attach a UI design to each step in the use 
case. This is called a use case storyboard. 

• Use cases can be over-emphasized: Driving system design too literally from use 
cases, and using use cases to the exclusion of other potentially valuable 
requirements analysis techniques. 

• Use cases are a starting point for test design, but since each test needs its own 
success criteria, use cases may need to be modified to provide separate post-
conditions for each path. 

• Though use cases include goals and contexts, whether these goals and motivations 
behind the goals conflict or negatively/positively affect other system goals are subject 
of goal oriented requirement modelling techniques. 

 

The format of the use case makes it difficult to describe a large system (e.g. CRM system) in 
less than several hundred pages. It is time consuming and you will find yourself spending time 
doing an unnecessary amount of rework. 
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Spending much time in writing tedious use cases which add no or little value and result in a 
lot of rework is a bad smell indicating that the writers are not well skilled and have little 
knowledge of how to write quality use cases both efficiently and effectively. Use cases should 
be authored in an iterative, incremental and evolutionary (agile) way. Applying use case 
templates does not mean that all the fields of a use case template should be used and filled 
out comprehensively from up-front or during a special dedicated stage, i.e. the requirement 
phase in the traditional waterfall development model. 

In fact, the use case formats formulated by those popular template styles, e.g. the RUP's and 
the Cockburn's (also adopted by the OUM method) etc., have been proved in practice as 
valuable and helpful tools for capturing, analysing and documenting complex requirements of 
large systems. The quality of a good use case documentation (model) should not be judged 
largely or only by its size. It is possible as well that a quality and comprehensive use case 
model of a large system may finally evolve into hundreds of pages mainly because of the 
inherent complexity of the problem in hand, not because of the poor writing skills of its authors. 

 

5.2 Trello for use case documentation 
Trello is one of the leading online project management software that gives its users the power 
to collaborate with their members and run tasks related to their projects without switching from 
one app to another. Moving tasks around the platform is also easy and indicates the progress 
of the project. Because Trello makes a team’s work a lot easier, it utilizes boards, lists, and 
cards that can be manipulated to utilize and prioritize projects in a flexible way. Each of these 
tools serves a specific purpose, with the boards presenting the projects and their information; 
the lists having the titles; and the cards serving as the basic unit of every card in Trello. To 
show the progress of the project and the individual tasks, users have the option to move the 
lists to the appropriate boards and choose to store the finished tasks to the cloud or to their 
profile. 

 

5.2.1 Weakness while using Trello  
• Trello only allows commenting but editing them is not possible. If a comment has 

already been posted and saved, the only thing that can be done to correct that is to 
create a totally new comment. 

• Trello has limited 10MB storage per upload, however, this can be upgraded to 250 
MB per upload for Gold subscriptions. 

• Trello is suitable for smaller projects. However, it may be an issue if the team grows 
and the project becomes more complex.  

• Trello’s views are limited. In order for project managers to have a holistic idea and 
overview of a project, they need to have different perspectives. Though it offers the 
Kanban board view, this is just one of the views being offered by most other project 
management software. 

• Trello can be upgraded to make it an Agile tool through Power-Ups; however, it 
doesn’t have the support to enable it to review iterations. Agile teams can get better 
support and become more productive when they use real Agile project management 
tools like Wrike. 
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• Trello doesn’t show task dependencies. Task dependencies pertain to the 
relationship between a succeeding task and a preceding task which is necessary for 
a project to follow a critical path. 

• Compared to other software that has built-in messaging systems, Trello only lets its 
users post comments on the back of cards for collaboration. 

 

5.2.2 Advantages of using Trello  
• Members can work on the projects without causing any disruption to the updates. 

Once an update is made to the system, it shows automatically without any delay. 

• Adding members is easy. A user can add a new member by simply putting in the 
email address of the new user and it’s done. 

• Whether one accesses Trello from the laptop computer, smartphone, or tablet, the 
software will show without any issue. 

• It features the Kanban system. Because of this system, it is now much easier for 
users to create tasks for projects and break these down into even smaller tasks by 
using its boards. 

• An email notification is sent for every update, a comment made, and tasks removed, 
while a push notification goes to phone users. 

• Trello is environment-friendly because it helps users get rid of writing notes. They 
can make these notes on the software and never have to worry again about 
forgetting their tasks. 

• Anybody can use Trello because it has been designed to be simple and easy to use. 
At one glance, it is very easy to see how the software can be managed that even a 
beginner can understand. 

Advantages of using Trello outweigh the disadvantages. For this reason we used Trello to 
document use cases and attach a complete listing in the attachment. 

 

5.3 Conclusion 
Use cases and scenarios for the i3-MARKET project documented in this deliverable will drive 
the technical work in WP3 and WP4 and demonstrate and validate the technical achievements 
by means of three concrete demonstration use case scenarios. These use case scenarios act 
as blueprints for the use case implementation in WP5. For each demonstration use case 
scenario, the functionalities of the involved applications, services, marketplaces, as well as 
the i3-MARKET backplane were defined. The work is carried out in three phases. In the first 
phase an initial set of use cases is defined this is later being used for the specification of 
requirements in Task 2.3 and serves finally as a key input for WP5. The second phase will 
refine and extend the use cases that drive the technical work (requirements, architecture and 
implementation) of the second i3-MARKET release. The third phase will implement the set of 
use cases in industrial market environments that drive the technical work (requirements, 
architecture and implementation) of the third and final i3-MARKET release. 
The following document lists use cases coming from the 3 industrial pilots as well as a pilot 
framework and workflows. Use cases are important for i3-MARKET to define the required 
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functionality and to find best business opportunities. Use cases also show problems of first 
implementations and opportunities for improvement. This documents fully defines the use 
cases for the industrial pilots (1) Automotive, section 3.1  (link), (2) Manufacturing, section 3.2 
(link), and (3) Wellbeing section 3.3 (link).  
This deliverable will serve as the basis for further work in Tasks 2.2 and 2.3 as well as Tasks 
5.1 and 5.2. 

 

5.4 Future Work 
We will continue to work with the most important workflows that will have to be used by any 
data exchange platform.  We will implement and test the following five processes: (1) 
generating data, (2) registering a new offering, (3) purchasing data, (4) create and manage 
search alerts, and (5) transfer operational data.  
We already have widely discussed the use cases and workflows in our wider communities. As 
part of the next months we will expose our choices towards external SME communities to gain 
agreement and receive potential suggestions for improvements. 
This document will be expanded during the project including new or revised use cases as 
the different releases are implemented and tested. 

Note: This document will be expanded during the project including new or revised use cases 
as the different releases are implemented and tested. 
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6 References 
 

Trello Board Automotive Pilot  

https://trello.com/b/yCZjx5IJ/i3market-automotive-pilot 

 

Trello Board Manufacturing Pilot 

https://trello.com/b/psMbsDN5/i3market-manufacturing-pilot 

 

Tello Board Wellbeing Pilot 

https://trello.com/b/R6X703FL/i3market-wellbeing-pilot 

 

Trello Board Pilot Framework   

https://trello.com/b/EvZ4IQFQ/pilot-framework 

 

Trello Board Manufacturing Pilot Backlog 

https://trello.com/b/BtHl4xsy/mindsphere-product-backlog 

 

Tello Board Wellbeing Pilot 

https://trello.com/b/a1AtJ0Ug/wellbeing-ibm-product-backlog 
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7 Appendix: Use Case Listings 
 

7.1 Automotive Pilot Complete Listing 
Table 7.1: Automotive Pilot Complete Listing 

Name Description Labels 

Board Owner: Raul 
Santos Calvo 

  

Data Provider Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Actor who receives 
raw data from Data Owners and push it to the Marketplace 
translated to the CIDM 

Data Provider  

Data Owner Owner of the CPP that generates the data, and therefore 
ultimate owner of the data. Data Owners has to accept Data 
Requests to generate contracts which leads to share the data 
with Data Consumers 

Data Owner  

Data Consumer Consumes data shared from Data Owners Has to create Data 
Requests through the Data Discovery in order to Data 
Owners to accept them. Data Consumers receive only the 
data they want 

Data 
Consumer  

Administrator Manages the Marketplace and its users Administrator  

Name Description Labels 

AGORA data-
marketplace 
integration: 
integration of a 
fully operational 
marketplace with 
i3-MARKET 
ecosystem 

AGORA is a platform for cross-sectorial data sharing. The 
aim of this scenario is to prove the integration of a fully 
operational marketplace making use of i3-MARKET 
available tools and artifacts to fill the marketplace needs. 

The Automotive Pilot Scenario describes de identified 
operations for every stakeholder involved when 
integrating AGORA into the i3-MARKET project, and link 
them together in an unified operation. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/HjmBSurS 
2. https://trello.com/c/bjnjTqf5 
3. https://trello.com/c/VZfLj4yQ 
4. https://trello.com/c/yiGj4Co4 
5. https://trello.com/c/77OKTHtY 
6. https://trello.com/c/IC0B0PVg 
7. https://trello.com/c/Q0CBA2VI 

Scenario  
V2  
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Name Description Labels 

8. https://trello.com/c/Djm63bvv 

Fleet managers: 
making use of data 
for operational 
decision-making 
optimisation 

The global fleet management market size is expected to 
grow from USD 19.9 billion in 2020 to USD 34.0 billion by 
2025, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 
11.3% during the forecast period. 

The main factors leading the growth of fleet management 
market include the increasing government regulations 
towards zero emissions urban mobility zones and need for 
optimization of fleet operating expenses such as reduction 
running vehicle time which impacts in a reduction of the 
fuel. 

So that, in the case of the Automotive Pilot, there are 2 
main Fleet managers scenarios that AGORA aims to 
drives their platform value creation connecting to the 
SmartFleets services challenges. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/jpb0yXYI 
2. https://trello.com/c/sbV50v2x 

Scenario  
V2  

Insurance 
Companies and 
Insurance brokers: 
Usage-based 
Insurance <UBI> 
foster market 
uptake 

The usage-based insurance market is estimated to reach 
USD 125.7 billion by 2027 from USD 24 billion in 2019, at 
a CAGR of 23%. Factors such as lower insurance 
premium compared to regular insurance, government 
regulations on telematics, high adoption of connected car 
services, and growing on-road vehicles are expected to 
drive the demand for usage-based insurance market. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/lXzMsGGw 

Scenario  
V2  

Name Description Labels 

Increase cross-
sectorial vehicle 
data ingestion 

AGORA will offer to SmartFleets the possibility to ingest 
more amount of vehicle data from several OEMs 
providers. AI algorithms such as indicated in sub-scenario 
"Improve driver profiling algorithms" are powered with 
data to continuously enhance the quality and preciseness 
of the services offered on top of that (PAYD, PHYD). 

In addition, AGORA would investigate on the cooperation 
with SmartFleets the interconnection and merge of the 
Common Industrial Model (CIDM) and FIWARE NGSI 
standard model for vehicles to foster the interoperability of 
AGORA platform and SmartFleets AI services. It could 

Sub scenario  
V2  
Epic  
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Name Description Labels 

reduce the gap when Data Customers aims to use vehicle 
data from several providers in just one harmonized data 
model 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/flykiprx 

Visualization and 
Data Sharing 
services 

AGORA is helping Fleet managers to improve their 
current cost benefits for traditional operational 
management to collect data (HW cloud acquisition, hiring 
specialized Big data profiles, cleansing and processing, 
storing into the cloud, etc.) versus Data-as-a-Service 
(DaaS) and cloud-based deployments of fleet 
management solutions to ingest several vehicle data 
sources in a one-stop-shopping platform. 

AGORA is currently offering a set of statistics and friendly 
visual representation of the collected data inside of the 
marketplace through its Data Discovery panel. It provides 
the tools for Data Consumers to access, check and 
evaluate whether the data inside of AGORA is valuable 
for their data-driven services. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/flykiprx 

Epic  
V2  
Sub scenario  

Improve driver 
profiling algorithms 
<risk scoring and 
profiles 
classification> 

It is crucial for the adoption and market uptake of 
SmartFleet solution into Insurance customers because 
the quality and preciseness of the vehicle data collected 
and transmitted would lead into having better profiles 
classification resulting into an improvement of the quoting 
process of an insurer when a vehicle owner is aiming to 
subscribe its UBI policy scheme. Therefore, AGORA 
would enhance the Analytics and AI services offered by 
SmartFleets by pushing more vehicle data to the AI 
services 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/PiNsmeKI 

V2  
Epic  
Sub scenario  
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Name Description Labels 

Manage 
interoperable Users 

To operate with the marketplace and i3-MARKET actors 
must have an active and validated user with the 
corresponding role. 

Users can be created in 3 ways: through marketplace UI, 
via i3-MARKET when registering in a connected 
marketplace, or via administrator manual creation. 

Responsible Partner Atos 

Contributing Partners Atos 

Non-functional requirements Privacy: i3-MARKET 
must not be aware of standalone users for AGORA, 
meaning those users work only with AGORA and never 
give or read data from i3-MARKET 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/AvTBqIu5 
2. https://trello.com/c/XAClNGZS 
3. https://trello.com/c/R2XKjiVn 
4. https://trello.com/c/HfsVvLu8 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/JuqtdCw1 

Use Case  
Administrator  
Data Owner  
Data Consumer  
V2  

Delete 
interoperable user 
account 

Users must have the right to delete their account and any 
related data at any time following the GDPR guidelines. 

Responsible Partner Atos 

Contributing Partners Atos 

Non-functional requirements Privacy: i3-MARKET 
connected marketplaces must follow the directions and 
delete all information related to the account. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/LURUlzDh 
2. https://trello.com/c/0UxQBHeW 
3. https://trello.com/c/3LAVywpf 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/JuqtdCw1 

Use Case  
Data Owner  
Data Consumer  
Data Provider  
V2  
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Name Description Labels 

Manage Catalogue AGORA data-marketplace works under CIDM. This 
means that Data Providers must manage the signals and 
measurement channels they are going to use to map and 
send data. 

Data is mapped through these signals and must be 
translated from the i3-MARKET semantic model. 

The signals and channels catalogue must be updated and 
managed by both the Data Providers which generates 
data through those signals, and the Administrator which 
validates them and manages when needed. 

Responsible Partner Atos 

Contributing Partners Atos 

Non-functional requirements Development: an 
automated tool should map the signals and measurement 
channels to the semantic model 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/xiEPeIth 
2. https://trello.com/c/wKKu8xxD 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/JuqtdCw1 

Use Case  
Administrator  
Data Provider  
V1  

Data Discovery AGORA can work with i3-MARKET by sending and 
requesting metadata of available data. 

Responsible Partner Atos 

Contributing Partners Atos 

Non-functional requirements Privacy: i3-MARKET 
must not be aware of standalone users for AGORA, 
meaning those users work only with AGORA and never 
give or read data from i3-MARKET 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/SQGUj30q 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/JuqtdCw1 

Use Case  
Data Consumer  
V1  
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Name Description Labels 

Manage Data 
Requests 

Data Consumers can create Data Requests through the 
Data Discovery, and manage them by copying or deleting 
them. Data Owners can accept Data Request to create a 
contract and share requested data, and have the right to 
terminate any generated contract any time. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/HihmLF0V 
2. https://trello.com/c/0SaJ6DNw 
3. https://trello.com/c/bM2AmXLK 
4. https://trello.com/c/Ss6fqaCv 
5. https://trello.com/c/VtzOCkBi 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/JuqtdCw1 

Use Case  
Data Consumer  
V1  
Data Owner  

Share data Use case grouping the different actions needed for a Data 
Owner to share generated data from a Data Provider 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/2sXTboC7 
2. https://trello.com/c/3e5UdC9X 
3. https://trello.com/c/VtzOCkBi 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/JuqtdCw1 

Use Case  
Data Owner  
Data Provider  
V1  

Consume Data Use Case describing the whole process for the Data 
Consumer to consume data from the marketplace 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/eKBvMiqd 
2. https://trello.com/c/zW5fdNqs 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/JuqtdCw1 

Use Case  
Data Consumer  
V1  

View collected data Use Case describing the process to have a review of the 
data consumed through a Data Request 

 

Use Case  
Data Owner  
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Name Description Labels 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/augJIsJo 
2. https://trello.com/c/2jShiRwo 
3. https://trello.com/c/euztTUlW 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/JuqtdCw1 

Data Consumer  
Administrator  
V1  

Name Description Labels 

Manage Data 
Provider users 

Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/gvWOFr6P 
2. https://trello.com/c/NQdzyG3Q 
3. https://trello.com/c/NWCmCPyw 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/HjmBSurS 

Sub Use Case  
Administrator  
Data Provider  
V1  

Delete Data 
Provider account 

Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/NWCmCPyw 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/bjnjTqf5 

Sub Use Case  
Data Provider  
V1  

Manage Data Owner 
users 

Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/gJOyVtAI 
2. https://trello.com/c/MbpQ7GVJ 

parents: 

Sub Use Case  
Administrator  
Data Owner  
V1  
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Name Description Labels 

1. https://trello.com/c/HjmBSurS 

Assign Component 
Permissions 

Data Owners must give the data Provider permissions to 
write and store data in the vault. Data Owners must give 
the marketplace permissions to read the data stored in the 
vault. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/pzPdMcbb 
2. https://trello.com/c/yMFkBmwh 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/WeddUzjn 
2. https://trello.com/c/HjmBSurS 

Use Case  
Data Owner  
V1  

Delete Data Owner 
account 

Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/gJOyVtAI 
2. https://trello.com/c/HihmLF0V 
3. https://trello.com/c/OJXtcla4 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/bjnjTqf5 

Sub Use Case  
Data Owner  
V1  

Manage Data 
Consumer users 

Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/qSAdCpx9 
2. https://trello.com/c/89faClZJ 
3. https://trello.com/c/iRegvdTC 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/HjmBSurS 

Sub Use Case  
Data Consumer  
Administrator  
V1  

Delete Data 
Consumer account 

Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. Sub Use Case  

Data Consumer  
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Name Description Labels 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/iRegvdTC 
2. https://trello.com/c/HihmLF0V 
3. https://trello.com/c/0SaJ6DNw 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/bjnjTqf5 

V1  

Manage signals Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/vO5pAeEV 
2. https://trello.com/c/rjkNhHCy 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/VZfLj4yQ 

Sub Use Case  
Administrator  
Data Provider  
V1  

Manage 
measurement 
channels 

Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/031Xyj5y 
2. https://trello.com/c/OAEeTgGb 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/VZfLj4yQ 

Sub Use Case  
Administrator  
Data Provider  
V1  

Transform raw data 
to CIDM 

Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/32gC287U 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/IC0B0PVg 

Sub Use Case  
Data Provider  
V1  
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Name Description Labels 

Create Data 
Requests 

Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Jf5fRezP 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/77OKTHtY 

Use Case  
Data Consumer  
V1  

List Data Requests Basic use case to let any stakeholder list the different 
available Data Requests in the system 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/hr8JTyu1 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/77OKTHtY 

Use Case  
Data Consumer  
Administrator  
Data Owner  
V1  

Accept Data 
Requests 

Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/MBxr92id 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/IC0B0PVg 
2. https://trello.com/c/77OKTHtY 

Sub Use Case  
Data Owner  
V1  

Push data Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/27lDjvo0 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/IC0B0PVg 

Sub Use Case  
Data Provider  
V1  
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Subscribe to data Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/ODJgEFZk 
2. https://trello.com/c/1QNbEKdl 
3. https://trello.com/c/6NhL95am 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Q0CBA2VI 

Sub Use Case  
Data Consumer  
V1  

Retrieve Data Describe and link with related user stories using 
connection button. It should be attached a UML diagram. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/nwSJA1nE 
2. https://trello.com/c/1QNbEKdl 
3. https://trello.com/c/6NhL95am 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Q0CBA2VI 

Sub Use Case  
Data Consumer  
V1  

Name Description Labels 

Create 
interoperable Data 
Provider account 

As a Candidate Data Provider I want to create and 
configure a Data Provider Account in AGORA so that I can 
share my collected data with i3-MARKET through AGORA 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/WeddUzjn 
2. https://trello.com/c/AvTBqIu5 

User Story  
Data Provider  
V2  

Create 
interoperable Data 
Owner user account 

As an Anonymous User I want to create a Data Owner 
user account in AGORA so that I can consent the sharing 
of my data from AGORA to any marketplace connected to 
i3-MARKET 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/WeddUzjn 

User Story  
Data Owner  
V2  
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2. https://trello.com/c/XAClNGZS 

Create 
interoperable Data 
Consumer user 
account 

As an Anonymous user I want to create a data consumer 
account in AGORA so that I can consume shared data 
from any marketplace connected to i3-MARKET 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/WeddUzjn 
2. https://trello.com/c/R2XKjiVn 

User Story  
Data Consumer  
V2  

Validate 
interoperable Data 
Provider user 
account 

As an administrator from AGORA I want to validate a 
request for new data provider user account so that I can 
let him push data to the marketplace and to i3-MARKET 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/AvTBqIu5 

User Story  
Administrator  
Data Provider  
V2  

Validate 
interoperable Data 
Consumer user 
account 

As an administrator from AGORA I want to validate a 
request for new interoperable data consumer user 
account so that I can let him consume the data from the 
marketplace and from other i3-MARKET connected 
marketplaces 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/R2XKjiVn 

User Story  
Administrator  
Data Consumer  
V2  

Share data in CIDM As a Data Provider from AGORA I want my raw data to be 
collected by AGORA in the CIDM format so that AGORA 
can index it and share it with all i3-MARKET connected 
marketplaces registered Data Consumers 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/2sXTboC7 

User Story  
Data Provider  
V2  

Push data and 
share across i3-
MARKET 

As a Data Provider from AGORA I want to push data into 
AGORA Cloud Storage, or share my stored data, so that 
the data collected from my Data Owners if available to all 
i3-MARKET connected marketplaces registered Data 
Consumers 

 

User Story  
Data Provider  
V2  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/3e5UdC9X 

Data Discovery 
across i3-MARKET 

As a Data Consumer from AGORA I want to perform data 
discoveries so that I can know the data available through 
the whole i3-MARKET ecosystem for my data requests 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/yiGj4Co4 

User Story  
Data Consumer  
!  
V2  

Create Data 
Requests to get 
data from all 
marketplaces 

As a Data Consumer from AGORA I want to create Data 
Requests and them to be shared across i3-MARKET 
ecosystem so that I can get data from all i3-MARKET 
connected marketplaces registered Data Owners and 
Data Providers 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Z3XKgRNt 

User Story  
Data Consumer  
!  
V2  

List my published 
and active Data 
Requests 

as a Data Consumer from AGORA I want to list my 
published Data Requests in i3-MARKET so I can review 
the data I am requesting 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/bM2AmXLK 

!  
User Story  
Data Consumer  
V2  

List Data Requests 
available from i3-
MARKET connected 
marketplaces 

As a Data Owner from AGORA I want to list the all Data 
Requests available from all i3-MARKET connected 
marketplaces so I can know the data that registered Data 
Consumers from any marketplace are interested in 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/bM2AmXLK 

!  
Data Owner  
User Story  
V2  

Accept Data 
Request from i3-
MARKET connected 
marketplace 

As a Data Owner from AGORA I want to accept a data 
request / offer from any i3-MARKET connected 
Marketplace so that I can share my data with that i3-
MARKET registered Data Consumer 

User Story  
Data Owner  
V2  
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Name Description Labels 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/VtzOCkBi 

Stop/Delete 
published and 
shared Data 
Request 

As a Data Consumer from AGORA I want to stop / delete 
a Data Request published by me in AGORA and shared 
through i3-MARKET so that I don't get any more data from 
any i3-MARKET registered Data Owner / Provider through 
that Data Request 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/77OKTHtY 
2. https://trello.com/c/3LAVywpf 

User Story  
Data Consumer  
V2  

Terminate Contract 
of interoperable 
Data Request 

As a Data Owner from AGORA that accepted a Data 
Request and signed a Contract I want to terminate the 
acceptance of a Data Request, and therefore terminate 
the contract from that Data Request so that I dismiss my 
consent and the Data Consumer owner of the Data 
Request stop receiving my data 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/0UxQBHeW 
2. https://trello.com/c/3LAVywpf 
3. https://trello.com/c/77OKTHtY 

User Story  
Data Owner  
V2  

Retrieve i3-
MARKET Data 

As a Data Consumer from AGORA I want to retrieve data 
(pull) via API so that I can consume the data collected 
from i3-MARKET through my Data Requests 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/eKBvMiqd 

User Story  
Data Consumer  
!  
V2  

Subscribe to i3-
MARKET Data 

As a Data Consumer from AGORA I want to subscribe to 
a data streaming channel so that I can receive the data 
that is being collected from i3-MARKET through my Data 
Requests as soon as it is available 

 
parents: 

User Story  
Data Consumer  
!  
V2  
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Name Description Labels 

1. https://trello.com/c/zW5fdNqs 

Consume data in 
CIDM format 

As a Data Consumer from AGORA I want the data that I 
collect from i3-MARKET to follow the CIDM format so the 
data I get serves better my purposes or can be directly 
consumed by my systems 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/zW5fdNqs 
2. https://trello.com/c/eKBvMiqd 

User Story  
Data Consumer  
V2  

Consume data in 
NGSI format 

As a Data Consumer from AGORA I want the data that I 
collect from i3-MARKET to follow the NGSI format so the 
data I get serves better my purposes or can be directly 
consumed by my systems 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/eKBvMiqd 
2. https://trello.com/c/zW5fdNqs 

User Story  
V2  
Data Consumer  

Create signal for i3-
MARKET coming 
data 

As an Administrator from AGORA I want to create new 
signals so that I can map data coming from a 
source/sensor/data offering from i3-MARKET 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/xiEPeIth 

User Story  
Administrator  
V2  

Create 
measurement 
channel for i3-
MARKET coming 
data 

As an Administrator from AGORA I want to create 
measurement channels so that I can map and group i3-
MARKET coming data, mapped from configured signals, 
and make it accessible to Data Consumers registered in 
AGORA 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/wKKu8xxD 

User Story  
Administrator  
V2  

Create data 
provider signal 

As a Data Provider from AGORA I want to create a signal, 
and this to be used by the i3-MARKET semantic model so 
that I can push my Data Owners collected data, map it into 

User Story  
Data Provider  
!  
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the marketplace, and be available to every i3-MARKET 
connected marketplace 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/xiEPeIth 

V2  

Create data 
provider 
measurement 
channel 

As a Data Provider from AGORA I want to create a 
measurement channel, and this to be used by the i3-
MARKET semantic model so that I can map and group 
data mapped from my signals and make it accessible to 
data consumers from every i3-MARKET connected 
marketplace 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/wKKu8xxD 

User Story  
Data Provider  
!  
V2  

Delete 
interoperable Data 
Provider account 

As a Data Provider from AGORA I want to delete my 
account in AGORA and i3-MARKET so that I stop sharing 
my owners' collected data with any connected 
marketplace and/or Data Consumer 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/LURUlzDh 
2. https://trello.com/c/AvTBqIu5 

User Story  
Data Provider  
V2  

Delete 
interoperable Data 
Owner account 

As a Data Owner from AGORA I want to delete my 
account from AGORA and i3-MARKET and collected data 
stored in AGORA, i3-MARKET and any connected 
marketplace so that I stop sharing my data and my 
previous data is no longer available 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/0UxQBHeW 
2. https://trello.com/c/XAClNGZS 

User Story  
Data Owner  
!  
V2  

Delete 
interoperable Data 
Consumer account 

As a Data Consumer from AGORA I want to delete my 
account from AGORA and i3-MARKET, and deactivate, 
unpublish and delete all my Data Requests in AGORA and 
i3-MARKET so that I no longer consume/receive data 
from any source 

 

User Story  
Data Consumer  
V2  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/3LAVywpf 
2. https://trello.com/c/R2XKjiVn 

View collected-sold 
data through 
AGORA and i3-
MARKET 

As a Data Owner from AGORA I want to view the data 
collected from me from any Data Consumer from AGORA 
or any i3-MARKET connected marketplace so that I can 
know at any time which of my data has been bought and 
by who 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Djm63bvv 

User Story  
Data Owner  
! 
V2  

View collected-
bought data from 
AGORA and i3-
MARKET connected 
marketplaces 

As a Data Consumer from AGORA I want to view the data 
I have collected from a Data Request from any i3-
MARKET connected marketplace so that I can have 
control over the data I am paying for 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Djm63bvv 

User Story  
Data Consumer  
!  
V2  

Delete my collected 
data shared through 
i3-MARKET 

As a Data Owner from AGORA I want my collected data 
to deleted from any storage across all i3-MARKET 
ecosystem so that no one can access my data anymore 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/0UxQBHeW 

!  

User Story  

Data Owner  

V2  
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7.2 Manufacturing Pilot Complete Listing 
Table 7.2: Manufacturing Pilot Complete Listing 

 

Name Description Labels 

Use case scenario 
1: Get offer for 
maintenance 
service 

A manufacturing company uses machines and assembly lines 
for production. These machines must have a high availability 
so that production can take place without major interruptions. 
In order to achieve that goal, the machines need regular 
maintenance. As it is not the core competency of the 
manufacturing company to perform maintenance, these tasks 
are given to external companies. For that the manufacturing 
company wants to get a quotation from external companies for 
outsourcing the maintenance tasks. It will publish meta data 
about its machines on a machine maintenance marketplace 
for a request for quotation (RFQ) for that maintenance task. 
External service providers can acquire that meta data in order 
to create their quotations. 

Responsible Partner Siemens AG 

Goals Manufacturing company provides data for the purpose 
of getting back a quotation for machine maintenance 

Constraints * Changes to existing Data Space (Mindsphere) 
must be kept at a minimum * No changes at all shall be made 
at the production machines 

Actors / Stakeholders for this scenario are shown in the 
diagram below. They are: * Manufacturing Plant (Data Owner) 
* Production Machine * Data Space (Data Provider) * Machine 
Maintenance Provider (Data Consumer) 

Main workflow 1. Production machines produce data while in 
operation. Technical data about them exists in the data pool of 
the Manufacturing plant. 2. The operational data of the 
machines is continuously transferred to the Data Space, 
where it is stored. The data space also contains technical data 
about the machines. 3. The manufacturing company offers 
operational and technical data to the i3-MARKET network for 
the purpose of retrieving a quotation for machine 
maintenance. 4. The Machine Maintenance Provider searches 
for data on the i3-MARKET network. He finds the data set of 
the Manufacturing Plant. 5. The Machine Maintenance 
Provider signs an electronic contract, pays for the data and 
downloads it. 6. The Machine Maintenance Provider creates a 
quotation for machine maintenance (outside i3-MARKET 
network). 7. The Machine Maintenance Provider send the 
electronic quotation to the Manufacturing Plant, using the i3-

Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Epic  
V1  
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MARKET network. 8. The Manufacturing Plant retrieves the 
electronic quotation. 

Non-functional requirements - Confidentiality: The identity 
of the data provider shall not be disclosed to the consumer 
- Availability: The i3-MARKET network shall be available in 
99% of the time of a year - Usability: The Marketplace shall be 
intuitive enough that users can fulfil their tasks without 
attending special trainings. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/u9j5TJN4 
2. https://trello.com/c/hsnYquyw 
3. https://trello.com/c/se6TOuiw 
4. https://trello.com/c/Kp553UoG 
5. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
6. https://trello.com/c/xOalh5Qf 
7. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
8. https://trello.com/c/NJof7Kua 
9. https://trello.com/c/LuBNCVc6 
10. https://trello.com/c/vIcS8xSM 
11. https://trello.com/c/sPOVAfhI 
12. https://trello.com/c/iodFUt9S 
13. https://trello.com/c/hlqQjHhg 
14. https://trello.com/c/E3BJJqbD 
15. https://trello.com/c/Ry97rRru 
16. https://trello.com/c/pHzdHtsm 
17. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 
18. https://trello.com/c/F0IisHPb 
19. https://trello.com/c/gkJANrEM 
20. https://trello.com/c/HMsUsDGE 
21. https://trello.com/c/IK4y9Mkc 
22. https://trello.com/c/44xm4wDP 
23. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
24. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 
25. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
26. https://trello.com/c/8MT1wCZ6 
27. https://trello.com/c/HOYcYbsh 
28. https://trello.com/c/3SuV3D7J 
29. https://trello.com/c/Jby4mlCg 
30. https://trello.com/c/F1ShlBqv 
31. https://trello.com/c/TYu3Q1GT 
32. https://trello.com/c/nnwAsnaU 
33. https://trello.com/c/06GsckkB 
34. https://trello.com/c/hCNrEkW8 
35. https://trello.com/c/iH8kmxV0 
36. https://trello.com/c/QRVz79ve 
37. https://trello.com/c/pwOrgi94 
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38. https://trello.com/c/JverfyQf 

Use case scenario 
2: Optimization of 
production 
machines 

A company called machine optimizer is specialized in 
optimizing the performance of production machines, using 
intelligent software algorithms. In order to develop and test the 
optimization algorithms, they need real-life machine data, 
which they can get from manufacturing companies. The 
machine optimizer uses market places in order to find data that 
is suitable for training his algorithms. 

Responsible Partner Siemens AG 

Goals Manufacturing company provides data for the purpose 
of earning money with its data and for supporting machine 
optimizers to develop better algorithms for machine 
optimization. The machine optimizer wants to consume data 
in order to train and validate its machine optimization 
algorithms. 

Constraints * Changes to existing Data Space (Mindsphere) 
must be kept at a minimum * No changes at all shall be made 
at the production machines 

Actors / Stakeholders for this scenario are shown in the 
diagram below. They are: * Manufacturing Plant (Data Owner) 
* Production Machine * Data Space (Data Provider) * Machine 
Optimizer (Data Consumer) 

Main workflow 1. Production machines produce data while in 
operation. Technical data about them exists in the data pool of 
the Manufacturing plant. 2. The operational data of the 
machines is continuously transferred to the Data Space, 
where it is stored. The data space also contains technical data 
about the machines. 3. The manufacturing company offers 
operational and technical data to the i3-MARKET in order to 
earn money. 4. The Machine Optimizer searches for data on 
the i3-MARKET network. He finds the data set of the 
Manufacturing Plant. 5. The Machine Optimizer signs an 
electronic contract, pays for the data and downloads it. 6. The 
Machine Optimizer uses the data to optimize its algorithms. 

Non-functional requirements - Traceability: All payments 
shall be transparent to both parties. History of payments shall 
be traced. - Availability: The i3-MARKET network shall be 
available in 99% of the time of a year - Usability: The 
Marketplace shall be intuitive enough that users can fulfil their 
tasks without attending special trainings. 

 

siblings: 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Epic  
V1  
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1. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/3cjZDE9y 
2. https://trello.com/c/shH1jM73 
3. https://trello.com/c/2CdsY5ai 
4. https://trello.com/c/Ry97rRru 
5. https://trello.com/c/pHzdHtsm 
6. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 
7. https://trello.com/c/F0IisHPb 
8. https://trello.com/c/gkJANrEM 
9. https://trello.com/c/HMsUsDGE 
10. https://trello.com/c/IK4y9Mkc 
11. https://trello.com/c/44xm4wDP 
12. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
13. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 
14. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
15. https://trello.com/c/8MT1wCZ6 
16. https://trello.com/c/HOYcYbsh 
17. https://trello.com/c/3SuV3D7J 
18. https://trello.com/c/Jby4mlCg 
19. https://trello.com/c/nnwAsnaU 
20. https://trello.com/c/0FPoUErm 
21. https://trello.com/c/9EDYUziu 
22. https://trello.com/c/enkD2QE1 
23. https://trello.com/c/qG8yNJR1 
24. https://trello.com/c/o7xX0gsm 
25. https://trello.com/c/ELF2IPT4 
26. https://trello.com/c/LsKWkQ1z 
27. https://trello.com/c/TmztQBbV 
28. https://trello.com/c/dc9ttP39 
29. https://trello.com/c/Rr38qCPA 
30. https://trello.com/c/DXl9SeSu 
31. https://trello.com/c/84AuXsxw 
32. https://trello.com/c/ZafhVqn4 
33. https://trello.com/c/XAm0Ej8E 
34. https://trello.com/c/fNRokBi4 
35. https://trello.com/c/jpcDQ7v4 
36. https://trello.com/c/GexCWx4s 
37. https://trello.com/c/u3pM60CH 
38. https://trello.com/c/uHjjzkJy 
39. https://trello.com/c/CBBKUJwh 
40. https://trello.com/c/IeskolTW 
41. https://trello.com/c/XBTyVjj6 

Manufacturing 
company 

The manufacturing company is a commercial entity that 
produces and sells industrial goods. It has manufacturing 
equipment that consists of manufacturing machines and 
production lines. The company buys those machines, but does 
not want to maintain those machines, because it is not their 
core business. It will rather give maintenance contracts 
to Machine maintenance providers who will maintain their 
machines. The production machines have many sensors, that 
produce runtime data while they are working. This data is 

Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Stakeholder  
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acquired and stored in a Data Space. As this data is a valuable 
asset, the manufacturing company wants to sell this data to 
generate business. 

Stakeholders within the manufacturing company are: - IT 
administrator: Takes care of technical issues - IoT device 
manager: Handles the infrastructure for collecting process 
data - Data analyst: Takes care of the collected data in the 
data space; Does analysis on the collected data - Production 
machines: Produce goods and process data. Need 
maintenance. - Business administration: Take care of 
commercial issues, e.g. invoicing, contracting, ... 

Data Space The data space is a technical entity for collecting process 
data from production machines that are owned 
by manufacturing companies. The data space is typically 
run by an IT company, that provides data services to industrial 
customers. 

Stakeholders within the data space are: - Operating system 
provider: Provides the tools and services for storing data (e.g.: 
SIEMENS - MindSphere) - Cloud infrastructure provider: 
Provides the IT infrastructure on which the operating system 
runs (e.g.: AWS, Azure, Alibaba Cloud) - Data space app 
developer: Develop apps for data handling (e.g.: MindSphere 
Application Center (MAC) or third party developers) - Data 
seller: Creates commercial offers for selling data 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Stakeholder  

Market place for 
data 

The data marketplace is an online platform for trading 
industrial data and brining data providers and data consumers 
together. It will offer a user interface for querying data and is 
connected to a number of data spaces where it can retrieve 
data from. The marketplace for data gets a share of the 
revenue of data trading transactions. 

Stakeholders within the data marketplace are: - Market place 
operator: Takes care of the operation of the marketplace - 
Market place developer: Develops the software for the 
marketplace and takes care of the maintenance; Creating 
templates for smart contracts that will be used for trading data 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Stakeholder  

Machine 
maintenance 
provider 

The machine maintenance provider is a company that is 
specialized in providing maintenance services to 
manufacturing companies. It needs machine data in order to 
create a proposal for a service offer. Once the proposal is 
accepted by the manufacturing company, they will sign a 
paper contract for machine maintenance. This contract is out 
of scope for the i3-MARKET project. 

Stakeholder  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  

Machine Optimizer The machine optimizer is a company that is specialized in 
optimizing the performance of production machines, using 
intelligent software algorithms. In order to develop and test the 
optimization algorithms, they need real-life machine data, 
which they can get from manufacturing companies. The 
machine optimizer uses market places in order to find data that 
is suitable for training his algorithms. 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Stakeholder  
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Hide identity of 
data owner 

The data offered may contain internal Know-How of the data 
provider. Therefore the identity of the data provider shall not be 
disclosed to the consumer. 

 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case  

Create and 
publish meta 
data for 
maintenance 
need 

Manufacturing company needs a maintenance contract for their 
machines with an external company. In order to get quotations, 
they have to describe what kind of maintenance is needed. For 
that they will create a data set that describes the required 
maintenance tasks and will semantically describe that data. The 
maintenance need is described by data like: - Technical data 
about the machines to be maintained - Duration and frequency 
of the service - Required skills or equipment - and other 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Kp553UoG 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case  
V1  

Create quotation 
for maintenance 
offer 

The machine maintenance provider finds the request for 
maintenance from the manufacturing company. It downloads the 
metadata and uses it for creating a proposal for machine 
maintenance. This proposal is transferred electronically to the 
manufacturing company. 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/xOalh5Qf 
3. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
4. https://trello.com/c/NJof7Kua 
5. https://trello.com/c/LuBNCVc6 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case  
V1  
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Retrieve 
maintenance 
quotation 

The machine maintenance provider has created a proposal for 
the manufacturing company. The latter gets an information that 
there is electronic data available for download. The 
manufacturing company pays the marketplace for transferring 
the proposal, then downloads the proposal from the machine 
maintenance provider. The proposal is stored in their data 
space. 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/vIcS8xSM 
2. https://trello.com/c/sPOVAfhI 
3. https://trello.com/c/iodFUt9S 
4. https://trello.com/c/hlqQjHhg 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case  
V1  
Optional  

Make machine 
data available in 
data space 

A manufacturing company has many machines running in a 
production line. They are equipped with sensors, that produce 
data while the machines are in operation (= runtime data). This 
data shall be saved in a data space for further processing. Also 
the data has significant value and will be used to generate 
revenue by selling them on a marketplace. 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/dc9ttP39 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case  
V1  

Search for 
runtime data 

A company that is specialized in optimizing production machines 
needs runtime data for tuning its algorithms. There is a 
marketplace for this purpose. The machine optimizer enters that 
marketplace and defines what type of data he is searching for. 
For this, the marketplace provides predefined semantics to let 
him specify his search parameters. The marketplace, which is 
connected to the i3-MARKET network of marketplaces, queries 
the connected data spaces and providers. It will do a matching 
between data searched for and the data offerings of the 
connected data spaces. Once matching data is found, the 
marketplace displays the search result and the price (=the meta 
data) of the matching offerings. 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case  
V1  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Deliver data The machine optimizer has discovered data on the marketplace 
that he is interested in buying. The data consumer and the data 
provider sign a contract and wait for the data owner's consent. 
The data consumer then pays for the data. After that, the data 
provider gives access to the purchased data. 

There are two types of download transactions: * One-time 
download: Only one data package is delivered * Continuous 
download over a certain period of time: As runtime data is 
continuously produced and uploaded to the data space (data 
streaming), there is always new data available for the machine 
optimizer. He can continuously download new data. Payments 
for data have to be recurring, in certain time intervals (e.g. 
monthly) 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/XAm0Ej8E 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  

Name Description Labels 

Create 
semantic data 

When a manufacturing company wants to publish data, it has to 
create a description of that offering based on a predefined 
semantic model. In order to do that, it will download templates of 
semantic descriptions from the marketplace. This supports the job 
of the data analyst to semantically describe his data. 

There are two different situations that can occur: 1) The underlying 
semantic model is detailed and specific enough. The semantic 
description of the offering can be defined based on of the available 
semantic model. 2) The available semantic model has to be 
extended to describe the offering detailed enough. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/dc9ttP39 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
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children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/E3BJJqbD 
2. https://trello.com/c/hX5NmHiT 
3. https://trello.com/c/Ry97rRru 
4. https://trello.com/c/pHzdHtsm 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/hsnYquyw 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Search for 
maintenance 
needs on 
marketplace 

The machine maintenance provider wants to find new customers 
and searches on the marketplace for service request data. On the 
marketplace he will enter information on the types of machines 
and the type of work that he can provide service for. The 
marketplace supports him in that by providing search forms. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/xOalh5Qf 
2. https://trello.com/c/Rr38qCPA 
3. https://trello.com/c/DXl9SeSu 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Rr38qCPA 
2. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 
3. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
4. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
5. https://trello.com/c/gkJANrEM 
6. https://trello.com/c/HMsUsDGE 
7. https://trello.com/c/IK4y9Mkc 
8. https://trello.com/c/44xm4wDP 
9. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/u9j5TJN4 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Get search 
result on 
marketplace 

The machine maintenance provider has done a search on the 
marketplace for new customers who need service. He gets a list 
of search results, which manufacturing companies have currently 
posted service needs. He can click on each search results and 
gets more detailed information on the service need. 

 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
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siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/u9j5TJN4 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Sign electronic 
contract 

The machine maintenance provider has found data on a service 
need, that he wants to purchase. So he will sign an electronic 
contract in order to get that data. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/xOalh5Qf 
2. https://trello.com/c/LuBNCVc6 
3. https://trello.com/c/XAm0Ej8E 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/8MT1wCZ6 
2. https://trello.com/c/HOYcYbsh 
3. https://trello.com/c/3SuV3D7J 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/u9j5TJN4 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Pay for data The machine maintenance provider pays the marketplace for the 
data that he is going to retrieve. The market place receives the 
payment, keeps a portion of the payment as compensation for its 
services and forwards the rest of the payment to the 
manufacturing company. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/LuBNCVc6 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/F1ShlBqv 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/u9j5TJN4 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Retrieve data 
from 
marketplace 

The machine service provider downloads the data from the 
marketplace to his local storage. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/NJof7Kua 
2. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/TYu3Q1GT 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/u9j5TJN4 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Sub Use Case  
V1  

Make quotation 
available at 
marketplace 

The machine maintenance provider has created a quotation for 
the manufacturing company. As he does not know the identity of 
the manufacturing company, he transfers the quotation that the 
marketplace. The marketplace will temporarily store that 
quotation. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sPOVAfhI 
2. https://trello.com/c/iodFUt9S 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/hCNrEkW8 
2. https://trello.com/c/06GsckkB 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/se6TOuiw 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
Optional  

Inform about 
available data 

After he machine maintenance provider has uploaded his 
quotation to the marketplace, the marketplace must inform the Sub Use Case  
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manufacturing company that a proposal is available for download. 
This is done via E-Mail, that contains a link to the proposal. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/vIcS8xSM 
2. https://trello.com/c/iodFUt9S 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/iH8kmxV0 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/se6TOuiw 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
Optional  

Pay 
marketplace for 
data transfer 
service 

The manufacturing company pays the marketplace for the service 
of transferring data, that was stored there by the machine service 
provider. He does not pay for the data, but the transfer service. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/vIcS8xSM 
2. https://trello.com/c/sPOVAfhI 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/QRVz79ve 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/se6TOuiw 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
Optional  

Download 
quotation data 

The manufacturing company retrieves the proposal data from the 
marketplace by downloading it to the local storage. 

 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/se6TOuiw 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
Optional  
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Semantically 
annotate 
runtime data 

The manufacturing company, which operates the machines in 
their plants, has collected runtime data from those machines and 
transferred it to the data space. In the data space, it is available 
for sharing it with other participants of the i3-MARKET ecosystem. 
The runtime data must be semantically described, so that it can 
be discovered by others and, once downloaded, the meaning of 
the data is clear to the buyer. The marketplace supports the 
manufacturing company in that by providing a suitable semantic 
model and functionalities that help to characterize the runtime data 
with it. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Kp553UoG 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Ry97rRru 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/3cjZDE9y 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  

Define required 
data 

The machine optimizer needs machine runtime data and searches 
on the marketplace for it. On the marketplace he will enter 
information on the types of machines and the type of data that he 
is looking for. The marketplace supports him in that by providing 
search forms. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/DXl9SeSu 
2. https://trello.com/c/84AuXsxw 
3. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/shH1jM73 
2. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
3. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  
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Display search 
results 

The machine optimizer has done a search on the marketplace for 
machine runtime data. He gets a list of search results, which 
manufacturing companies have posted. He can click on each 
search result to get a detailed information on the contents of the 
data packages, including pricing information. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Rr38qCPA 
2. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
3. https://trello.com/c/84AuXsxw 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/shH1jM73 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  

Query for data The marketplace has received a search request from the machine 
optimizer. Now the marketplace issues semantic queries to the 
data spaces in order to identify matches between the offerings and 
the data requested. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/ZafhVqn4 
2. https://trello.com/c/Rr38qCPA 
3. https://trello.com/c/DXl9SeSu 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/0FPoUErm 
2. https://trello.com/c/9EDYUziu 
3. https://trello.com/c/enkD2QE1 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/shH1jM73 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Sub Use Case  
V1  

Inform 
backplane 

A new data point (e.g. a new sensor, a new date type) has been 
added to the data space. The semantic model has to be extended 
to include that data point. The data space informs the marketplace 
about the new data point. The marketplace informs the backplane 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Sub Use Case  
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about new data 
point 

about the new datapoint, including the extended semantic 
description. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/84AuXsxw 
2. https://trello.com/c/enkD2QE1 
3. https://trello.com/c/9EDYUziu 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/shH1jM73 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

V1  

Sign a contract 
with 
marketplace 

The machine optimizer wants to buy data that he discovered on 
the marketplace and for that signs an electronic contract with the 
marketplace. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/fNRokBi4 
2. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/HOYcYbsh 
2. https://trello.com/c/squE0AXa 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/2CdsY5ai 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Sub Use Case  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  

Sign a contract 
with data owner 

The marketplace has gotten a request for data from the machine 
optimizer, who wants to buy data of the data owner on the 
marketplace. The marketplace has to get consent from the data 
owner. For that the marketplace will sign an electronic contract 
with the data owner. 

 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/2CdsY5ai 

 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Sub Use Case  
V1  
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siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/XAm0Ej8E 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/HOYcYbsh 
2. https://trello.com/c/BWIgJCqK 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Make one-time 
payment 

The machine optimizer pays for the data to fulfil the electronic 
contract that he signed. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/XBTyVjj6 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/HOYcYbsh 
2. https://trello.com/c/Jby4mlCg 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/2CdsY5ai 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Sub Use Case  
V1  

Make recurring 
payments 

Recurring payments are needed for the exchange of data streams 
that are transferred over a longer period of time. Recurring could 
include weekly or monthly payments. They could also depend on 
the amount of data that has been transferred. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/XBTyVjj6 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/o7xX0gsm 

parents: 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Sub Use Case  
V1  
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1. https://trello.com/c/2CdsY5ai 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Forward one-
time payment 

The payment that has been received by the marketplace from the 
data consumer is forwarded to the data provider, who supplies the 
data. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/XBTyVjj6 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/F1ShlBqv 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/2CdsY5ai 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Sub Use Case  
V1  

Forward 
recurring 
payments 

The recurring payment that has been received by the marketplace 
from the data consumer is forwarded to the data provider, who 
supplies the data. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/XBTyVjj6 
2. https://trello.com/c/TmztQBbV 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/ELF2IPT4 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/2CdsY5ai 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Sub Use Case  
V1  

Transmit single 
data packet 

A single transfer of data is performed from the marketplace to the 
data consumer. 

 

siblings: 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Sub Use Case  
V1  
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1. https://trello.com/c/XBTyVjj6 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/nnwAsnaU 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/2CdsY5ai 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Transmit 
continuous 
data stream 

Steaming data is transferred from data provider to data consumer. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/XBTyVjj6 
2. https://trello.com/c/TmztQBbV 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/LsKWkQ1z 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/2CdsY5ai 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Sub Use Case  
V1  

Monitor data 
transfer 

The marketplace monitors the data transfer between data space 
and machine optimizer. It keeps track of how much data was 
transferred and when. This is relevant in order to provide a 
statistics on transfer to the data provider. It will also be relevant in 
case pricing depends on data volumes transferred. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/IeskolTW 
2. https://trello.com/c/CBBKUJwh 
3. https://trello.com/c/uHjjzkJy 
4. https://trello.com/c/u3pM60CH 
5. https://trello.com/c/GexCWx4s 
6. https://trello.com/c/jpcDQ7v4 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/TmztQBbV 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Sub Use Case  
V1  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/2CdsY5ai 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Name Description Labels 

Create 
semantic 
template 

As a market place developer I want to get an editor that represents 
the available semantic model and allows to characterize my data 
offering based on the sematic template. An additional feature 
should secure the harmonization between the semantics of 
different data spaces and enable the extension of the underlying 
model if objects are missed. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/hX5NmHiT 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Kp553UoG 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Semantically 
describe data 

As a data analyst I want to use a tool to semantically describe my 
data offer, so that data consumers can search for my data on the 
marketplace and understand the semantics of my data. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/pHzdHtsm 
2. https://trello.com/c/hX5NmHiT 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Kp553UoG 
2. https://trello.com/c/dc9ttP39 
3. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
4. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  

Save semantic 
description 

As a data analyst I want to store the semantic description of my 
data along with the data itself in the data space, so that 
marketplaces can access it for data queries. 

 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
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siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Ry97rRru 
2. https://trello.com/c/hX5NmHiT 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Kp553UoG 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

V1  

Provide web-
based search 
form 

As a market place operator I want to provide web based search 
forms for data, so that my customers have an easy way to 
precisely specify what kind of data they are looking for. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/Rr38qCPA 
3. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
4. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Purchase 
single data item 

As a data consumer I want to be able to purchase a single data 
item, so that I can download and use it. 

This is a single data transfer. It related to one data packet. Once 
the data transfer has been done, there will be not further transfers. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/BWIgJCqK 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/XAm0Ej8E 

Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
User Story  

Purchase data 
stream 

As a data consumer I want to be able to purchase steaming data 
item, so that I can download all matching data now and in the 
future. 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
User Story  
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This is a transfer of a data stream using as data subscription. 
Newly generated data from the data provider will automatically be 
downloaded as soon as it is available. This requires recurring 
payments for data. The subscription can be paused, stopped and 
activated. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/squE0AXa 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/fNRokBi4 

Protection of 
personal data 

As a registered user of the i3-MARKET platform I expect that my 
personal data is protected and handled according to applicable 
laws (e.g. GDPR), so that I can be sure that my data does not get 
into wrong hands. 

 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Create search 
alert 

As a machine maintenance provider / machine optimizer I want to 
be able to create a persistent search alert in the marketplace so 
that I get informed when new data offers get registered that are of 
interest to me. That way I will not miss any relevant data in the 
future. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
2. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 
3. https://trello.com/c/HMsUsDGE 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
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Stop search 
alert 

As a machine maintenance provider / machine optimizer I want to 
be able to stop a persistent search alert in the marketplace that I 
have recently created, so that I will not get notifications, which I do 
not need anymore. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 
2. https://trello.com/c/gkJANrEM 
3. https://trello.com/c/IK4y9Mkc 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Manage search 
alerts 

As a market place operator I want to be able to save search alerts 
that a user has created, and to delete search alerts that have 
previously been created, so that I can notify relevant users when 
new matching data offerings are registered. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/gkJANrEM 
2. https://trello.com/c/HMsUsDGE 
3. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Alert users of 
new search 
results 

As a market place operator I want to alert data consumers (who 
have an active search alert), when new, matching data is 
registered, so that they know that new relevant data is available 
for them. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/gkJANrEM 
2. https://trello.com/c/HMsUsDGE 
3. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Submit search 
request 

As a machine maintenance provider / machine optimizer I want to 
be able to submit a search request for data available in the 
marketplace, so that I can get an overview what kind of data the 
marketplace offers which I could buy. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
2. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  

Notify about 
new search hit 

As a machine maintenance provider / machine optimizer I want to 
get a notification on new data offerings as a response to my 
search alert, so that I get informed right away when new relevant 
data is offered by the i3-MARKET network of marketplaces. That 
way I do not have to check periodically for new data. With the 
notification the search result is transmitted. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/gkJANrEM 
2. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
3. https://trello.com/c/44xm4wDP 
4. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
5. https://trello.com/c/IK4y9Mkc 
6. https://trello.com/c/HMsUsDGE 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Get search 
results 

As a machine maintenance provider / machine optimizer I want to 
get a list of search results for data that matches my search 
request. For each item in there list I want to be able to get more 

User Story  
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detailed information about that data. This way I get a good 
overview on what is available, and I know the details about that 
data that I am going to buy. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
2. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 
3. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/DXl9SeSu 
3. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
4. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  

Provide 
template for 
electronic 
contract 

As a marketplace operator I want to provide my customers and 
data owners with a template for electronic contracts, so that I can 
use it when I want to make a contract with them. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
2. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Sign electronic 
contract 

As a participant of the i3-MARKET platform I want to sign an 
electronic contract for data exchange with my partner, so that the 
terms and condition as well as the pricings are clearly defined. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
2. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
2. https://trello.com/c/jpcDQ7v4 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
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3. https://trello.com/c/XAm0Ej8E 
4. https://trello.com/c/fNRokBi4 
5. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
6. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Get statistics 
about data 
transfers 

As a manufacturing company I want to get detailed statistics about 
my data transfers to data consumers during certain time periods, 
so that I can track my revenues and expected payments. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
2. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Pay for data As a machine maintenance provider / machine optimizer I want to 
pay the marketplace for the data that I purchased from him, in 
order to fulfil my duties that result from the electronic contract. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
2. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 
3. https://trello.com/c/F1ShlBqv 
4. https://trello.com/c/o7xX0gsm 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
2. https://trello.com/c/jpcDQ7v4 
3. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
4. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  

Pay for data to 
MC 

As a marketplace operator I want to pay the manufacturing 
company for the data that I sold on their behalf, so that they get 
the compensation that has been agreed upfront. 

 

siblings: 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
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1. https://trello.com/c/Jby4mlCg 
2. https://trello.com/c/ELF2IPT4 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/NJof7Kua 
2. https://trello.com/c/u3pM60CH 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Transfer data 
from DS to 
marketplace 

As data space operator I want to transfer data (which has been 
bought by one of my customers) to the marketplace, so that I can 
protect my identity towards the data consumer and provide this 
data in an anonymous way, without disclosing my identity. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/nnwAsnaU 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/LuBNCVc6 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Transfer data to 
data consumer 

As a machine maintenance provider / machine optimizer I want to 
receive data from the marketplace, that I have bought from it, so 
that I get what I have paid for. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/TYu3Q1GT 
2. https://trello.com/c/LsKWkQ1z 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
2. https://trello.com/c/CBBKUJwh 
3. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
4. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  

Transfer 
quotation data 

As machine maintenance provider I want to transfer my quotation 
data to the marketplace, so that the marketplace can make it 
available to the manufacturing company. The data is free of 
charge, no payment needed. 

 

Use Case 
Scenario 1  
User Story  
V1  
Optional  
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siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/iH8kmxV0 
2. https://trello.com/c/pwOrgi94 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/vIcS8xSM 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Store data As a marketplace operator, I want to store data that I receive from 
the data provider, so that data consumer can download the data. 
That way, data provider can exchange data with data consumer, 
without knowing his identity. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/iH8kmxV0 
2. https://trello.com/c/pwOrgi94 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/vIcS8xSM 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Inform about 
available data 

As a marketplace operator, I want to inform the manufacturing 
company of the fact, that I have received and stored data for him, 
so that the manufacturing company can download that data. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/hCNrEkW8 
2. https://trello.com/c/06GsckkB 
3. https://trello.com/c/pwOrgi94 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sPOVAfhI 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  
Optional  

Pay for transfer 
service 

As a manufacturing company I want to be able to pay the 
marketplace for storing and transferring data that has been sent 
for me, so that I fulfil the electronic contract that I have signed up 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
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front with the marketplace. Note: This is not a payment for data 
(which is free of charge) but for data transfer services. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/pwOrgi94 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/iodFUt9S 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

V1  

Download 
quotation from 
marketplace 

As a manufacturing company I want to download the quotation 
that has been stored for me on the marketplace, so that I have a 
local of it in my own data space. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/QRVz79ve 
2. https://trello.com/c/iH8kmxV0 
3. https://trello.com/c/hCNrEkW8 
4. https://trello.com/c/06GsckkB 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/iodFUt9S 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
V1  

Query data in 
data spaces 

As a marketplace operator I want to query all my connected data 
spaces and other marketplace for available data, so that I will be 
able to find matching data for a data request that I have received 
from a customer. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/enkD2QE1 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/84AuXsxw 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
User Story  
V1  
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Semantically 
match data 

As a data space I want to answer a query from the marketplace 
with a list of semantic description of data that I have available for 
the marketplace, so that the market place knows what data it can 
offer to customers. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/0FPoUErm 
2. https://trello.com/c/ZafhVqn4 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/84AuXsxw 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  

Return 
semantic 
descriptions 
for data 
offerings 

As a data space I want to answer a query from the marketplace 
with a list of semantic description of data that I make available on 
the marketplace, so that the market place knows what data it can 
offer to customers. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/0FPoUErm 
2. https://trello.com/c/ZafhVqn4 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/84AuXsxw 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  

Return list of 
matching data 

As a data space, after I have received a query for data including a 
semantic description, I want to return a list of my data (including 
semantic descriptions) that matches the query, so that the 
requester knows what I can offer. 

 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
User Story  
V1  

Make recurring 
payments 

As a machine optimizer I want to be able to make recurring 
(periodic) payments to the marketplace operator, so that I pay for 
the streaming data that I get from the marketplace. Optionally the 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
User Story  
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payments depend on the amount of data volume that has been 
exchanged. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Jby4mlCg 
2. https://trello.com/c/LsKWkQ1z 
3. https://trello.com/c/TmztQBbV 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GexCWx4s 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

V1  

Forward 
recurring 
payments to 
MC 

As a market place operator I want to periodically pay the 
manufacturing company for streaming data that I sold on their 
behalf, so that they get the compensation that has been agreed 
on upfront. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/F1ShlBqv 
2. https://trello.com/c/TmztQBbV 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/uHjjzkJy 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
User Story  
V1  

Transmit 
streaming data 

As a data space I want to transmit continuous streaming data to 
the machine optimizer, so that he gets all the data that was 
specified in the electronic contract. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/o7xX0gsm 
2. https://trello.com/c/nnwAsnaU 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/IeskolTW 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

User Story  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
V1  
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7.3 Wellbeing Pilot Complete Listing 
Table 7.3: AHA & Wellbeing Pilot Complete Listing 

Name Description Labels 

Active and 
Healthy Aging 

This is a scenario that allow monitoring (not tracking) of active 
and healthy aging individuals living independently at home 
needing occasional support. This has been provided with 
knowing that regular visits are costly and ineffective when there 
is no need for the visits. A prepared room or home space 
equipped with sensors that monitor changes in activity of daily 
living (ADL) and when abnormal changes are detected so that 
care givers can tune their visits to result in a better safety and 
quality of life. In particular ADL can detect falls of the aging 
individuals which trigger an immediate need for assistance. 

 
children: 

1. "Create Wellbeing Portal", https://trello.com/c/lo7tcnir 

Scenario  
v1  
ActivAge  

Work Safety Firefighters, police, military, or in general jobs that are exposed 
to immediate stress that reduces quality of decisions. These job 
categories need stress and readiness monitoring to alert the 
persons or the supervisors to protect them from accidents and 
health hazards due to reduced cognitive performance. 

I want to do the best possible job under stress and I am aware 
that too much stress triggers bad decisions therefore I need a 
system to alert me 

 
children: 

1. "Create Wellbeing Portal", https://trello.com/c/lo7tcnir 

Scenario  
v1  
Work Safety  

Chronic Disease 
Coaching 

Sensors are needed to improve the effectiveness of coached 
behaviour changes. The sensor monitoring supports them and 
the responsible doctors in changes of lifestyle that are needed 
to improve their quality of life. 

 
children: 

1. "Create Wellbeing Portal", https://trello.com/c/lo7tcnir 

Scenario  
v1  
Chronic 
Disease  

Sports Coach This is a scenario that allows monitoring of a group of athletes 
including soccer teams, with the coach, the team captain, and 
different team members as stakeholders. The coach can 
analyse trends of bio-parameters in the athletes and thereby 

Scenario  
v2  
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improve the overall training. The team captain can receive 
alerts in case a team member needs support. 

Athlete that cannot afford a human coach I want to improve my 
performance and endurance 

 
children: 

1. "Create Wellbeing Portal", https://trello.com/c/lo7tcnir 

Future Room Future Room is a scenario that will become possible in the 
future beyond the time horizon of i3-MARKET. This combines 
monitoring (not tracking) solutions for a multitude of conditions. 
The person-based monitoring is set up while the aging 
individuals are in the room. This solution allows to keep them at 
home with the same monitoring quality. Such solutions help to 
reduce monitoring individuals services cost. 

We want to reduce cost of monitored rooms by provide the 
same quality of service to aging individuals in home and other 
room settings. 

 
children: 

1. "Create Wellbeing Portal", https://trello.com/c/lo7tcnir 

Scenario  
Chronic 
Disease  
v2  

eCompanion This is the most general scenario which is also going beyond 
the scope of the i3-MARKET project but uses the same tools as 
are developed for the other scenarios. The eCompanion is a 
device equipped with artificial intelligence and person-based 
sensors that improves the quality of support provided by the AI 
solutions based on knowledge of contextual information. The 
eCompanion will provide a wide range of support and business 
models for applications of human centric sensing and 
computing. 

 
children: 

1. "Create Wellbeing Portal", https://trello.com/c/lo7tcnir 

Scenario  
v2  

IT Administrator The IT administrator is responsible to setup the wellbeing 
monitoring portal and to allocate the staff to run the system: IoT 
device manager, data scientist. He also coordinates the 
inclusion of the stakeholders 1) Care giver/ Captain / Doctor / 
Supervisor / Coach / Room Manager; 2) Relative / Colleague / 
Doctor; and 3) Data owner: Aging individual / Worker / Athlete. 

Stakeholder  
v1  
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The IT administrator needs to make sure that data remains 
secured and that ethical and GDPR rules are respected. 

 
children: 

1. "IoT Device Manager", https://trello.com/c/lo7tcnir 
2. "Data Analyst", https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
3. "Data Owner", https://trello.com/c/ZEzRS3Nt 
4. "Create Wellbeing Portal", https://trello.com/c/N1JIIjbU 
5. "Create Group Monitoring Solution", 

https://trello.com/c/R8p9YqSS 
6. "Create Monitoring platform for sensor functionality", 

https://trello.com/c/MKcFHSgz 
7. "Manage Accounts", https://trello.com/c/DnW0jZUe 
8. "Link Stakeholders", https://trello.com/c/DpPDiAbH 

IoT Device 
Manager 

The IoT Device Manager is enabled by the IT Administrator. He 
defines, builds, and maintains the sensor system. He is also 
responsible to gather additional sensor information via the i3-
MARKET platform. And, in a later stage, make sensor 
information available to consumers outside of the Wellbeing 
and AHA pilot. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/ZEzRS3Nt 
2. https://trello.com/c/DpPDiAbH 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/d0jMbg0n 
2. https://trello.com/c/UT4ZYwPE 
3. https://trello.com/c/8BaoOYse 

Stakeholder  
v1  

Data Analyst The Data Analyst is enabled by the IT Administrator. He 
defines, builds, and maintains the data analysis system. He is 
also responsible to include additional sensor information that is 
delivered via the i3-MARKET platform into the data analysis. 
The data analyst is responsible to build the simulated data 
interface that initially makes information available to consumers 
outside of the Wellbeing and AHA pilot. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/ROddBanb 
2. https://trello.com/c/UW9WkIGL 
3. https://trello.com/c/Tp4jUDYJ 
4. https://trello.com/c/GHbeyGc5 

Stakeholder  
v1  
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5. https://trello.com/c/DpPDiAbH 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/d0jMbg0n 

Data Owner: 
Aging Individual, 
Worker, Pilot, 
First responder 

The Data Owner is the central stakeholder in all instances of 
wellbeing platforms. The sensors are focused on his/her body 
functions, work, activity of daily living, sports performance, 
recovery etc. The data owner is also directly or indirectly the 
recipient of all the services provided by the pilot and by i3-
MARKET. The ethical justification for the monitoring is always 
that the quality of life of the data owner is improved and that the 
minimal amount of personal data is involved in order to be able 
to provide these necessary services. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/UT4ZYwPE 
2. https://trello.com/c/8BaoOYse 
3. https://trello.com/c/D3uGANWk 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/d0jMbg0n 
2. https://trello.com/c/MKcFHSgz 
3. https://trello.com/c/DnW0jZUe 

Stakeholder  
v1  

Captain / 
Caregiver / 
Superior / Coach 

The Care Giver / Captain / Supervisor / Coach / Doctor can 
improve the quality of services to the customer and thereby 
improve quality of life, work safety, mission success, or in 
general customer satisfaction based on the monitoring results 
and data analysis carried out on the data. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/8BaoOYse 
2. https://trello.com/c/MKcFHSgz 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/DpPDiAbH 

Stakeholder  
v1  

Relative / 
Colleague / 
Supporter 

Relatives / Colleagues receive alerts and can support the 
customers / data subjects to optimise their quality of life or 
mission success. 

 

Stakeholder  
v1  
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children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/MKcFHSgz 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/DpPDiAbH 
2. https://trello.com/c/UT4ZYwPE 

Data Processor 
Organisation 

The data processor organisation is a commercial entity that 
monitors workers / professional / customers. It has IT 
equipment that can acquire IoT and web data and provide 
feedback to the different customer sets. The customers wear 
many sensors, that produce runtime data. This data is acquired 
and stored in a Data Space. As this data is a valuable asset, 
the data processor organisation wants to sell this data and 
especially services derived from this data to generate business. 

Stakeholders within the data processor organisation are: - 
IT administrator: Takes care of technical issues - IoT device 
manager: Handles the infrastructure for collecting process data 
- Data analyst: Takes care of the collected data in the data 
space; Does analysis on the collected data - Data subject / 
customers: Use wearables for monitoring to get a service. - 
Business administration: Take care of commercial issues - 
Relatives / colleagues: Receive alerts to support data subject / 
customer - Care givers / supervisors: Optimize services / 
missions based on information from data processor 
organisation 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/DpPDiAbH 

v1  
Stakeholder  

Name Description Labels 

Active and 
Healthy Aging 
who suffered a 
stroke 

Active and healthy ageing individuals who are now at home for 
rehabilitation  

I want to continue to live at home because all my contacts are there 
and do not want to overly load my daughter  

Active monitoring for aging individuals recovering and that need 
monitoring 

Stakeholder 
Story  

Police / Doctor / 
Pilot 

Police / surgeon / pilot and professionals from other areas with a 
high level of responsibility Stakeholder 

Story  
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I want to do the best possible job under stress and I am aware that 
too much stress triggers bad decisions therefor I need a system to 
alert me 

Work Safety: Monitoring of stress and assessment of readiness or 
cognitive performance 

 
siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/REGDuRGI 

First responder First responder who wants to provide a better high-risk job without 
having an accident 

I want to do the best possible job but do not want to have accidents 
or die in mission 

Work Safety / First responder stress monitoring 

 
siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/REGDuRGI 

Stakeholder 
Story  

Future Aging 
individual 

Aging individuals with a condition that requires monitoring but not 
necessarily an extended continuous evaluation 

I do not want to stay in the room but recover at home – I am happier 
at home  

Room of the future / particular case for an aging individual at home 

Stakeholder 
Story  

Person with 
COPD 

A person who was diagnosed with the chronic COPD condition 

I want to have the best possible quality of life despite of my chronic 
disease, I do not want to experience these frightening 
exacerbations 

Chronic disease monitoring and coaching 

Stakeholder 
Story  

Older worker in 
a hot and 
humid climate 

Aging individuals in a hot and humid climate (alternative: a worker 
on a very hot day) want to be safe and have not risk to suffer a heat 
stroke aging individuals or Work Safety: Heat stroke early detection 

Stakeholder 
Story  

Person with 
epileptic 
seizures 

Person with epileptic seizures Stakeholder 
Story  
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I want to live a normal life, have my medication optimized, and be 
warned when there is an imminent seizure so that I can go to a safe 
place 

Chronic disease monitoring and coaching / epileptic seizure 
monitoring 

A person in a 
remote location 
seeking help 
support via 
telephone 

A person in a remote location seeking health support via telephone 

I need support/help urgently and cannot travel 

Room of the future  

Stakeholder 
Story  

A person 
suffering from 
chronic pain 
with a spinal 
stimulation 
implanted 

A person suffering from chronic pain with a spinal stimulation 
implanted 

I want that main pain decreases so that I can sleep better and move 
more, and I have to take less of this dangerous opioid medication 

Chronic disease monitoring to optimize setting of spinal stimulation 
device 

Stakeholder 
Story  

A person 
suffering from 
Parkinson’s 
disease 

A person suffering from Parkinson’s disease 

Parkinson medication optimization 

Room of the future for many cases that do not require extended 
continuous monitoring services 

Stakeholder 
Story  

Athlete Athlete that cannot afford a human coach 

I want to improve my performance and endurance 

eCompanion / training monitoring including food and other 
contextual information 

Stakeholder 
Story  

Room  
Manager 

Room Manager 

I want to reduce cost of monitoring aging individuals in my home 
and provide the same quality of service in home care settings 

Stakeholder 
Story  

eCompanion Describe the use case here. It should be attached a UML diagram. 
Link the use case with sub use case using connection button. Stakeholder 

Story  

Name Description Labels 

Create 
Wellbeing 
Portal 

Create wellbeing portal that can trigger group monitoring solution 
for applications in active and healthy aging individuals, worker 
safety, coaching, future room, coaching of athletes/team, and 
interaction with general users in the form of an eCompanion with an 

Use Case  
v1  
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administrative account that allows to accept creation of data owner 
/ client accounts. It also allows for removing account of data owners 
that left the program. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/hWoZHKLO 
2. https://trello.com/c/2211LoPQ 
3. https://trello.com/c/clU7M2PP 
4. https://trello.com/c/6nwUBYWG 
5. https://trello.com/c/c7vy9yWz 
6. https://trello.com/c/Xt8bWMhO 
7. https://trello.com/c/d0jMbg0n 

Create group 
monitoring 
solution 

Create group monitoring solution opens the particular resources for 
an application in one of possible fields (V1 to V6) with an 
administrative account that allows to accept creation of data owner 
/ client accounts. It also allows for removing account of data owners 
that left the program. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/kWj5lxTi 
2. https://trello.com/c/PS5EBCmw 
3. https://trello.com/c/lFRnjkv1 
4. https://trello.com/c/R8p9YqSS 
5. https://trello.com/c/mQAVK79A 
6. https://trello.com/c/5d52W11i 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/lo7tcnir 
2. https://trello.com/c/d0jMbg0n 

Use Case  
v1  

Create 
monitoring 
platform for 
sensor 
functionality 

Provide the necessary tools to open a monitoring account and 
create the links with care giver, family, and technician to reach a 
functional monitoring system with appropriate alerting. Invite the 
data owner (client) to open an account 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Gt9lyFNV 

Use Case  
v1  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/d0jMbg0n 
2. https://trello.com/c/MKcFHSgz 

Link 
stakeholders 

This function allows to link the customer or Data owner with the care 
giver / captain / doctor / coach and with the relative / colleague. The 
function can also establish the link between care giver and relative 
/ colleague. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/SZbbn21t 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
2. https://trello.com/c/d0jMbg0n 

Use Case  
v1  

Manage 
Accounts 

Create accounts for data owner / customer, relatives, and care-
givers 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/kWj5lxTi 
2. https://trello.com/c/lFRnjkv1 
3. https://trello.com/c/PS5EBCmw 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
2. https://trello.com/c/d0jMbg0n 

Use Case  
v1  

Semantic 
Interface 

Triggers export of historic or streaming data 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/7yM4XSK6 
2. https://trello.com/c/mQAVK79A 
3. https://trello.com/c/QkF41n0B 
4. https://trello.com/c/0oK6AUjP 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/DnW0jZUe 

Use Case  
v1  
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Data import 
interface 

The data import interface create the necessary connectivity 
between the wellbeing pilot and the i3-MARKET backplane 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/gguZoYDt 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/DnW0jZUe 

Use Case  
v1  

Data_export_i
nterface 

This use case creates the tools needed to export meta data and 
data from the wellbeing pilot towards the i3-MARKET backplane 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/VZGnHzzb 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/DnW0jZUe 

Use Case  
v1  

Monitor Data 
Transfer 

This function monitors the data moving in and out of the wellbeing 
pilot and creates a log file and documentation. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/R3mLgY6c 
2. https://trello.com/c/R9PU9bdT 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/DnW0jZUe 

Use Case  
v1  

Name Description Labels 

Create User 
Accounts 

Create accounts for data owner / customer, relatives, and care-
givers 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/1RYIDrmL 
2. https://trello.com/c/xvjf7r43 
3. https://trello.com/c/jSVT8WPm 

Sub Use Case  
v1  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
2. https://trello.com/c/N1JIIjbU 

Delete User 
Accounts 

Delete accounts for data owner / customer, relatives, and care-
givers 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
2. https://trello.com/c/N1JIIjbU 

v1  
Sub Use Case  

Create 
Technical 
Accounts 

Create accounts for data analyst, IoT device manager, and 
configuration manager 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GohTPGqs 
2. https://trello.com/c/zbn2Kzw7 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
2. https://trello.com/c/N1JIIjbU 

v1  
Sub Use Case  

Return List of 
Matching Data 

This use case returns a list of matching data once a search 
request has been triggered and executed. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/xbWVsTJo 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 

Sub Use Case  
v1  

Ingest Data This sub use case triggers the process of ingesting / importing 
data via the i3-MARKET backplane. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/1sLIDZ3C 
2. https://trello.com/c/R9PU9bdT 

v1  
Sub Use Case  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 

Create 
Synthetic Data 

This function is trained on one or a group of users and can provide 
records of synthetic data that can be made available to other data 
consumers 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Tp4jUDYJ 

v1  
Sub Use Case  

Submit Search 
Request 

Search for available data and post data for use by others 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/FYjl82U3 
2. https://trello.com/c/nRTK8JPm 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 

v1  
Sub Use Case  

Save Semantic 
Description 

Search for available data and post data for use by others 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/JAHgM7h6 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
2. https://trello.com/c/ROddBanb 

v1  
Sub Use Case  

Return List of 
Matching Data 

Search for available data and post data for use by others 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/1HYHYqX6 
2. https://trello.com/c/sHd3d8t1 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 

v1  
Sub Use Case  
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2. https://trello.com/c/ROddBanb 

Semantically 
Describe Data 

Search for available data and post data for use by others 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/OhPBDei4 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
2. https://trello.com/c/ROddBanb 

Sub Use Case  
v1  

Create 
Semantic 
Template 

Search for available data and post data for use by others 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9F0KAdGh 
2. https://trello.com/c/XEh3Dbdt 
3. https://trello.com/c/UORTt95o 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
2. https://trello.com/c/ROddBanb 

v1  
Sub Use Case  

Search and 
ingest data 

Search for available data and post data for use by others 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/OhPBDei4 
2. https://trello.com/c/JAHgM7h6 
3. https://trello.com/c/UORTt95o 
4. https://trello.com/c/FYjl82U3 
5. https://trello.com/c/sHd3d8t1 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
2. https://trello.com/c/ROddBanb 

v1  
Sub Use Case  

Monitor 
functionality of 
sensors 

Screen for attached sensors for each user and test functionality of 
each sensor to provide timely warnings to IoT Device Manager in 
case a sensor stops functioning 

 

Sub Use Case  
v1  
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children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/R9PU9bdT 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/ZEzRS3Nt 

Integrate data 
from different 
web sources 

This function integrates data from other sources outside of i3-
MARKET and of the wellbeing platform 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/nRTK8JPm 
2. https://trello.com/c/xbWVsTJo 
3. https://trello.com/c/R9PU9bdT 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/UW9WkIGL 

Sub Use Case  
v1  

Name Description Labels 

Create Semantic 
Template 

As a market place developer I want to create semantic 
templates for data space owners, so that they have a starting 
point for creating their semantic descriptions. Providing a 
template will also help to create harmonise the semantics of 
different data spaces. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/QkF41n0B 

User Story  
v1  

Download 
semantic 
template 

As a data analyst I want to download semantic templates from 
my marketplace, so that I can use this template to create a 
semantic model for my data and I do not have to start from 
scratch. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/QkF41n0B 

User Story  
v1  

Semantically 
describe data 

As a data analyst I want to use a tool to semantically describe 
my data offer, so that data consumers can search for my data 
on the marketplace and understand the semantics of my data. 

User Story  
v1  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/6y4pvZw2 
2. https://trello.com/c/mQAVK79A 

Save semantic 
description 

As a data analyst I want to store the semantic description of my 
data along with the data itself in the data space, so that 
marketplaces can access it for data queries. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/0oK6AUjP 
2. https://trello.com/c/mQAVK79A 

User Story  
v1  

Create a semantic 
search form 

As a market place operator I want to provide web based search 
forms for data, so that my customers have an easy way to 
precisely specify what kind of data they are looking for. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/QkF41n0B 
2. https://trello.com/c/mQAVK79A 

User Story  
v1  

Submit search 
request 

As a caregiver, supervisor, or coach I want to be able to submit 
a search request for data available in the marketplace, so that I 
can get an overview what kind of data the marketplace offers 
which I could buy. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/uGAFzkQQ 
2. https://trello.com/c/mQAVK79A 

User Story  
v1  

Get search 
results 

As a technician or care-giver I want to get a list of search results 
for data that matches my search request. For each item in there 
list I want to be able to get more detailed information about that 
data. This way I get a good overview on what is available, and 
I know the details about that data that I am going to buy. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/7yM4XSK6 
2. https://trello.com/c/mQAVK79A 

User Story  
v1  
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Create 
administration 
account for a 
monitoring group 

Create accounts for different groups like active and healthy 
ageing units, old age settlements, companies with multiple 
workers, sports teams etc. The administrator wants to open an 
account to open a local platform in a given location, active and 
healthy ageing at home, sports team, worksite, or hospital to be 
able to integrated clients (data owners) with the sensor network, 
and the care givers. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GHbeyGc5 

User Story  
v1  

Create data owner 
account 

A data owner can be an active and healthy ageing individual, a 
worker, an athlete, or other indoor places. The data owner 
wants to open an account to get access to the desired services. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/kWj5lxTi 

User Story  
v1  

Create link 
request 

This requests a secure link between a data owner and a care-
giver, a family member, a supervisor, a doctor, a trainer, etc. 
The link is activated when the link invitation is accepted by the 
addressee. This process important to guarantee the 
appropriate links and to guarantee the privacy of the people 
involved. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/R8p9YqSS 

User Story  
v1  

Create caregiver 
or supervisor 
account 

This account is for caregiver, trainers, doctors, supervisors to 
interact with a group of data owners / workers / clients / athletes 
etc. This user can receive alerts from the linked data owner and 
send messages to the linked data owner. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/kWj5lxTi 

User Story  
v1  

Create family or 
colleague 
account 

This account is for people with a close link to the data owner or 
client / worker and opens a path for receiving alerts and 
providing messaging to the data owner 

 

User Story  
v1  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/kWj5lxTi 

Create technician 
account 

This account is for technicians or data scientists that have to 
install sensors with multiple data owners or that have to make 
sure that the right processing is carried out with the data. These 
technicians and data scientists are responsible for a user group 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/PS5EBCmw 

User Story  
v1  

Create 
configuration 
account 

This account is needed to define the questionnaires that are 
needed to measure the user satisfaction 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/PS5EBCmw 

User Story  
v1  

Search for 
available data 

As a pilot data-consumer I want to query all my connected data 
spaces and other marketplace for available data, so that I will 
be able to find matching data for a data request that I have 
received from a customer. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/uGAFzkQQ 
2. https://trello.com/c/gguZoYDt 

User Story  
v1  

Semantically 
match data 

Pilot data consumer I want to answer a query from the 
marketplace with a list of semantic description of data that I 
have available for the marketplace, so that the market place 
knows what data it can offer to customers. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Tdi8OaMQ 
2. https://trello.com/c/gguZoYDt 

User Story  
v1  

Monitor data 
transfer 

As a group administrator I want to be informed about data 
transfers between data owners and linked users that have been 
initiated on my platform, so that I know when and how much 

User Story  
v1  
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data has been transferred and I can write monthly invoices for 
the recurring data transfers and payments. 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GHbeyGc5 
2. https://trello.com/c/Gt9lyFNV 
3. https://trello.com/c/5d52W11i 
4. https://trello.com/c/gguZoYDt 

Transmit 
streaming data 

As a data space I want to transmit continuous streaming data 
to the consumer and pilot data processor, so that he gets all the 
data that was specified in the electronic contract. This works for 
incoming and later also for outgoing data streams 

 
parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/5d52W11i 

User Story  
v1  

 

7.4 Manufacturing Pilot Backlog Listing 
Table 7.4: Manufacturing Pilot Backlog Listing 

Name Description Labels 

Board Owner: 
Edgar Fries 

  

Ind-Pilot: Create 
and publish meta 
data for 
maintenance need 

Manufacturing company needs a maintenance contract for 
their machines with an external company. In order to get 
quotations, they have to describe what kind of maintenance 
is needed. For that they will create a data set that describes 
the required maintenance tasks and will semantically 
describe that data. 

Responsible Partner Siemens AG 

Contributing Partners Please fill in 

Acceptance criteria A data set is available describing the 
maintenance need with the following data: - Purpose of this 
data: Quotation for maintenance expected - Technical data 
about the machines to be maintained - Duration and 
frequency of the service - Required skills or equipment - 
Operational data of machines - and other A semantic 
description is available describing the specific domain. 

Use Case  
V1  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
R1  
Local  
R2  
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Non-functional requirements - Usability: A tool should 
support the creation of the sematic description which does 
not require much knowledge about semantics. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Kp553UoG 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Ind-Pilot: Create 
semantic data 

When a manufacturing company wants to publish data, it has 
to create a description of that offering based on a predefined 
semantic model. In order to do that, it will download templates 
of semantic descriptions from the marketplace. This 
supports, the job of the data analyst to semantically describe 
his data. 

There are two different situations that can occur: 1) The 
underlying semantic model is detailed and specific enough. 
The semantic description of the offering can be defined on 
base of the available semantic model. 2) The available 
semantic model has to be extended to describe the offering 
detailed enough. 

 
siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/dc9ttP39 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/E3BJJqbD 
2. https://trello.com/c/hX5NmHiT 
3. https://trello.com/c/Ry97rRru 
4. https://trello.com/c/pHzdHtsm 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/hsnYquyw 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

V1  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
Sub Use Case  
R2  

Ind-Pilot: Save 
semantic 
description 

As a data analyst I want to store the semantic description of 
my data along with the data itself in the data space, so that 
marketplaces can access it for data queries. 

 
siblings: 

User Story  
V1  
Use Case 
Scenario 1  
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1. https://trello.com/c/Ry97rRru 
2. https://trello.com/c/hX5NmHiT 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Kp553UoG 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Local  
R2  

Ind-Pilot: Make 
machine data 
available in data 
space 

A manufacturing company has many machines running in a 
production line. They are equipped with sensors, that 
produce data while the machines are in operation (= runtime 
data). This data shall be saved in a data space for further 
processing. Also the data has significant value and will be 
used to generate revenue by selling them on a marketplace. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/dc9ttP39 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case  
V1  
Use Case 
Scenario 2  
Local  
R2  

Name Description Labels 

Ind-Pilot: 
Display search 
results 

The machine optimizer has done a search on the 
marketplace for machine runtime data. He gets a list of 
search results, which manufacturing companies have 
posted. He can click on each search result to get a 
detailed information on the contents of the data packages, 
including pricing information. 

Responsible Partner Siemens AG 

Contributing Partners Please fill in 

Acceptance criteria There is a user interface to display 
search results. The UI shows all relevant search results in 
a list and the number of search results. The UI shows the 
meta data of the search result (incl. price) and allows to 
preview some sample data. There shall be filters to be 
applied to the search results (e.g. show only data sets that 
cost less than x EUR) 

Non-functional requirements - Transparency: In case of 
large amounts of search results, the user shall be 
supported in keeping an overview. 

 

V1  
Use Case Scenario 
2  
Sub Use Case  
Local  
R2  
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siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Rr38qCPA 
2. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
3. https://trello.com/c/84AuXsxw 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/shH1jM73 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Ind-Pilot: 
Semantically 
annotate runtime 
data 

The manufacturing company, which operates the 
machines in their plants, has collected runtime data from 
those machines and transferred it to the data space. In the 
data space, it is available for sharing it with other 
participants of the i3-MARKET ecosystem. The runtime 
data must be semantically described, so that it can be 
discovered by others and, once downloaded, the meaning 
of the data is clear to the buyer. The marketplace supports 
the manufacturing company in that by providing a suitable 
semantic model and functionalities that help to 
characterize the runtime data with it. 

 
siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Kp553UoG 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Ry97rRru 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/3cjZDE9y 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case Scenario 
2  
Sub Use Case  
Local  
R2  
V2  

Name Description Labels 

Ind-Pilot: 
Define search 
request 

As a machine maintenance provider / machine optimizer I 
want to be able to submit a search request for data available 
in the marketplace, so that I can get an overview what kind 
of data the marketplace offers which I could buy. 

Acceptance criteria 1. There is a graphical user interface 
(UI) for the provider / machine optimizer, which he can use 
to specify his search. 2. The UI has the following fields that 

User Story  
V1  
Use Case Scenario 
1  
Use Case Scenario 
2  
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the user can choose from: - Free text search term - Machine 
type - Types of data to search for (e.g. Pressure, 
temperature, speed, ...) - Frequency: Static or streaming 
data - Optional: Price range: max. amount of money the user 
is willing to pay for 3. There is a message if not all mandatory 
search fields have been filled in. In that case, submitting the 
search is not possible 4. There are ways for the user to a) 
Submit b) Cancel his search 5. Upon submit, the search 
request is sent to the backplane 6. The backplane will send 
back a confirmation of reception. There will be an indication 
on the UI that the backplane has received the search 
request. 

Responsible Partner Siemens AG 

Contributing Partners Please fill in 

Non-functional requirements The search shall not require 
the installation of a software on the user’s computer. 

 
siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
2. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 
3. https://trello.com/c/NvWxdlFE 
4. https://trello.com/c/xck5NUnJ 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

R2  

Ind-Pilot: 
Display search 
results 

As a machine maintenance provider / machine optimizer I 
want to get a list of search results for data that matches my 
search request. For each item in there list I want to be able 
to get more detailed information about that data. This way I 
get a good overview on what is available, and I know the 
details about that data that I am going to buy. 

Acceptance criteria 1. On the marketplace, there is a user 
interface that displays the search results that were returned 
from the Backplane as a result of my search request. The 
user interface contains the following data: - Name of data 
provider - Machine type - Types of data available - 
Frequency: Static or streaming data - Optional: Price for the 
data incl. pricing model (fixed amount, per volume, ...) 2. If 
the search result contains data from more than one provider, 
than above information is displayed for each provider 3. If 
one provider has multiple matching data sets to offer (e.g. 
from multiple machines), than above information is 
displayed for each data set. 4. There is a way to select one 
or multiple datasets. 5. There is a way to buy selected data 

User Story  
V1  
Use Case Scenario 
1  
Use Case Scenario 
2  
R2  
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sets (not relevant for R1) 6. If the user is not happy with the 
search results, he can go back to the previous search,. The 
previous search parameters are still there. He can alter the 
search parameters for a new search. 

Responsible Partner Siemens AG 

Contributing Partners Please fill in 

Non-functional requirements - Transparency: In case of 
large amounts of search results, the user shall be supported 
in keeping an overview. 

 
siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
2. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 
3. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/DXl9SeSu 
3. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
4. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Ind-Pilot: 
Provide web-
based search 
form 

As a market place operator I want to provide web based 
search forms for data, so that my customers have an easy 
way to precisely specify what kind of data they are looking 
for. 

Acceptance criteria 1. There is a graphical user interface 
(UI) for the provider / machine optimizer, which he can use 
to specify his search. 2. The UI has the following fields that 
the user can choose from: - Free text search term - Machine 
type - Types of data to search for (e.g. Pressure, 
temperature, speed, ...) - Frequency: Static or streaming 
data - Optional: Price range: max. amount of money the user 
is willing to pay for 3. There is a message if not all mandatory 
search fields have been filled in. In that case, submitting the 
search is not possible 4. There are ways for the user to a) 
Submit b) Cancel his search 5. Upon submit, the search 
request is sent to the backplane 6. The backplane will send 
back a confirmation of reception. There will be an indication 
on the UI that the backplane has received the search 
request. 

Responsible Partner Siemens AG 

Contributing Partners Please fill in 

User Story  
Use Case Scenario 
2  
Use Case Scenario 
1  
V1  
R2  
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Non-functional requirements The search shall not require 
the installation of a software on the user’s computer. 

 
siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
2. https://trello.com/c/mo3N7JuO 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/Rr38qCPA 
3. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
4. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Ind-Pilot: 
Transfer data 
from DS to 
marketplace 

As data space operator I want to transfer data (which has 
been bought by one of my customers) to the marketplace, in 
such way that I can protect my identity towards the data 
consumer and provide this data in an anonymous way, 
without disclosing my identity. 

 
siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/nnwAsnaU 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/LuBNCVc6 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case Scenario 
1  
V2  

Name Description Labels 

Ind-Pilot: 
Define 
required data 

The machine optimizer needs machine runtime data and 
searches on the marketplace for it. On the marketplace he 
will enter information on the types of machines and the type 
of data that he is looking for. The marketplace supports him 
in that by providing search forms. 

Responsible Partner Siemens AG 

Contributing Partners Please fill in 

Acceptance criteria There shall be search interface which 
allows to enter the following search criteria: - Free text 
search term - Industry (e.g. pharmaceutical, mining, 
production, ...) - Machine type (machine tools, press, motor, 
...) - Max. price of data (EUR) - Purpose of data (e.g. 
expectation of providing a quotation) - Location of data 
provider (country, region, continent) 

V1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
Sub Use Case  
R1  
Local  
R2  
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Non-functional requirements The search shall not require 
the installation of a software on the user’s computer. 

 
siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/DXl9SeSu 
2. https://trello.com/c/84AuXsxw 
3. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/shH1jM73 
2. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
3. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Name Description Labels 

Ind-Pilot: Generate 
industrial data 

 
R2  
R1  

Ind-Pilot: 
MindSphere 
integration for data 
generator 

 
R1  
R2  

 

7.5 AHA & Wellbeing Pilot Backlog Listing 
Table 7.5: Wellbeing Pilot Backlog Listing 

Name Description Labels 

AHA & 
Wellbeing 
Pilot - Create 
Wellbeing 
Portal 

Create wellbeing portal that can trigger group monitoring solution 
for applications inactive and healthy ageing applications, worker 
safety, aging individual, coaching, future room, coaching of 
athletes/team, and interaction with general users in the form of an 
eCompanion with an administrative account that allows to accept 
creation of data owner / client accounts. It also allows for removing 
account of data owners that left the program. 

* Goal:* Link data consumer with data sources depending on 
selection of user scenario: 1) Aging 2) Work Safety 3) Chronic 
Disease Monitoring and Coaching 4) Sport Coaching 5) Future 
Room  6) eCompanion Create functionality scope that is optimised 

Use Case  
v1  
R2  
Scenario 1 
Active and 
Healthy Aging  
R1  
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for the scenario using identical use cases with different templates 
for selection of stakeholders, user interfaces, user interaction, and 
functionality. * Constraints: * This function will be very flexible in 
later releases. The first release only manually defines a fixed 
scope and template for aging individuals in ambient assisted living 
(AAL). * Actors: * Data owner (aging individuals), care-giver, 
relative, wellbeing portal administrator, data-scientist, IoT device 
manager * Main flow: * Load general and semantic template to 
define the stakeholder, and fields for sensor and metadata 
definitions as well as derived data that is created from the sensor 
information (ADL) parameters. Define questionnaires. 

* Responsible Partner: * IBM * Contributing Partners * 

* Acceptance Criteria: * Capability to load templates and define 
the scope of group monitoring solution. 

* Non-functional requirements: * (e.g. performance, usability, 
etc.) 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/lxg8NN1T 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/hWoZHKLO 
2. https://trello.com/c/2211LoPQ 
3. https://trello.com/c/clU7M2PP 
4. https://trello.com/c/6nwUBYWG 
5. https://trello.com/c/c7vy9yWz 
6. https://trello.com/c/Xt8bWMhO 
7. https://trello.com/c/d0jMbg0n 

AHA & 
Wellbeing 
Pilot - Create 
group 
monitoring 
solution 

Create group monitoring solution opens the particular resources 
for an application in one of possible fields (V1 to V6) with an 
administrative account that allows to accept creation of data owner 
/ client accounts. It also allows for removing account of data 
owners that left the program. Create group monitoring solution 
opens the particular resources for an application in one of possible 
fields (V1 to V6) with an administrative account that allows to 
accept creation of data owner / client accounts. It also allows for 
removing account of data owners that left the program. This 
function defines the scope of data which can also vary between 
different version of aging individuals in ambient assisted living 
implementations. Goal: In release one just one functionality will 
be implemented using hard coded templates, stakeholders, user 
interfaces, user interaction, and functionality. Actors: * Data 
owner (Aging individuals), care-giver, relative, group monitoring 
solution administrator, data-scientist, IoT device manager. *Main 
flow: Load general and semantic template to define the 
stakeholder, and fields for sensor and metadata definitions as well 
as derived data that is created from the sensor information (ADL) 

Use Case  
v1  
Scenario 1 
Active and 
Healthy Aging  
R1  
R2  
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parameters. Define questionnaires. * Responsible Partner:* 
IBM * Contributing Partners:* 

* Acceptance Criteria:* Stake holder accounts can be defined 
and the scope of functionality and user interaction matches to the 
use-case (which is aging individuals in ambient assisted living with 
a small number of sensors for sleep, toilet, presence, social 
activity, rest etc. Additional sensors can be defined and imported 
via the i3-MARKET backplane. 

* Non-Functional Requirements:* Reliability, Usability, 
Flexibility 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/FGS46xJN 
2. https://trello.com/c/iq16jDzs 
3. https://trello.com/c/UQ5cVEOc 
4. https://trello.com/c/P213hDtx 
5. https://trello.com/c/z98jxgEw 
6. https://trello.com/c/IxfbqMtg 
7. https://trello.com/c/66co8xeI 
8. https://trello.com/c/NtW6C3yu 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/lo7tcnir 
2. https://trello.com/c/d0jMbg0n 
3. https://trello.com/c/B6MxPXIi 

Use Case 
Template 

• Responsible Partner 
• Contributing Partners 
• Traces to scenarios (already included) 
• Short description (already included) 
• Acceptance criteria 
• Non-functional requirements: (e.g. performance, 

usability, etc.) 
• Sub Use Cases (already included) 
• Dependency with other use cases (already included) 

Use Case  

Name Description Labels 

AHA & 
Wellbeing Pilot 
- Submit 
Search 
Request 

Define metadata record to be submitted as search request 
towards the i3-MARKET backplane and handle returned 
information. The function display search results will be taken 
from the pilot framework. Goal is to be able to trigger search 
requests for additional data via the i3-MARKET backplane. 
Handles requests typically for ambient assisted living 
Group Monitoring Solution Administrator, Data-scientist Read 

Sub Use Case  
v1  
R1  
Scenario 1 Active 
and healthy Aging  
R2  
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metadata information Create data-structure for transmission 
Submit Search Request Receive Search Result 

* Responsible Partner:* IBM 

* Acceptance Criteria: * A search request is posted 
describing the need for data with the following metadata: - 
Purpose of this data - Location where data was acquired 
(postal code) - Sensor category: Home, Person, City, Weather 
- Sensor subcategory: ADL, power, activity, traffic, etc. - 
Sensor type, Sensor detection frequency, etc. - Time frame, 
historic or streaming A semantic description is available 
describing the specific domain. 

* Non-Functional Requirement: * Error-free operation 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/FYjl82U3 
2. https://trello.com/c/nRTK8JPm 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 

AHA & 
Wellbeing Pilot 
- Semantically 
Describe Data 

This functionality allows to extract semantic information from 
datasets that are either stored in the local database or 
received from a remote source. It analyses the meta 
information within a limited set of data structures and provides 
the semantic information a metadata structure that can be 
saved or used in conjunction with the function submit search 
request. Extraction of meta information from a variety of 
source datafiles Interprets datatypes used in ambient assisted 
living in release 1 more datatypes follow later Group 
Monitoring Solution Administrator, Data-scientist, Read data 
Extract Semantic information Provide meta date record with 
the semantic information Responsible 
Partner: IBM Acceptance Criteria: Extraction of semantic 
information from a limited number of datasets Non-
Functional Requirements: Error-free operation on a limited 
set of data structures used in ambient assisted living context. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/OhPBDei4 
2. https://trello.com/c/kD0TxiFJ 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 

Sub Use Case  
v1  
R2  
Scenario 1 Active 
and Healthy Aging  
R1  
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2. https://trello.com/c/ROddBanb 

AHA & 
Wellbeing Pilot 
- Create 
Semantic 
Template 

Definitions and template information to adapt the general 
wellbeing portal functionality to different group monitoring 
solutions. Create functionality that optimally suits a particular 
user scenario which is active aging individual in ambient 
assisted living for release 1. The level of flexibility is initially 
very small and will be enlarged for later releases. Data owner 
(aging individual), relative, wellbeing portal administrator, 
group monitoring solution administrator, data-scientist, IoT 
device manager. A command line interface is provided to 
create semantic templates. This will be replaced with versions 
with improved user interaction in later phases. Semantic 
templates will be stored as json files. Responsible Partner IBM 
Acceptance Criteria Structure of stored template is error-free 
and can be loaded by the create group monitoring solution use 
case. Non-Functional Requirements Flexibility 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9F0KAdGh 
2. https://trello.com/c/XEh3Dbdt 
3. https://trello.com/c/UORTt95o 
4. https://trello.com/c/2DWtlAZs 
5. https://trello.com/c/3OkcJIZo 
6. https://trello.com/c/PryW5HSw 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
2. https://trello.com/c/ROddBanb 
3. https://trello.com/c/xeg30pBR 

Sub Use Case  
v1  
R1  
R1  
Scenario 1 Active 
and Healthy Aging  

Name Description Labels 

AHA & 
Wellbeing 
Pilot - 
Generate 
Data 

This function accesses datasets that are subject to privacy 
constraints and creates a related simulated dataset. The use 
case can generated this type of data with different accuracy 
and complexity to fulfil appropriate testing requirements. Make 
diverse data available for functionality testing with other pilots 
via the i3-MARKET backplane. Simulated data are not fully 
accurate but can be adapted depending on the goal of the 
overall testing. Data owner (aging individual), relative, 
wellbeing portal administrator, data-scientist, IoT device 
manager Read privacy constrained dataset, generated related 
simulated dataset with appropriate metadata description which 
includes user consent and extended data-lifetime. Responsible 
Partner IBM Acceptance Criteria Simulated dataset with 
smaller statistical deviation than required threshold which 
varies from 50% to 5%. Regular verification impossibility to re-

v1  
Sub Use Case  
Scenario 1 Active and 
healthy Aging 
R1  
R2  
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identify datasources. Sufficient injection of noise and deviation 
to render reconstruction of personal information impossible. 

 
children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9F0KAdGh 
2. https://trello.com/c/XEh3Dbdt 
3. https://trello.com/c/UORTt95o 
4. https://trello.com/c/2DWtlAZs 
5. https://trello.com/c/3OkcJIZo 
6. https://trello.com/c/PryW5HSw 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/e315565U 
2. https://trello.com/c/ROddBanb 
3. https://trello.com/c/xeg30pBR 

 

7.6 Pilot Framework Listing 
Table 7.6: Pilot Framework Backlog Listing 

Name Description Labels 

Ind-Pilot: Create 
quotation for 
maintenance offer 

The machine maintenance provider finds the 
request for maintenance from the manufacturing 
company. It downloads the metadata and uses 
it for creating a proposal for machine 
maintenance. This proposal is transferred 
electronically to the manufacturing company. 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/xOalh5Qf 
3. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
4. https://trello.com/c/NJof7Kua 
5. https://trello.com/c/LuBNCVc6 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Use Case  
V1  
Use Case Scenario 1  
R2  

Ind-Pilot: Search 
for runtime data 

A company that is specialized in optimizing 
production machines needs runtime data for Use Case  
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tuning its algorithms. There is a marketplace for 
this purpose. The machine optimizer enters that 
marketplace and defines what type of data he is 
searching for. For this, the marketplace provides 
predefined semantics to let him specify his search 
parameters. The marketplace, which is connected 
to the i3-MARKET network of marketplaces, 
queries the connected data spaces and providers. 
It will do a matching between data searched for 
and the data offers of the connected data spaces. 
Once matching data is found, the marketplace 
displays the search result and the price (=the 
meta data) of the matching offerings. 

 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

V1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
R2  

Ind-Pilot: Deliver 
data 

The machine optimizer has discovered data on 
the marketplace that he is interested in buying. 
The data consumer and the data provider sign a 
contract and wait for the data owner's consent. 
The data consumer then pays for the data. After 
that, the data provider gives access to the 
purchased data. 

There are two types of download transactions: * 
One-time download: Only one data package is 
delivered * Continuous download over a certain 
period of time: As runtime data is continuously 
produced and uploaded to the data space (data 
streaming), there is always new data available for 
the machine optimizer. He can continuously 
download new data. Payments for data have to be 
recurring, in certain time intervals (e.g. monthly) 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/XAm0Ej8E 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

Use Case  
V1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
R2  

Ind-Pilot: Create 
search alert 

As a machine maintenance provider / machine 
optimizer I want to be able to create a persistent 
search alert in the marketplace so that I get 
informed when new data offers get registered that 

User Story  
V1  
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are of interest to me. That way I will not miss any 
relevant data in the future. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
2. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 
3. https://trello.com/c/HMsUsDGE 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9YsL9XzE 
2. https://trello.com/c/CbRRmVUp 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Use Case Scenario 1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
R2  

Ind-Pilot: Stop 
search alert 

As a machine maintenance provider / machine 
optimizer I want to be able to stop a persistent 
search alert in the marketplace that I have 
recently created, so that I will not get notifications, 
which I do not need anymore. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 
2. https://trello.com/c/gkJANrEM 
3. https://trello.com/c/IK4y9Mkc 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9YsL9XzE 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
V1  
Use Case Scenario 1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
R2  

Ind-Pilot: Manage 
search alerts 

As a market place operator I want to be able to 
save search alerts that a user has created, and to 
delete or pause search alerts that have previously 

User Story  
V1  
Use Case Scenario 1  
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been created, so that I can notify relevant users 
when new matching data offerings are registered. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/gkJANrEM 
2. https://trello.com/c/HMsUsDGE 
3. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9YsL9XzE 
2. https://trello.com/c/Ow2KgAYy 
3. https://trello.com/c/LlVDINis 
4. https://trello.com/c/plTyBd6Z 
5. https://trello.com/c/CbRRmVUp 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 
4. https://trello.com/c/Ow2KgAYy 

Use Case Scenario 2  
R2  

Ind-Pilot: Make 
recurring 
payments 

As a machine optimizer I want to be able to make 
recurring (periodic) payments to the data provider, 
so that I pay for the streaming data that I get from 
the data provider. 

The following payment methods should be 
supported: - Flat rate - Based on the data volume 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Jby4mlCg 
2. https://trello.com/c/LsKWkQ1z 
3. https://trello.com/c/TmztQBbV 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/ptAmFem2 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GexCWx4s 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

User Story  
V1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
R2  
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Create and save 
an offering 
description 

As a Data Provider, I will use the semantic 
description template to describe my offering data. 
After that, I will save this offering data semantic 
description to the market place. The marketplace 
allows users to save their offering metadata. 

reference use case 1. 
https://trello.com/c/Kp553UoG 2. 
https://trello.com/c/pHzdHtsm 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/6a0sQCer 
2. https://trello.com/c/pRxM1weV 
3. https://trello.com/c/q0Sd6MVY 
4. https://trello.com/c/KHmjnATv 
5. https://trello.com/c/AmGi5FNj 
6. https://trello.com/c/eRPfs3uz 
7. https://trello.com/c/Gt1C3yWc 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/TcCCLipM 
2. https://trello.com/c/uNkxf7vZ 

V1  
Data Provider  
Offering Metadata  
R2  
FEATURE  

Manage 
offerings 

As a Data Provider, I want to be able to manage my data 
offerings. This includes: - Activate an offering description 
on the i3-MARKET network - Modify an existing offering 
- Pause an offering (temporarily deactivation) - 
Deactivate an offering permanently 

For all those an UI is required. 

reference use case 1. https://trello.com/c/Kp553UoG 2. 
https://trello.com/c/pHzdHtsm 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/6a0sQCer 
2. https://trello.com/c/pRxM1weV 
3. https://trello.com/c/q0Sd6MVY 
4. https://trello.com/c/KHmjnATv 
5. https://trello.com/c/AmGi5FNj 
6. https://trello.com/c/eRPfs3uz 
7. https://trello.com/c/Gt1C3yWc 

parents: 

V1  
R2  
FEATURE  
Data Provider  
Offering Metadata  
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1. https://trello.com/c/TcCCLipM 
2. https://trello.com/c/uNkxf7vZ 

Subscription 
Management 

The data consumer must be able to manage and 
delete his existing, already established 
subscriptions for data streams (based on a 
contractual basis). 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/yINOa3Ij/2-
subscription-management-ui 

R2  
FEATURE  
V2  

Electronic 
payment UI 

When a data consumer purchases data on the 
marketplace, he has to pay for the data. An UI is 
needed for that. 
After selecting a data offering, the data consumer 
will see a page with the following information: - 
Name of data provider - Data item to be purchased 
- Price of the data item - Charging method - Type of 
payment (once or recurring) -Payment frequency, 
in case of recurring payments: weekly, monthly, 
quarterly, ...; - Start date, end date (optional) - 
Payment Limits (In order to avoid surprises at the 
end of the month, the user can set payment limits) 
- Max amount he is willing to pay per month - Max 
amount he is willing to pay per single transaction. 
This will avoid fraud, if someone hacks his account. 
- An option to get notified by E-Mail, when the 
payment limit has been reached - Modify existing 
recurring payments - Stop existing recurring 
payments. 

If the data consumer presses "Purchase", the 
payment is processed and he will get an 
confirmation for successful payment. In case of 
recurring payments, the payment schedule is 
transferred to the SDK for further processing. The 
SDK shall trigger the data transfer upon successful 
payment. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/bKoAZXCe 
2. https://trello.com/c/OPk68zra 

children: 

R2  
FEATURE  
V2  
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1. https://trello.com/c/oJySvHJg 

Sold Data 
Streams 

The data provider must be able to manage and 
delete data stream offerings, which have been 
purchased on a contractual basis. 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/xW3MbCsF/3-sold-
data-streams-ui 

R2  
FEATURE  
V2  

One-Time 
Purchase 

After the data consumer has found an offering, 
that he is interested in, he can purchase that data 
item by selecting it in the list of search results and 
by proceeding with the following steps: 

• Requesting data stream purchase 
• Contractual agreement 
• Signing the electronic contract proposed 

by data provider 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/OPk68zra/19-data-
stream-purchase 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Wux60dtJ/4-one-time-
purchase-ui 

2. https://trello.com/c/TR7nvzkP/5-ind-pilot-
purchase-single-data-item 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Sgq6IQXY 

R2  
FEATURE  
V2  

Data Stream 
Purchase 

A data consumer must be able to subscribe to an 
offering (purchase a data stream) by: 

• Requesting data stream purchase 
• Contractual agreement 

R2  
FEATURE  
V2  
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• Signing the electronic contract proposed 
by data provider 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/bKoAZXCe/18-one-
time-purchase 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/O9JEElWu/6-data-
stream-purchase-ui 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Sgq6IQXY 

Sign Electronic 
Contracts 

When the data consumer has found a suitable 
data offering, requested a purchase and the 
SLAs/contractual agreements are in place, the data 
owner opens a UI to create (by providing suitable 
parameters) and sign the electronic contract. The 
following functionalities have to be implemented: 

• As a participant of the i3-MARKET 
platform I want to sign an electronic 
contract for data exchange with my 
partner, so that the terms and condition as 
well as the pricing are clearly defined and 
automatically enforced. 

• As a data consumer, who wants to buy 
data that he discovered on the 
marketplace, I need to sign an electronic 
contract with the marketplace. 

• The marketplace has gotten a request for 
data from the machine optimizer, who 
wants to buy data of the data owner on 
the marketplace. The marketplace has to 
get consent from the data owner. For that 
the marketplace will sign an electronic 
contract with the data owner. 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/nHKGykhy/8-sign-
electronic-contracts-ui 

R2  
FEATURE  
V2  
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2. https://trello.com/c/CpaApcgb/27-sign-
electronic-contracts-ui-data-provider 

3. https://trello.com/c/LBljAko7/9-ind-pilot-
sign-electronic-contract 

4. https://trello.com/c/ks3hj17M/10-ind-pilot-
provide-template-for-electronic-contract 

Ind-Pilot: Sign 
electronic 
contract 

The machine maintenance provider has found data 
on a service need, that he wants to purchase. So 
he will sign an electronic contract in order to get that 
data. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/xOalh5Qf 
2. https://trello.com/c/LuBNCVc6 
3. https://trello.com/c/XAm0Ej8E 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/8MT1wCZ6 
2. https://trello.com/c/HOYcYbsh 
3. https://trello.com/c/3SuV3D7J 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/u9j5TJN4 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

V1  
Use Case Scenario 1  
Sub Use Case  
R2  

User 
Management 

Local user management (data marketplace) 
supporting the user management UI and all the 
authentication and authorisation processes. 

Save the mapping between local accounts and 
accounts in i3-MARKET backplane. 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/EpIu6kVg/12-user-
management-ui 

2. https://trello.com/c/df1DK6O5/13-create-
manage-and-delete-users 

3. https://trello.com/c/5ZesTdff/28-mapping-
i3-MARKET-users 

R2  
FEATURE  
V2  
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Keep Track of 
Data Transfers 
UI 

The transfer of data needs to be tracked by 
consumer once the subscription was confirmed. 
The consumer wants to know the status of the 
process meaning that the transfer was: 

• started 
• interrupted 
• stopped 
• resumed 
• progress in % 

The user of the marketplace need to know if the 
transfer was successfully completed or the data 
was corrupted. 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Vb5oXxof/21-keep-
track-of-data-transfers-ui 

2. https://trello.com/c/jjzv1NQu/23-ind-pilot-
get-statistics-about-data-transfers 

R2  
FEATURE  
V2  

Hide Identity of 
Data Owner and 
Provider 

For the wellbeing pilot, this function is 
accomplished with the use case: Create wellbeing 
portal. This requirement is also important for the 
manufacturing pilot. A possible solution is to 
integrate a proxy into the data access API. 

 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/HGg3p7d3/26-hide-
identity-of-data-owner 

R2  
FEATURE  
V2  

Ind-Pilot: Search 
for maintenance 
needs on 
marketplace 

The machine maintenance provider wants to find 
new customers and searches on the marketplace 
for service request data. On the marketplace he will 
enter information on the types of machines and the 
type of work that he can provide service for. The 
marketplace supports him in that by providing 
search forms. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/xOalh5Qf 
2. https://trello.com/c/Rr38qCPA 

V1  
Use Case Scenario 1  
Sub Use Case  
Local  
R2  
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3. https://trello.com/c/DXl9SeSu 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Rr38qCPA 
2. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 
3. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
4. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
5. https://trello.com/c/gkJANrEM 
6. https://trello.com/c/HMsUsDGE 
7. https://trello.com/c/IK4y9Mkc 
8. https://trello.com/c/44xm4wDP 
9. https://trello.com/c/pK5Y9io2 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/u9j5TJN4 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Ind-Pilot: Get 
search result on 
marketplace 

The machine maintenance provider has done a 
search on the marketplace for new customers who 
need service. He gets a list of search results, which 
manufacturing companies have currently posted 
service needs. He can click on each search results 
and gets more detailed information on the service 
need. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
3. https://trello.com/c/9YsL9XzE 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/u9j5TJN4 
2. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

V1  
Use Case Scenario 1  
Sub Use Case  
Local  
R2  

See all my 
registered 
offerings 

As a Data Provider, I want to have a UI that shows 
a comprehensive list of the offering descriptions 
that I have registered, so that I can get an overview. 

reference use case 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/6a0sQCer 

V1  
Data Provider  
Offering Metadata  
R2  
FEATURE  
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2. https://trello.com/c/YvmewBV4 
3. https://trello.com/c/q0Sd6MVY 
4. https://trello.com/c/KHmjnATv 
5. https://trello.com/c/AmGi5FNj 
6. https://trello.com/c/eRPfs3uz 
7. https://trello.com/c/Gt1C3yWc 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/TcCCLipM 
2. https://trello.com/c/uNkxf7vZ 

Name Description Labels 

Display search 
results 

There shall be a UI, that displays a list of search results from 
the Backplane for data that matches my search request that 
I have submitted. For each item I want to receive more 
detailed information about that data. This way I get a good 
overview on what is available, and I know the details about 
that data that I am going to buy. 

Acceptance criteria: 1. The following information shall be 
displayed: - Name of data provider Machine type - Types of 
data available Frequency: Static or streaming data - Optional: 
Price for the data incl. pricing model (fixed amount, per 
volume, ...) 2. If the search result contains data from more 
than one provider, than above information is displayed for 
each provider 3. If one provider has multiple matching data 
sets to offer (e.g. from multiple machines), than above 
information is displayed for each data set. 

Non-functional requirements - Usability: The user interface 
shall be intuitive enough that users do not have to take 
dedicated trainings for it. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N2pMSIb2 
2. https://trello.com/c/iEJKksp5 
3. https://trello.com/c/AIdx13yv 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/LyPn9bMF 
2. https://trello.com/c/goMxFBpS 
3. https://trello.com/c/Fqoq0J0P 

R2  
V2  
Task  

Search Alerts UI A search alert is a permanent search request for 
data, that is stored in the i3-MARKET network. The 
search alerts UI defines the search parameters. It 

V2  
R2  
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offers the following options: - Create a new search 
alert (incl. definition of search criteria) - Modify 
existing search alert - Stop existing search alert 

Compare to Google Search alerts: 
https://www.google.com/alerts 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N2pMSIb2 
2. https://trello.com/c/iEJKksp5 
3. https://trello.com/c/AIdx13yv 
4. https://trello.com/c/CbRRmVUp 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/LyPn9bMF 
2. https://trello.com/c/goMxFBpS 
3. https://trello.com/c/Fqoq0J0P 

Task  

Ind-Pilot: Notify 
about new search 
hit 

As a machine maintenance provider / machine 
optimizer I want to get a notification (from the 
marketplace) on new data offerings as a response 
to my search alert, so that I get informed right away 
when new relevant data is offered by the i3-
MARKET network of marketplaces. That way I do 
not have to check periodically for new data. With 
the notification the search result is transmitted. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/gkJANrEM 
2. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
3. https://trello.com/c/44xm4wDP 
4. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
5. https://trello.com/c/IK4y9Mkc 
6. https://trello.com/c/HMsUsDGE 
7. https://trello.com/c/9YsL9XzE 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
V1  
Use Case Scenario 1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
R2  

Subscription 
Management UI 

The data consumer must be able to open a UI to 
manage and delete his existing, already R2  
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established subscriptions for data streams (based 
on a contractual basis). 

 

parent: 

1. https://trello.com/c/bWww1Jbf/16-
subscription-management 

Task  
V2  

Make payment If the data consumer presses "Purchase", the 
payment is processed and he will get an 
confirmation for successful payment. In case of 
recurring payments, the payment schedule is 
transferred to the SDK for further processing. The 
SDK shall trigger the data transfer upon successful 
payment. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/AWT5dxb3 
2. https://trello.com/c/ptAmFem2 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Sgq6IQXY 

R2  
Task  
V2  

Payment reports Both data provider and data consumer want to 
get list of payment transactions (account statement) 
for the current or past payment period. 

The UI offers the following options: 

• Chose time period (start data and end 
data OR last x week / month 

• List of all transactions in that time period, 
including: 

• Name of recipient / sender 
• Transaction date 
• Data item to be purchased 
• Price of the data item 
• Charging method 
• Type of payment (one or recurring) 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/AWT5dxb3 

R2  
Task  
V2  
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2. https://trello.com/c/oJySvHJg 
3. https://trello.com/c/ptAmFem2 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/0GvAVycm 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Sgq6IQXY 

Modify recurring 
payments UI 

The data consumer has subscribed for data 
streams, for which he does recurring payments. He 
needs to have an UI to modify those payments: - 
Modify existing recurring payments - Stop existing 
recurring payments. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/AWT5dxb3 
2. https://trello.com/c/oJySvHJg 
3. https://trello.com/c/ptAmFem2 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Sgq6IQXY 

R2  
Task  
V2  

Inform about 
exceeded 
payment limits 

The data consumer has set payments limits, 
which he does not to exceed (e.g.: Max x € per 
month). If this limit is reached, no more payments 
shall be executed in that payment period. He shall 
be informed about that, so he can take one of those 
actions: - Increase payment limit - Do not allow 
further payments for the current period 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/AWT5dxb3 
2. https://trello.com/c/Qsl2wrHV 
3. https://trello.com/c/oJySvHJg 
4. https://trello.com/c/ptAmFem2 

children: 

1. https://trello.com/c/ZNzS0xDV 

R2  
Task  
V2  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Sgq6IQXY 

Manage payment 
limits UI 

The data consumer needs a way to limit his 
spending on data purchases. For that he needs an 
UI to define payment limits. This UI shall show the 
following: - Payment Limits (In order to avoid 
surprises at the end of the month, the user can set 
payment limits) - Max amount he is willing to pay 
per month - Max amount he is willing to pay per 
single transaction. This will avoid fraud, if someone 
hacks his account. - An option to get notified by E-
Mail, when the payment limit has been reached 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/AWT5dxb3 
2. https://trello.com/c/Qsl2wrHV 
3. https://trello.com/c/A5M98MRd 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/Sgq6IQXY 

R2  
Task  
V2  

Show payment 
summary UI 

When purchasing data, the data consumer wants 
a user interface that displays the payment 
summary, before he actually purchases the data. 
The UI shows: - Name of data provider - Data item 
to be purchased - Price of the data item - Charging 
method - Type of payment (once or recurring) -
Payment frequency, in case of recurring payments: 
weekly, monthly, quarterly, ...; - Start date, end date 
(optional) - Button "Purchase" and "Cancel" 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/oJySvHJg 

R2  
Task  
V2  

Sold Data Streams 
UI 

The data provider must be able to open a UI to 
manage and delete data stream offerings, which 
have been purchased on a contractual basis. 

 

R2  
Task  
V2  
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parent: 

1. https://trello.com/c/ynjDmleq/17-sold-data-
streams 

One-Time 
Purchase UI 

After the data consumer has found an offering, 
that he is interested in, he can purchase that data 
item by selecting it in the list of search results, which 
opens a UI to be able to proceed with the following 
step: 

• Requesting data stream purchase 

 

parent: 

1. https://trello.com/c/bKoAZXCe/18-one-
time-purchase 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/TR7nvzkP/5-purchase-
single-data-item 

R2  
Task  
V2  

Data Stream 
Purchase UI 

A data consumer must be able to select a data 
stream from the list of results to subscribe to an 
offering (purchase a data stream), which opens a 
UI to proceed with the following step: 

• Requesting data stream purchase 

 

parent: 

1. https://trello.com/c/OPk68zra/19-data-
stream-purchase 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/UlDZUHe1/7-ind-pilot-
purchase-data-stream 

R2  
Task  

Ind-Pilot: 
Purchase single 
data item 

As a data consumer I want to be able to purchase 
a single data item, so that I can download and use 
it. 

User Story  
Use Case Scenario 2  
Use Case Scenario 1  
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This is a single data transfer. It related to one data 
packet. Once the data transfer has been done, 
there will be not further transfers. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/BWIgJCqK 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/XAm0Ej8E 
2. https://trello.com/c/bKoAZXCe/18-one-

time-purchase 

R2  

Ind-Pilot: 
Purchase data 
stream 

As a data consumer I want to be able to purchase 
steaming data item, so that I can download all 
matching data now and in the future. 

This is a transfer of a data stream using as data 
subscription. Newly generated data from the data 
provider will automatically be downloaded as soon 
as it is available. This requires recurring payments 
for data. The subscription can be paused, stopped 
and activated. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/squE0AXa 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/fNRokBi4 
2. https://trello.com/c/OPk68zra/19-data-

stream-purchase 

User Story  
Use Case Scenario 2  
R2  

Sign Electronic 
Contracts UI - Data 
Provider 

When the data consumer has found a suitable data 
offering, requested a purchase and the 
SLAs/contractual agreements are in place. 
The data provider is able to open a UI to create 
and sign the electronic contract. 

 

parent: 

R2  
Task  
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1. https://trello.com/c/IMLWRSWG/15-sign-
electronic-contracts 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/LBljAko7/9-ind-pilot-
sign-electronic-contract 

2. https://trello.com/c/ks3hj17M/10-ind-pilot-
provide-template-for-electronic-contract 

3. https://trello.com/c/nHKGykhy/8-sign-
electronic-contracts-ui 

Sign Electronic 
Contracts UI - Data 
Consumer 

When the data consumer has found a suitable 
data offering, requested a purchase and the 
SLAs/contractual agreements are in place. After the 
data provider creates and signs the electronic 
contract. The data consumer is notified and is able 
to open a UI to sign the electronic contract. 

 

parent: 

1. https://trello.com/c/IMLWRSWG/15-sign-
electronic-contracts 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/LBljAko7/9-ind-pilot-
sign-electronic-contract 

2. https://trello.com/c/ks3hj17M/10-ind-pilot-
provide-template-for-electronic-contract 

3. https://trello.com/c/CpaApcgb/27-sign-
electronic-contracts-ui-data-provider 

R2  
Task  

Ind-Pilot: Sign 
electronic 
contract 

As a participant of the i3-MARKET platform I want 
to sign an electronic contract for data exchange 
with my partner, so that the terms and condition as 
well as the pricings are clearly defined. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
2. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 
3. https://trello.com/c/nHKGykhy/8-sign-

electronic-contracts-ui 

parents: 

User Story  
V1  
Use Case Scenario 1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
R2  
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1. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
2. https://trello.com/c/jpcDQ7v4 
3. https://trello.com/c/XAm0Ej8E 
4. https://trello.com/c/fNRokBi4 
5. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
6. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

Ind-Pilot: Provide 
template for 
electronic 
contract 

As a marketplace operator I want to provide my 
customers with a template for electronic contracts 
(provided by i3-MARKET), so that the providers can 
define the parameters for the electronic contract 
between provider and consumer. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
2. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 
3. https://trello.com/c/nHKGykhy/8-sign-

electronic-contracts-ui 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

User Story  
Use Case Scenario 1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
R2  
V2  

Login UI Login to the pilot framework with username and 
password. R2  

Task  

Wellbeing-Pilot: 
Link users UI 

Link users (data subject1 with caregiver 1+2, 
relatives 1+2+3, iot device manager 3, and data 
scientist 2) a linked usergroup is created around a 
data subject, the link list is created by sending an 
invitation and accepting the invitation invitations 
can be triggered from the data subject, from the 
caregiver or from the relative iotdevicemanager and 
data scientist are assigned by the admin (portal 
operator) Sub functions: Create invitation and 
accept invitation (needs checking that invitation 
only works to another category) 

R2  
Task  

User Management 
UI 

Provides interface to manage the data marketplace 
users (data owner / customer, relatives, and care-
givers). Interface should allow to create, manage 
and delete users. 

 

R2  
Task  
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parent: 

1. https://trello.com/c/FR5WnfHA/14-user-
management 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/df1DK6O5/13-create-
manage-and-delete-users 

2. https://trello.com/c/5ZesTdff/28-mapping-
i3-MARKET-users 

Mapping i3-
MARKET users 

Save the mapping between local accounts and 
accounts in i3-MARKET backplane. 

 

parent: 

1. https://trello.com/c/FR5WnfHA/14-user-
management 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/EpIu6kVg/12-user-
management-ui 

2. https://trello.com/c/df1DK6O5/13-create-
manage-and-delete-users 

R2  
Task  

Create, manage 
and delete users 

Local user management (data marketplace) 
supporting the user management UI and all the 
authentication and authorisation processes. 

 

parent: 

1. https://trello.com/c/FR5WnfHA/14-user-
management 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/EpIu6kVg/12-user-
management-ui 

2. https://trello.com/c/5ZesTdff/28-mapping-
i3-MARKET-users 

R2  
Task  

Keep Track of 
Data Transfers UI 

The transfer of data needs to be tracked by 
consumer once the subscription was confirmed. R2  
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The data consumer is able to open a UI to view the 
status of the process meaning that the transfer was: 

• started 
• interrupted 
• stopped 
• resumed 
• progress in % 

The user of the marketplace need to know if the 
transfer was successfully completed or the data 
was corrupted. 

 

parent: 

1. https://trello.com/c/AT99tCAN/22-keep-
track-of-data-transfers-ui 

Task  

Ind-Pilot: Get 
statistics about 
data transfers 

As a manufacturing company I want to get detailed 
statistics about my data transfers to data 
consumers during certain time periods, so that I can 
track my revenues and expected payments. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/9pEJ36sR 
2. https://trello.com/c/7Y63s76W 
3. https://trello.com/c/AT99tCAN/22-keep-

track-of-data-transfers-ui 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/64wQYrtx 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
3. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 
4. https://trello.com/c/AT99tCAN/22-keep-

track-of-data-transfers-ui 

User Story  
V1  
Use Case Scenario 1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
R2  

Protect Personal 
Information 

The special requirements needed to run the 
wellbeing pilot are mostly linked to protecting 
personal information in an onion-like approach with 
several layers that make sure that no private 
information leaks out and no stakeholders can 
access the data unless they are positively identified 
and entitled. This function is accomplished with a 
function that is part of the Wellbeing specific box: 
Create group monitoring solution. 
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Hide identity of 
data owner 

The data offered may contain internal Know-How of 
the data provider. Therefore the identity of the data 
provider shall not be disclosed to the consumer. 

 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 
2. https://trello.com/c/3V6Z9kYI/25-hide-

identity-of-data-owner-and-provider 

Use Case Scenario 1  
R2  
Task  

Ind-Pilot: Provide 
web-based search 
form 

As a data consumer I want to provide web based 
search forms for data, so that my customers have 
an easy way to precisely specify what kind of data 
they are looking for. 

Acceptance criteria: This UI should provide a way 
to describe the search query, allowing either to do 
it on the base of a few keywords, or accept more 
detailed restrictions of create complex queries. The 
search should also offer a way to exclude certain 
data (e.g. show only data generated in country x; 
Show only data with a price <= x €, ...). 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/sFdstC80 
2. https://trello.com/c/9YsL9XzE 

parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/N36R0t5w 
2. https://trello.com/c/Rr38qCPA 
3. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 
4. https://trello.com/c/GrLv4HUl 

V1  
Use Case Scenario 1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
Local  
R2  
To Link  
Task  

Ind-Pilot: Return 
semantic 
descriptions for 
data offerings 

As a data provider I want to register my offerings on 
the marketplace with a list of semantic description 
of data, so that the marketplace can register the 
offerings in the i3-MARKET network. 

 

siblings: 

1. https://trello.com/c/0FPoUErm 
2. https://trello.com/c/ZafhVqn4 

User Story  
V1  
Use Case Scenario 2  
Local  
R2  
To Link  
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parents: 

1. https://trello.com/c/84AuXsxw 
2. https://trello.com/c/sGlGsBw1 

 

7.7  Use Cases in Other Sectors 
 
In i3-MARKET other sectors have been studied and analysed in relation to use cases with the 
intention to identify future alternatives and possible extensions towards validation, this is done 
with the purpose to keep awareness and track the evolution of other sectors where 
marketplaces has high impact. 
 

7.7.1 Use Cases in the Smart City Sector 
Smart City is of particular interest mainly by the number of data sets that are generated daily 
and the number of IoT, BIG Data and recently AI development that exist in smart cities, further 
study will be maintain in this line and possible use cased identification and/or definition will be 
considered. 
 

7.7.2 Use Cases in the Smart Home Sector 
Smart Home pilot has been also identified as a sector with potential for its well identified 
interaction with the AHA & Wellbeing pilot and particularly when data sets are generated in 
smart homes that define conditions that may influence wellbeing conditions. 
 

7.7.3 Use Cases in the Transport Sector 
Automotive is just one aspect of transportation, further or larger conditions in data and data 
sets generated in the Transportation sector in general are potentially an important asset to 
consider by the time of validating i3-MARKET in a larger scale. 
 
 
 


